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Laboratory experiments can help validate and benchmark computer simula-
tions. This laboratory plasma jet research focused on characterizing and quan-
tifying the effects of extended magnetohydrodynamics (XMHD) and an exter-
nally applied axial magnetic field (Bz). In the present research, plasma jets were
formed from Joule heating and ablation of radial foils (approximately 15 µm
thin circular disks) using a pulsed power generator (COBRA) with 1 MA peak
current and 100 ns rise time. Plasma dynamics of the jet were diagnosed under
a change of current polarities, which correspond to current moving either ra-
dially outward or inward from the foil’s central axis. The influence of the Hall
effect on the jet development was observed under opposite current polarities,
which changed the jet conical structure (width and angle). Additionally, we
studied the effects on jet dynamics resulting from varying the Bz from 0 to 2 T.
The plasma jet formation compressed the Bz as the plasma converged toward
the central z-axis. The pressure from the Bz compression led to on-axis den-
sity hollowing of the jet. Experimental measurements of this compression were
made using dB/dt (or “B-dot”) magnetic probes placed in the center of the hol-
low plasma jet. Additionally, we found that the plasma jet formation disrupted
from the ablating foil surface with a large enough applied Bz, meaning the jet
was no longer well-collimated but was ejected as multiple bursts of plasma. We
observed that the critical Bz for disruption depended upon the foil material (Al,
Ti, Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, W) and correlated with material properties of the foil such as
the electrical resistivity and equation of state. Experimental results were com-
pared with predictions made by XMHD numerical simulations (PERSEUS). This
study of 1) the Hall effect, 2) applied magnetic field effects, and 3) the process of
foil ablation permitted further understanding of fundamental physics topics in-
cluding 1) the importance of low-density plasmas within high-density plasma
environments, 2) how magnetic forces influence plasma dynamics, and 3) the
impact of material properties during transitions from the solid through plasma
phases.
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A Ballad to COBRA
by Tom Byvank
Working in the lab
of plasma studies,
fun is up for grabs,
just you wait and see.
Come clean the rings
of the mighty COBRA.
As you wipe, sing
“what a great aroma.”
Choose your hardware,
wires, puffs, foils, or more.
What do you dare?
Challenges are in store.
Set up diagnostics.
Wear your laser goggles.
Adjust mirrors and optics,
do not just boondoggle.
XUV cameras tilt or straight,
interference patterns shear,
spectroscopy calibrates.
Did you forget something, you fear.
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When hardware you remove,
beware the A-K gap.
Dexterity you prove,
else create a mishap.
Think, are O-rings greased?
Start the vacuum pump,
now drink tea in peace
or go take a dump.
Crossover to cryos,
check delay timings,
your lab notebook will grow,
shot soon approaching.
Turn on high voltage,
note pressure in torr.
Get reference laser image,
that’s what the preshot is for.
Apply gas pressures,
set screen room and scopes,
stop oil and water.
Now build up your hope.
TG on and Arm,
HV on, TG-70,
max voltage no harm,
currents are falling.
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Science is now on the verge,
count down 3, 2, 1, fire,
hear COBRA’s roar and discharge
to get the shot you desire.
Acquire current traces,
circulate and debubble,
success in this case,
but will the next shot be trouble?
Reload and repeat.
A run on COBRA
is always a treat,
the joy of plasma.
Fusion fifty years away,
fifty years ago that was.
Please oh please do not dismay,
else be trapped in COBRA’s jaws.
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CHAPTER 1
NONTECHNICAL SUMMARY
This section of the thesis is mom-approved for conceptual understanding.
My research area is “high energy density plasma physics” and, in particular,
creating the plasma by using “pulsed power generators.” Those are a lot of
complicated words when mashed together, so here is a better description of my
research.
All of the materials that you see are made of atoms. An atom is made of a
nucleus at the center surrounded by electrons. A nucleus has a positive electric
charge, and electrons have negative electric charge. The total electric charge of
an atom is zero, meaning the atom is charge neutral. When enough energy is ap-
plied to a solid material, it can change into a liquid and then a gas. The atoms in
solids, liquids, and gases are charge neutral. When even more energy is applied,
the electrons can separate from the nucleus in the atom. Without some of the
negatively charge electrons in the atom, the atom becomes positively charged
and is called an ion.
A plasma is the energetic state of matter (like solid, liquid, or gas) that has
these separated electrons and ions moving around. The word “plasma” was
named analogously to blood plasma, which has red blood cells moving within
the fluid. Some common examples of plasmas are the Sun, lightning, and neon
signs. The Sun contains nuclear reaction explosions that exist as a plasma.
A lightning strike is an electrical spark (discharge) between a cloud and the
ground. Neon lighting tubes light up from electrical discharges within the neon
gas.
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Figure 1.1: Optical self emission of shot 3585 at time t = 265 ns after the start of
current rise.
Electrically charged particles (like ions and electrons) experience forces from
electric and magnetic fields. These forces are why lightning strikes occur,
why batteries provide electrical energy, and why compasses point North. In
a plasma, the electric and magnetic forces act on the ions and electrons, and
the moving charged particles can also create and modify the electric and mag-
netic forces. The interaction between the charged particles and the electric and
magnetic forces leads to complicated behavior of the plasma. This complicated
plasma behavior makes for some interesting scientific problems.
In my research, we send an electrical current through a piece of metal foil
(like Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Foil). The energy passing through the foil
causes the foil to heat up, explode, and create a plasma. The goal of my re-
search is to understand what happens to this plasma under various conditions.
Fig. 1.1 is a picture of one of my laboratory experiments that shows a plasma
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similar to a lightning strike being formed.
To get an idea of how much energy we use to create the plasma, here are
some comparisons. We send 100 kJ of energy through our plasma-generating-
machine in a timespan of a few hundred nanoseconds. 100 kJ of energy is the
same energy as 24 food Calories (about one milk chocolate Hershey’s Kiss). A
few hundred nanoseconds is more than a million times faster than the blink of
a human eye. Luckily, your metabolism takes a lot more time to process your
24 Calories of food, so you don’t explode. For your reference, the average total
worldwide power consumption is about 20 ∗ 109 kJ per second, or only about
20 times larger than the energy produced by our plasma-generating-machine
in the same amount of time. Additionally for a comparison, a lightning strike
discharges about 106 kJ of energy in about a millionth of a second, or about one
thousand times more energy than our plasma-generating-machine in the same
amount of time. Lastly, as a final comparison, the Sun outputs about 4 ∗ 1023 kJ
of energy in one second, or about four trillion (four-million-million) times more
energy than our plasma-generating-machine in the same amount of time.
Why should we care about my research to understand laboratory plasmas?
Why should we care about creating plasmas in the laboratory? As previously
mentioned, the Sun is an amazing plasma explosion. In astronomy, there are
many other interesting objects, and many of these objects are also plasmas. We
can only observe those objects from here on Earth, and that can make it difficult
to understand why certain processes behave the way they do. We can’t do full-
scale “astronomy experiments” here on Earth, but the goal of a research area
called “Laboratory Astrophysics” is to create situations in the laboratory that
allow us to study the same physics as that which occurs on astronomical scales.
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In my research, I study laboratory plasma jets, which are relevant to astro-
physical plasma jets. A plasma jet is a collimated flow of plasma (meaning par-
ticles move in a parallel direction), like how a water jet is a collimated stream of
water (like what comes out of a firehose). Astrophysical plasma jets are formed
in many contexts, including outside of black holes. As matter is falling into a
black hole, some of the matter is ejected away from the black hole at its North
and South poles. These ejections of matter are plasma jets. There are still many
unanswered questions as to why and how astrophysical plasma jets exist and
develop. The goal of my research is to study plasma jets that are created in the
laboratory to help understand the physics of why certain processes happen.
Another goal of plasma physics research is to help make controlled nuclear
fusion a sustainable energy source. Currently, nuclear power plants use a pro-
cess called nuclear fission that produces a lot of radioactive waste. In contrast,
nuclear fusion reactions do not produce this radioactive waste as a byproduct.
However, nuclear fusion power plants are currently not used because control-
ling the fusion reactions is very challenging. One goal of plasma physics re-
search is to understand the reasons why fusion is so difficult and hopefully
work toward solving the problems. My research of laboratory plasma jets will
not create controlled nuclear fusion in the laboratory, but it can help to better
understand some of the processes that occur. This better understanding can
help solve some of the challenges of fusion, but I’m not making any promises
for fusion power plants in the near future.
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CHAPTER 2
MOTIVATION
2.1 Does Size Matter?
Laboratory Astrophysics
The idea behind Laboratory Astrophysics is that, given similar scaling relations
and dimensionless quantities, laboratory experiments can be used to study the
same physics as that which occurs on astronomical scales. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] As-
trophysical phenomena are much larger than any experiments conducted on
Earth, but, if their geometry is similar and the controlling physical processes are
in the same regimes, laboratory experiments can accurately describe the physics
of the astronomical events. Furthermore, even if a laboratory experiment can-
not fully replicate an astrophysical phenomena, the experiment can still explore
parts of the physical processes. Consider the following terrestrial example of
a laboratory experiment describing a larger system: designing an airplane by
testing a model in a wind tunnel. The model can describe the airplane dynam-
ics as long as both systems have similar conditions including the Mach number
M, Reynolds number Re, and proportionally scaled geometric dimensions. In
astrophysics, some additional scaling parameters that may impact the system
dynamics include the magnetic Reynolds number RM and Peclet number Pe.
We note that, for certain comparisons, the dimensionless numbers do not
have to be exactly the same but just in the same regime; for example, a Reynolds
number Re 1 is in the laminar flow regime, and Re > 104 is in the turbulent
flow regime, so a laboratory system with Re = 105 could have similar dynam-
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ics to an astrophysical system with Re = 108. However, if other processes are
important in the astrophysical system, like radiation effects for example, then a
laboratory experiment with a similar Reynolds number but not a similar radia-
tive cooling parameter χrad = trad/thydro (the ratio of radiative to hydrodynamic
timescales) will not accurately describe the astrophysical phenomena. As previ-
ously mentioned, laboratory experimental scales are smaller than astrophysical
spatial scales. Gravity is fundamental in the formation of many astrophysical
bodies, and gravity is negligible in the formation of laboratory plasmas evolv-
ing over nanosecond timescales. Although gravity may be the fundamental
cause of an astrophysical process, it may not be significantly important to the
dynamics, in which case a laboratory experiment can still accurately correspond
with the astrophysical event. An object’s length scale may also be important for
certain phenomena besides gravity like the Hall effect, as will be further dis-
cussed in Sec. 7.1.2. Lastly, we caution that if a laboratory experiment looks
(morphologically) similar to an astrophysical process, that does not mean that
the experiment provides useful information about the process; both phenomena
must be in similar physical regimes.
The word ubiquitous is ubiquitously used to describe the astrophysical con-
texts in which plasma jets appear. The most basic definition of a jet is a col-
limated outflow. Astrophysical jets can form from geysers on comets, solar
spicules in the chromosphere, stellar accretion disks, and radio galaxy nuclei.
[6, 7, 8, 9] The plasma jet we create in the laboratory is approximately 1 cm long.
Table 2.1 displays estimated parameters comparing our laboratory plasma jet
(created on the COBRA pulsed power generator) with a laboratory experiment
of “plasma at critical density in a modest-temperature hohlraum” on the Z ma-
chine (a pulsed power generator at Sandia National Laboratory) and astrophys-
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Table 2.1: Laboratory Astrophysics Parameter Comparisons
Object COBRA jet Z exp YSO jet NS acc col HH 110 jet
Size 1 cm 0.1 cm 1016 − 1019 cm 4 ∗ 104 cm 7.5 ∗ 1015 cm
M 1.5 1 10-50 40 30
Pe 4.4 10−2 1011 80 105
Re 3.2 ∗ 105 3 ∗ 104 1013 6 ∗ 108 105
RM 3.5 5 ∗ 102 1015 5 ∗ 1013 n/a
β 10 30 1-10 3 ∗ 10−8 n/a
χrad 10
−2 0.5 n/a 2 ∗ 10−5 n/a
ical systems: a jet from a young stellar object (YSO), a neutron star (NS) accre-
tion column, and a jet from Herbig-Haro (HH) object 110. [10, 11, 12, 13] See
Appendix A for parameter calculations for our laboratory jet, other than the ra-
diative cooling parameter χrad which is calculated by dividing thermal energy
by radiative power loss (estimated using blackbody emission of a ∼ 1 cm3 re-
gion).
Our laboratory jet is ejected from a disk of solid material (radial foil) that,
given the right conditions, can look like a rotating accretion disk (see Fig. 2.1).
However, the laboratory foils and astrophysical accretion disks have completely
different physical mechanisms for looking similar– rotation due to the Lorentz
force in radial foils rather than angular momentum conservation from gravita-
tional collapse in accretion disks. Still, our laboratory plasma jets may be rele-
vant to the physics of astrophysical jet formation, collimation, and propagation.
In our research, we study the influence of an external magnetic field on labora-
tory jets that could provide information into how magnetic fields interact with
and are embedded into astrophysical jets.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Extreme ultraviolet self emission looking down onto the radial foil
in a) grayscale and b) a “fire” colorscale. Shot 3698 at 150 ns after the start of
current rise.
2.2 Zeros and Ones:
Benchmarking Computer Codes
“Experiments have perfect physics and imperfect diagnostics; simulations have
imperfect physics and (can) have perfect diagnostics,” to paraphrase John
Greenly, personal communication, 2016 or so. Comparing experiments with nu-
merical simulations helps uncover the important physical processes when try-
ing to understand a phenomena. Experiments can help determine incorrect ap-
proximations, assumptions, or physical implementations in a simulation. Com-
puter codes can suggest possible directions for experimental campaigns. “Good
enough” numerical simulations may even be able to accurately predict what
will happen in experiments. For example, “good enough” simulations of nu-
clear weapon explosions can permit detailed scientific understanding without
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needing to actually explode nuclear bombs. When experiments and simulations
do not agree, there is an opportunity for a deeper understanding of the physics
involved.
We compare our plasma jet laboratory experiments with numerical sim-
ulations using the code PERSEUS (an acronym standing for: Plasma as an
Extended-MHD Relaxation System using an Efficient Upwind Scheme). [14]
One discovery that PERSEUS has helped demonstrate is how low density
plasma can influence regions of high density plasma. Often in high energy den-
sity physics, researchers approximate that certain effects that are important in
low density regions can be ignored; however, these effects can influence the high
density regions as well, particularly when the high density regions are created
by merging the initially low density plasma. One example of such an effect is
the Hall effect (different in a plasma than in a solid), which both the PERSEUS
code and laboratory jet experiments show drastically influences the plasma dy-
namics in the higher density regions. The higher density laboratory jet is formed
from converging lower density regions.
2.3 Blowing Stuff Up:
Plasma Instabilities and Ablation Physics
Plasmas are dynamic phenomena that often display instabilities. For well-
controlled and contained systems, like those hoped to be used for sustainable
nuclear fusion reactions, plasma instabilities must be mitigated. In the labo-
ratory, plasmas can be produced by energizing initially solid materials. The
process going from a solid to plasma phase usually involves the ablation pro-
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cess: heating, melting, vaporizing, and ionizing. The details of a material’s
conductivity and equation of state as it transitions from solid to liquid, vapor,
and plasma phases can fundamentally affect the dynamics of the plasma. This
dynamic process of ablation physics may closely relate to instability growth.
Additionally, moving from relatively-low-energy solids to high-energy plasmas
passes through the regime of warm dense matter physics– a regime that can
be experimentally hard to diagnose and computationally challenging to model.
[15]
We study the ablation physics of the radial foils used to generate the plasma
jets. We also study plasma instabilities that occur on the foil and in the jet, in par-
ticular when we apply an axial magnetic field. In this research, the applied mag-
netic field is perpendicular to the direction of current flow, and it fundamentally
affects the foil’s surface plasma formation and further instability growth. The
hope is that continuing to better understand instabilities can lead to the abil-
ity to better control and mitigate them (most optimistically for applications like
controlled nuclear fusion).
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CHAPTER 3
CONTEXT
3.1 High Energy Density Physics
The frontier of high energy density physics pushes the limits of how much en-
ergy can be put into an area within a certain (short) amount of time. The extreme
state of high energy density matter produces some extreme numbers. High en-
ergy density can mean obtaining pressures over one million times the Earths at-
mospheric pressure, temperatures of millions of degrees Celsius, and densities
of tens of times typical solid densities. Furthermore, these extreme conditions
usually occur over short timescales on the scale of billionths of a second (read:
they explode), and deposition of large energies in a short time lead to extremely
large instantaneous power outputs that can reach over ten times the worldwide
power consumption. [16]
General goals of high energy density physics research include studying: ma-
terial properties like degenerate matter and radiation production, astrophysics
like planetary interiors and solar phenomena, relativistic conditions like particle
acceleration, and inertial confinement fusion for energy production. Addition-
ally, high energy density physics can support national security through stock-
pile stewardship and weapons testing. High energy density physics can also
explore fundamental physics including nonlinear effects, magnetic field gener-
ation, hydrodynamics, and material equations of state.
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3.2 Pulsed Power
Obtaining high energy density states of matter requires energy deposition
within a short amount of time. Two prominent methods of achieving this large
power are using 1) pulsed power generators and 2) lasers. Pulsed power gener-
ators collect energy over relatively large timescales (say, minutes) and discharge
it rapidly (say, within a couple hundred nanoseconds). The energy can be stored
by capacitors in Marx generators or linear transformer drivers. Pulsed power
is one of the most energy efficient methods to produce a large power output.
Lasers can create high energy density conditions by irradiating matter. Some
characteristics of the required laser are “good enough” energy, power, intensity,
irradiance, and beam quality (uniformity).
Experiments conducted using pulsed power generators rather than lasers
can have different geometries that permit diagnostic access of larger spatial
scales (centimeters rather than millimeters of plasma) and longer time scales
(hundreds of nanoseconds rather than a few nanoseconds) to more easily ob-
serve the evolution of plasma dynamics. Conversely, experiments conducted
using (fast-pulse) lasers rather than pulsed power can probe smaller spatial
scales (resolving hundreds of nanometers) and shorter time scales (resolving
tens of femtoseconds) in order to investigate plasma phenomena including
waves and laser-plasma interactions. The author would like to note that pulsed
power and laser experiments are not mutually exclusive, although it is true that
most facilities focus on only one method of obtaining high energy density con-
ditions.
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3.3 Radial Foils
One use for a pulsed power machine’s current is to create a Z pinch. [17, 18, 19,
20] Typically in a Z pinch, an electrical connection between the anode and cath-
ode permits an axial current (J = Jz) to flow and self-generate an azimuthal
magnetic field (B = Bθ) thanks to Ampere’s Law. The Lorentz force (J × B)
acts radially inward and “pinches” the current-carrying load. This pinching im-
plosion can create large energies, pressures, and x-ray bursts– assuming that
instabilities (such as the Magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor instability, an arch-nemesis
of the Z pinch) do not significantly degrade the implosion.
The electrical power load hardware of a pulsed power generator supports
various geometries. Vertically (axially) spanning the anode and cathode elec-
trodes, researchers can place wire arrays, liners (cylindrical tubes), planar foils,
and gas puffs. These loads can implode as a Z pinch described above. Rather
than orient the anode and cathode axially, loads can radially connect the elec-
trodes, as in radial wire arrays or radial foils. Here, one of the electrodes is
placed at the center of the load hardware (as a pin beneath the foil on-axis) and
the other electrode is set as an outer annulus. In radial foil experiments, a thin
circular disk spans and electrically connects the pin and annulus electrodes. The
current flows radially through the foil and axially through the center electrode
pin. The current Ohmically heats the foil; melts, vaporizes, and ablates the solid
foil; and produces a surface plasma above the foil. The axial current through the
center pin self-generates an azimuthal magnetic field. Thereby, J × B forces
act upward and inward, creating a collimated flow of plasma on-axis above the
foil– a plasma jet.
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At Imperial College London, using the pulsed power generator MAGPIE
(the Mega Ampere Generator for Plasma Implosion Experiments [21]), and at
Cornell University, using the pulsed power generator COBRA (COrnell Beam
Research Accelerator [22]), researchers using radial foils and radial wire arrays
have investigated numerous phenomena, including: X-ray production from
magnetic bubbles, plasma jet interactions with an ambient medium, jet contact
with a target, effects of radiative cooling, the impact of the Hall effect, and ef-
fects of applied dynamic and uniform magnetic fields. [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]
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CHAPTER 4
OVERVIEW
4.1 Questions Explored
This laboratory plasma jet research focuses on characterizing and quantifying
the effects of extended magnetohydrodynamics (XMHD) and an externally ap-
plied axial magnetic field (Bz). We compare experimental results with numer-
ical simulations using the XMHD code, PERSEUS. Experimentally, we investi-
gate Hall physics– an XMHD effect– by changing the direction of current flow
through the foil hardware, and we find differences in the jet dynamics and struc-
ture depending upon the current direction (current polarity). We explore how
the applied Bz affects on-axis density hollowing of the jet (using interferome-
try), on-axis compression of the applied Bz (using magnetic dB/dt or “B-dot”
probes), and azimuthal rotation of the jet and background plasma. In order
to measure the azimuthal rotation of the jet, we use Thomson scattering; from
those experiments, we observe an interaction between the probing laser and the
plasma jet. Additionally, we consider what happens when we vary the mag-
nitude of the applied Bz. We find that the plasma jet formation disrupts from
the foil surface with a large enough applied Bz, meaning the jet is no longer
well-collimated but is ejected as multiple bursts of plasma. We examine how
varying the center pin diameter, foil thickness, and foil material influences the
disruption of the plasma jet and of the ablating surface plasma.
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4.2 Answers Uncovered
Both experiments and the PERSEUS extended magnetohydrodynamics
(XMHD) code show differences in jet structures under a change in current po-
larities, while an MHD code shows identical jets. These polarity differences
are particularly noticeable with an applied Bz. Reverse current polarity jets are
wider, have a larger conical angle, and have more on-axis density hollowing
than standard current polarity jets. The jet structure is determined by an ap-
proximate radial force balance between competing dynamical (ram) pressures,
thermal pressures, and magnetic pressures. Additionally, we observe polar-
ity effects (i.e. anode-cathode asymmetries) of the current filamentation that
forms on the radial foil surface. The addition of the Hall term in the General-
ized Ohm’s Law permits the XMHD code to be more accurate than an MHD
code.
As the plasma converges toward the central axis to form the jet, the plasma
compresses the appliedBz. In both experiments and simulations, we find larger
Bz compression at a height closer to the foil surface compared to higher up.
Simulations predict a larger peak Bz compression than what is measured in the
experiments (other than one case, for a Ti foil and a 0.7 T Bz). Simulations show
compression starting earlier in time than in the experiments. Furthermore, sim-
ulations show a decrease in Bz strength at late enough times, but the experi-
ments do not show this decrease and the compression measurements become
questionably-reliable at late enough times. Both simulations and experiments
show the same trend of a larger change in Bz (peak value minus initial value)
for a smaller initial Bz. We also consider the effects on Bz compression of the
current pulse shape, current polarities, the probe conductor, 2D vs 3D effects,
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and foil materials. Differences between simulations and experiments are larger
than the estimated experimental measurement uncertainty of ∼10%. Consid-
ering discrepancies between experiments and simulations can allow for better
understanding of the physical effects involved in the plasma dynamics.
Applying the Bz creates a JrBz component of the J × B force that causes
azimuthal rotation of the plasma (of both the background plasma and of the
plasma jet that is formed by the converging background plasma). Measure-
ments of this rotation were conducted by other graduate students using optical
spectroscopy and Thomson scattering (with my support, for the latter). When
using the 10 J laser for Thomson scattering, the laser can interact with the plasma
jet by heating from inverse bremsstrahlung absorption, which causes the plasma
to expand and produce a low-density bubble. For an accurate measurement (e.g.
of electron temperature), the goal is to minimize the plasma perturbation by the
diagnostic.
Under application of a large enough Bz, rather than simply forming a wider
jet as expected by the 2D PERSEUS simulations, we experimentally observe a
disruption of the plasma jet collimation for which plasma erupts from the foil
surface as discrete bursts early on in time. The critical Bz for the onset of the
disruption correlates with material properties like electrical resistivity and equa-
tion of state. Lower resistivity materials like aluminum disrupt at aBz for which
higher resistivity materials like titanium produce well-collimated jets. 3D sim-
ulations of the ablation process of a slab (that represents a small section of the
radial foil) that starts from the solid phase reproduce some of the experimen-
tal trends such as the material resistivity and Bz dependence on generation of
current nonuniformities and plasma nonuniformities. Understanding the dy-
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Table 4.1: COBRA Shot Statistics
Run Dates Shot Numbers Shots
1 4/22 - 5/5/2014 3173 - 3187 15
2 6/30 - 7/10/2014 3218 - 3231 14
3 10/15 - 10/24/2014 3322-3332 11
4 1/5 - 1/15/2015 3377 - 3405, 3408 30
5 5/4 - 5/22/2015 3536 - 3571 36
6 6/15 - 6/25/2015 3584 - 3616 33
7 8/24 - 9/4/2015 3683 - 3703 21
8 1/4 - 1/21/2016 3814 - 3848 35
9 3/7 - 3/23/2016 3895 - 3938 44
10 11/8 - 12/2/2016 4275 - 4307 33
11 4/17 - 4/27/2017 4496 - 4515 20
12 6/7 - 6/22/2017 4530 - 4566 37
Total 329
namics of a plasma that is generated from a source (like a solid foil) can require
detailed understanding of material phase transitions in the solid, liquid, and
vapor states.
4.3 Experimental Shot Statistics
Table 4.1 displays the COBRA shots for which I was the principal investigator
(PI). Fig. 4.1 displays how being the PI on COBRA occasionally felt.
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Figure 4.1: Being on COBRA: Destruction. Acrylic on paper. T. Byvank, 2016.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1 Adventures of a COBRA Electron
For further detailed information about pulsed power, the author directs the
reader to the book Pulsed Power Systems by H. Bluhm and various theses from
previous graduate students. [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]
At the Laboratory of Plasma Studies (LPS) at Cornell University (CU), we
conduct our experiments in the vacuum chamber of the COrnell Beam Research
Accelerator (COBRA) pulsed power generator. [22] COBRA provides a 1 MA
peak current in a 100 ns zero-to-peak rise time. To achieve this power, we use
pulse compression that sends the pulse from two Marx capacitor bank gen-
erators to two intermediate storage capacitors (ISC), to two main switches, to
four pulse forming (coaxial transmission) lines (PFL), to four output switches,
to one current adder (a triplate transmission line), to a (coaxial) magnetically
insulated transmission line (MITL), and finally to the load chamber and exper-
imental hardware. The main idea behind pulse compression is that stored en-
ergy is transferred into successively lower inductance and capacitance energy-
storage-sections; the stored energy is constant, and the pulse time decreases
(tcharge ∼ (pi/2)(LC)1/2; 800 ns charging rise time ISC, 300 ns rise time PFL,
100 ns rise time load), so the power increases. COBRA is nominally a 0.5 Ω
impedance machine that drives loads of order 10 nH inductance (more realisti-
cally, 20 nH). A schematic of COBRA is displayed in Fig. 5.1.
First, we discuss dielectric materials and voltage breakdown. Table 5.1
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Figure 5.1: Computer-aided design drawing of the COBRA pulsed power ma-
chine.
Table 5.1: Dielectric Materials and Voltage Breakdown. Adapted from Bluhm.
[48]
Material Dielectric Constant ε Breakdown Strength (MV/m)
Air 1.0 3.0
Kapton 3.6 275
SF6 1.0 8 (per atm)
Transformer oil 2.2 10-40
Water 80 20 (for t<10 µs)
shows some materials and their voltage hold-off. These materials can be used
to hold off voltage entirely during a process, or they can act within switches to
determine the breakdown time. For example, oil may be used rather than water
around a switch to reduce the capacitance across a switch’s end plates, prevent-
ing a prepulse because of oil’s lower dielectric constant. The Paschen curve
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describes the minimum voltage for breakdown (y-axis, V) across a material rel-
ative to the product of pressure times distance (x-axis, Pd) between electrodes
within a switch. Under this voltage or a larger voltage, a Townsend avalanche
will ionize the material and create an arc across the electrodes. Qualitatively, the
Paschen curve has a minimum Vmin at some Pd0. At lower Pd than Pd0, there
are not enough charge carriers to sustain a breakdown at a specific voltage. At
higher Pd than Pd0, too many charge carriers lead to high collisionality, so elec-
trons do not acquire sufficient energy to sustain a breakdown (because they lose
energy during the collisions). In practice, the switches used in COBRA operate
at a Pd value larger than Pd0.
Each Marx bank, held in an oil-dielectric, consists of sixteen 1.35 µF capac-
itors charged in parallel to 70 kV over a time of around 2 minutes. The total
stored energy in each Marx bank is 53 kJ (for a total of 106 kJ in COBRA). Spark
gap gas (SF6) switches (0.64 in gap) reconfigure the capacitor circuit from par-
allel to series. The capacitors discharge in series and output a voltage of 1.1 MV
(16 * 70 kV), negative with respect to ground. See Fig. 5.2 for a diagram of the
Marx generator configuration. The charging resistors (all in range of 1-10 kΩ;
9 g/L solution of CuSO4 in H2O) have long enough (millisecond) RC-times to
allow for the in-series discharge. The Marx has a total capacitance of 84 nF
and inductance of about 4 µH. A trigger Marx (containing charging resistors
520 Ω*cm; 4 g/L solution of CuSO4 in H2O) provides the signal (a voltage large
enough for gas switches to arc) for the Marx to fire.
The discharge output from the Marx bank charges a 46 nF intermediate stor-
age capacitor (ISC), held in a water-dielectric, for approximately 800 ns until the
ISC discharges through a main self-breaking gas (SF6) spark gap switch (stack
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of charging and discharging Marx generator. Image from
Wikipedia made by ZooFari, November 1, 2009, [Public domain], via Wikimedia
Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/File:Marx Generator.svg
of stainless steel plates with 0.35 in gaps).
The pulse forming lines (PFL), held in a water-dielectric, are where the pulse
compression occurs. The main switch discharges into two parallel PFLs, each
with a 1.8 Ω impedance and 30 ns transit time. The PFLs charge for approxi-
mately 300 ns and discharge through output self-breaking gas (SF6) spark gap
switches (stack of stainless steel plates and copper-tungsten electrodes with a
0.66 in gap), held in an oil-dielectric.
The output switches discharge into the adder (named because it adds the
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current from the 4 output switches), held in a water-dielectric. The current
passes from the adder to the center plate of a three-plate (anode-cathode-anode)
geometry, held in vacuum. The anode is ground and the cathode is “hot.” Insu-
lator spacer rings (also called the diode stack) separate the anode and cathode
plates by capacitive voltage division (meaning a smaller E-field is set up in be-
tween the rings compared with the total E-field between the anode and cathode
without any rings, due to the rings becoming electrically polarized). There are
5 insulated rings in between both anode-cathode plate separations for a total of
10 rings. When these rings get dirty from deposited load material after many
(est. 20, depending upon the load) experimental shots, current can arc across
the dirt tracks and lead to current crowbarring, which is when, rather than be-
ing perfectly reflected, the reflected pulse gets sent back to the diode stack and
instead rings (reflects) around the dirt tracks. Additionally, if an arc cracks the
ring and breaks the vacuum-water interface, that is the end of the COBRA ex-
perimental run (at least). Therefore, as needed, we clean the dirt off the rings
(using isopropanol for the 7 bottom rings [rexolite], diffusion pump oil (low va-
por pressure) for the 3 top rings– made of a different material [lucite]– and also
then oil the 7 bottom rings) and inhale more alcohol (isopropanol) fumes than a
body typically wants to ingest during an afternoon.
The three-plate (or tri-plate) geometry feeds the current into a magnetically
insulated transmission line (MITL). Magnetic insulation is achieved when cur-
rent through the coaxial MITL self generates a perpendicular magnetic field that
will deflect (by the Lorentz force) charged particles (most importantly, the elec-
trons) emitted from electrode surfaces. The cyclotron motion causes the charged
particles to return to the emitting conductor rather than discharge into the other
electrode, which would result in current loss before reaching the load hardware.
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Typical peak voltages at the load are of the order hundreds of kilovolts (say,
300-400 kV). For the closest anode-cathode (A-K) gap spacing of approximately
2 cm, the cathode diameter is 3.8 cm, and a 1 MA current would produce a
10.5 T B-field. With this B-field, the electron cyclotron radius for a 300 eV elec-
tron is 4 ∗ 10−4 cm; therefore, the larger A-K gap spacing provides insulation
from electrons arcing across the gap.
The current and voltage reaching the load are monitored with a Rogowski
coil and inductive voltage monitor, respectively. The Rogowski coil is a heli-
cally wound wire (essentially an N turn dB/dt probe as explained in Sec. 5.4)
placed outside of and around the cathode power feed, schematically shown in
Fig. 5.3. The Rogowski coil voltage VR is given by Eq. 5.1, with load current
I(t), permeability of free space µ0, number of turns in coil N, area of each loop
A, and radius r from center of current to coil. The voltage monitor is a long,
thin, high-inductance (Lw ∼ 1 µH) wire connecting the cathode current feed to
ground. A small amount of the COBRA current goes through the voltage mon-
itor wire, creating a time-varying magnetic field that is measured by a dB/dt
probe. The probe voltage Vp is related to the actual load voltage V by Eq. 5.2,
ignoring resistive losses through the (conductive) voltage monitor wire, where
Lw is the wire inductance.
VR =
dI
dt
µ0NA
2pir
(5.1)
V = Lw
dI
dt
= Lw
2pir
µ0A
Vp (5.2)
The COBRA driving current can be approximated by I(t) = Imax ∗ sin2(0.5∗
pi ∗ t/100) for the initial 100 ns rise time with time t in nanoseconds. As shown
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of Rogowski coil. Adapted from Wikipedia
image by Luque alfredo, February 28, 2011, [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Com-
mons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ File:Rogowsky coil.png
in Eq. 5.3, the load voltage V measured by the voltage monitor depends upon
the load resistance R, current I, and inductance L. The total inductance L =
Lconvolute + Lload(t) is the sum of the COBRA convolute powerfeed inductance
Lconvolute (based upon where the voltage monitor is attached to the COBRA ma-
chine) and the experimental load Lload(t) (which, in this work, is the radial foil
and plasma jet).
V = IR + L
dI
dt
+ I
dL
dt
(5.3)
The voltage wave is initially reflected from the high inductance load, trav-
els back through the pulsed power machine transmission line (PFLs) until the
voltage wave is reflected again back toward the load by the high inductance of
the main switch, and returns to the load about 100 ns after peak current. This
pulse reflection creates the characteristic double-hump current pulse shape seen
on COBRA. For a lossless transmission line, the reflected voltage, V−, is given
by Eq. 5.4, with incident voltage V+, load impedance ZL, and transmission line
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characteristic impedance Z0 =
√
L/C. The total voltage is V (x, t) = V+ + V−.
V− =
ZL − Z0
ZL + Z0
V+ (5.4)
For the process by which current gets to the load and diagnostics trigger to
observe the experimental plasma, see Appendix B. For the operating instruc-
tions to fire COBRA, see Appendix C.
5.2 Radial Foil Load Hardware
We conduct our experiments in the vacuum chamber of COBRA (initially) at
room temperature. The vacuum pressure of ≤ 5 ∗ 10−5 Torr corresponds to
≤ 2 ∗ 1012 cm−3 background gas particles with a mean free path of ≥ 0.8 cm.
[58] The chamber size is of order ∼ 1 m3.
The load hardware that connects the COBRA powerfeed electrodes is the
“radial foil,” which is a thin, solid, circular disk supported beneath its center
z-axis by an electrode pin (solid cylinder with a flat top; brass) and supported
at its outer annulus by an electrode ring (titanium). In order for the foil to make
good electrical contact, the center pin is held at a height∼ 1 mm above the outer
ring, thereby stretching the foil taught.
The COBRA current flows radially through the foil and axially through the
center electrode pin. When the center pin is the cathode and the outer annulus
ring is the anode, we refer to the setup as “standard current polarity.” In stan-
dard polarity, current flows radially inward through the foil and down the pin.
When the center pin is the anode and the outer ring is the cathode, we refer to
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Figure 5.4: Diagrams and pictures of hardware for standard and reverse cur-
rent polarities with labeled current direction (red) and electrodes (anode A and
cathode K).
the setup as “reverse current polarity.” In reverse polarity, current flows up the
anode pin and radially outward through the foil.
The different current polarities are obtained by orienting a piece of hard-
ware that can be rotated, connected by extension posts to the COBRA power
feed cathode and to the chamber anode (ground). Using the same hardware for
both current polarities minimizes any changes in load inductance and allows for
consistent comparisons in plasma dynamics between experiments. See Fig. 5.4
for diagrams and pictures of both current polarities.
In this research, we use various load configurations: center pin diameters of
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Table 5.2: Radial Foil Materials
Material Thickness (µm) Purity (%)
Al 4 99
Al 15 98 [Reynolds Wrap]
Al 38 99
Ti 12.5 99.5
Ti 15 99.5
Ni 12.5 99.95
Cu 12.5 99.9
Zn 25 99.95
Mo 15 99.97
W 25 99.5
2 mm, 5 mm, and 10 mm; foil thicknesses of 4 µm, 12.5 µm, 15 µm, 25 µm, and
38 µm; and foil materials of aluminum (Al), titanium (Ti), nickel (Ni), copper
(Cu), zinc (Zn), molybdenum (Mo), and tungsten (W). The outer foil diameter
(or inner diameter of the electrode ring that holds the foil) is 36 mm. Table 5.2
shows the foil materials we use and the material purity, although we note that
gases (impurities) quickly adsorb to the foil surface and are present even under
vacuum immediately before the experimental shot. For example, the surface of
an aluminum foil is likely a thin layer of aluminum oxide.
The 5 mm pin, 15 µm thick Reynolds Wrap Al foil is the baseline configura-
tion for this research. The skin depth δ of room temperature aluminum is given
by Eq. 5.5 to be ∼40 µm, where η is the material resistivity, ω is the frequency
of the COBRA current pulse (100 ns rise time, 400 ns period, 1.6 ∗ 107 rad/s fre-
quency), and µ0 is the permeability of free space. For titanium, a higher resistive
material than aluminum, the room temperature skin depth is ∼150 µm. Addi-
tionally, we note the trend that solid materials’ resistivities tend to increase with
increasing temperature. Based on these calculated skin depths, we see that the
COBRA current pulse fully penetrates the foil but only travels along the outside
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of the center pin.
δ ≈
√
2η
ωµ0
(5.5)
In order to load the radial foil hardware as designed for the COBRA cham-
ber, the author has some suggestions as follows. When using the Helmholtz coil,
set up the anode post of the convolute (rather than the cathode post) near the
location of the electrical feed wire bend in the lower Helmholtz coil. The other
orientation may be more likely to arc to that “bend” spot, which already has
some damage (and attempted repair). To ensure concentric-enough electrodes
for symmetric current flow, if the foil holder is not well-enough centered on the
pin, the anode plate in the COBRA chamber may be slightly shifted; another
option is to switch around some of the anode and/or cathode posts (if they are
not perfectly straight). When loading the foil into the foil holder, minimize ex-
tra solid foil material outside of the holder that may fall into the AK gap after
the experiment. Cut the foil in an octagon shape with edges immediately inte-
rior to the holder’s screw holes. Firmly press on the holder when connecting
the two holder pieces (Delrin plastic top and titanium bottom) to ensure good
electrical contact with the foil. As needed, use a smooth object like the handle
end of a screwdriver or Allen key to press down on the outside edge of the foil
in order to further make good electrical contact. Try to use a piece of foil with
minimal creases; some nonuniformities do not matter, but deep grooves near
the center pin region may influence the current distribution and corresponding
jet development. Additionally, after each shot, the center pin will develop more
bumps or rough spots. Depending upon the experiment, these bumps may be
detrimental to the formation of an azimuthally symmetric jet because they may
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help seed instabilities like the jet disruption. Therefore, depending on the ex-
perimental campaign, it may be good practice to replace the center pin for each
shot. The pin surface can be smoothed by facing it with a lathe (or milling ma-
chine), and then the pin can be used for a subsequent shot.
5.3 Helmholtz Coil
A Helmholtz coil pulsed independently from the COBRA current pulse pro-
vides a uniform axial magnetic field (Bz from 0 to ∼2 T) in the region of interest
(center z-axis location near pin and jet) over the experimental timescale of inter-
est (∼300 ns). The Helmholtz coil rise time is ∼140-150 µs, which is a factor of
∼1000 times longer than the COBRA current rise time of ∼100 ns. The ∼150 µs
coil rise time permits field penetration through the foil hardware of 85% rela-
tive to the field with no hardware at the region of interest as measured before
the experiments with dB/dt probes placed∼1 mm above the foil. Eddy currents
generated within the load hardware prevent full magnetic field penetration rel-
ative to vacuum. A longer coil rise time would permit more field penetration.
At this 1 mm height above the foil, we measure no difference (within an accept-
able uncertainty of∼5-10%) in the penetrated field for the different foil materials
used, despite their different resistivities (e.g. room temperature Ti is a factor of
∼10 more resistive than Cu or Al).
A substantial part of the remaining description in this section will summa-
rize and restate the specifications in the thesis of Peter Schrafel, a previous grad-
uate student. [57] See Appendix D for operating instructions to charge and fire
the power supply for the Helmholtz coil.
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The Helmholtz coil configuration has two circular solenoids (wire coils) ori-
ented along the same (z-)axis. We use a Helmholtz coil rather than one full
solenoid because the Helmholtz coil permits radial (and axial) diagnostic access.
For a Helmholtz coil, the distance between the two coils equals the radius of the
coil loops. When current flows in the same direction in both the top and bottom
coils, the magnetic field B at the midpoint of the coils is given by Eq. 5.6, with
permeability of free space µ0, number of turns in each coil N, current through
the coils I, and coil radius a.
B =
8
5
√
5
µ0NI
a
(5.6)
As shown in Fig. 5.5a, We model the Helmholtz coil circuit as an under-
damped RLC circuit with a switch, and, because of long timescales (150 µs)
relative to the pulse travel time (<50 ns for an electrical signal to go <10 m at
∼66% the speed of light), we treat the electrical feeds as resistors rather than
transmission lines. The electrical feeds outside of the experiment chamber con-
nect to the coil inside of the vacuum chamber by utilizing vacuum feedthrough
holes on a chamber port. Table 5.3 shows the Helmholtz coil parameters. The
coil inductance is estimated as the sum of two wire coils. The stored energy in
the capacitor bank should be about equal to the peak magnetic field energy plus
the resistive loss through the electrical feeds throughout the entire damped si-
nusoid current. As is calculated in Table 5.3, the resistive loss until peak current
is too high– larger than half the total stored energy– considering there are ad-
ditional resistive losses after the peak of the damped sinusoid current, as well.
However, a slight change in the actual resistance of the electrical feeds (take as
∼ 0.2 ± 0.1 Ω one-way from the capacitor bank to the coil) can account for the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: a) Simplified circuit diagram for the applied magnetic
field: with capacitor bank capacitance and voltage, charging relay, ig-
nitron switch, electrical feed resistance, and Helmholtz coil inductance.
Adapted from P. Schrafel, 2014. [57] b) Cross section of magnetic field
lines produced by Helmholtz coil loops in vacuum (no hardware within the
coils), showing a uniform field within the central region between the coil
loops. Image from Wikipedia made by Geek3, May 2010 [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/ wiki/File%3AVFPt helmholtz coil2.svg
needed energy balance.
The Helmholtz coil has a uniform magnetic field in the center of the coils
and fringing fields outside, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5b. If the fringing fields were
large enough, they could penetrate the COBRA MITL gap and undermine the
vacuum electrical insulation. However, these radial fringing fields are smaller
(by a factor of ∼0.01) than the azimuthal MITL fields.
Generating a magnetic field necessitates structural integrity of the coil to
withstand the magnetic pressure (energy density). The pinching force from par-
allel wire loops will try to pull the wires together, and the magnetic pressure
gradient will try to push the loops outward. Therefore, the Helmholtz coil was
fabricated by winding wires (flat strip Cu-Be conductor), wrapping Kapton film
around (for electrical insulation of high voltages between wire turns), and plac-
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Table 5.3: Helmholtz Coil Design Parameters
Parameter Formula Value
radius, a ∼0.06 m
wire width, w ∼0.002 m
wire thickness, t ∼0.02 m
characteristic wire size, s ∼ (w + t)/2 ∼0.01 m
height between loops, h ∼0.04 m
turns in each coil, N 12
voltage, V 8 kV
capacitance, C 196 µF
resistance, R* 0.4 Ω*
inductance, L 2µ0aN2[ln (8(2a)/s)− 2] 56 µH
peak current, I (damped sinusoid) ∼ 0.7V√C/L 10.5 kA
peak midpoint magnetic field, B (8/5
√
5)µ0NI/a 1.9 T
≈ 0.22V√µ0C/a3/2
rise time, τ1/4 (pi/2)
√
LC ∼160 µs
stored energy CV 2/2 6.3 kJ
B-field energy at peak pia2(h+ t)B2/2µ0 1.0 kJ
resistive energy loss until peak* < I2 > Rτ1/4 3.5 kJ*
ing into a G10 fiberglass shell (that has good structural integrity able to with-
stand the magnetic pressure). The coil was potted in STYCAST 1264 A/B epoxy
after the epoxy was debubbled in a vacuum chamber.
5.4 Magnetic dB/dt (B-dot) Probes
We use dB/dt (or Bdot, B-dot, B˙) probes to measure compression of the axial
magnetic field (Bz) produced by the Helmholtz coil. [59, 27] The dB/dt (time
rate of change of the magnetic field) through the probe loop is proportional
to the induced voltage determined by Faraday’s law (and sign determined by
Lenz’s law); see Eqs. 5.7-5.9 with electric field E, magnetic field B (average value
through the loop area), time t, loop segment length d`, loop area A, and voltage
V. The loop is on one end of a coaxial cable and is made from the inner conduc-
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tor, so, on our experiment timescales, the voltage difference is the “open circuit”
voltage between the inner and outer conductors on each end of the loop; see
Fig. 5.6 and the text below for a further description of the probe geometry. Only
the dB/dt component normal to the loop surface induces a voltage; therefore,
loop orientation within the changing magnetic field is important.
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(5.7)∮
E · d` = − ∂
∂t
∫
B · dA (5.8)
taking
∂A
∂t
= 0, V = A
dB
dt
(5.9)
Our dB/dt probes are made from semi-rigid coaxial cables (0.51 mm outer
diameter (OD)). The loop areas are of order 0.5 mm2, for which an average mag-
netic field change of 1 T in a time of 50 ns leads to voltage of 10 V. The outer
conductor of the coaxial cable is at ground, so the oscilloscopes measure the
induced voltage on the inner conductor. The probe loops are covered with Kap-
ton tubing and the probe end filled with epoxy for electrical insulation. Kapton
(polyimide) has a ∼275 MV/m electrical insulation rating; see, for example, Ta-
ble 2.10 on page 43 of the book by Bluhm. [48] See Appendix E for instructions
on how to make the dB/dt probes.
The loop orientation (surface normal) can be perpendicular to the coaxial
cable length axis, called a “normal probe” or “theta probe,” or the loop orienta-
tion can be parallel to the coaxial cable length axis, called a “z-probe.” For the
z-probe, the outer conductor extends to the side and past the loop to prevent
penetration of some non-axial fringing field components. Furthermore, the z-
probe loop orientation can be parallel or anti-parallel to the coaxial cable length
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of dB/dt probes without the electrical insulation compo-
nents (Kapton tubing, outer plastic insulation, and epoxy). Color code: black
line: inner conductor (loop), gray: coaxial insulator, red: outer conductor, yel-
low: connector. The probe loop voltage is at the inner conductor end of the loop,
∼ point I. The outer conductor end of the loop, point O, is at ground. We define
the loop orientation as the surface normal going from point I to point O. a) Nor-
mal probe side view. b) Normal probe end-on view. c) Z-probe side view. d)
Z-probe end-on view; the loop direction from point I to O is clockwise, showing
a “positive-z” orientation.
axis, and this orientation determines the sign of the induced voltage. We de-
fine the cable z-axis as the cable-length axis in the direction from the loop to the
probe connector (which will be parallel to the z-axis of the COBRA experiment).
The probe connector connects the probe coaxial cable to a cable (SMA) that is
attached to an oscilloscope far outside of the experiment chamber. We define
a positive-z loop orientation as when the inner conductor wire wraps around
clockwise when looking down onto the z-axis (when looking in the negative z-
direction); see Fig. 5.6 d). Given these defined orientations, a time-increasing B
field in the positive z direction will produce a positive voltage signal for a loop
with a positive-z orientation. Switching the direction of either the dB/dt or the
loop orientation will switch the sign of the voltage signal.
To measure Bz compression in the plasma jet experiments, we can combine
two z-probes of opposite loop orientations (counter-wound loops) in order to
make a differential measurement. Using this combination, we can verify that
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the probe voltage signal corresponds to dB/dt rather than pickup from some
electric field. We expect that a dB/dt will create opposite voltage signals for
opposite loop orientations. Subtracting the two signals and dividing by 2 (for
the number of total loops) gives the magnetic dB/dt signal, and adding the two
(ideally opposite) signals and dividing by 2 gives the (ideally zero) electrical
pickup.
We can also measure Bz compression by combining a normal probe and a
z-probe, so a dB/dt in only one direction leads to a voltage signal in one probe
and a null (zero) signal in the other. Using this combination, we can verify that
the probe voltage signal corresponds with a dB/dt in only the z (axial) direction
rather than some non-axial component.
Additionally, we can measureBz compression using only one z-probe. Here,
there are less measurement safeguards and checks compared to a differential
measurement. However, opposite loop orientations can be still used for differ-
ent COBRA shots and the results compared for agreement.
To convert a voltage to dB/dt, before the experiment each dB/dt probe area is
calibrated using a well-characterized pulser; see Appendix F. Because the loop
is small, it is difficult (especially when the loop is enclosed in Kapton and epoxy)
to directly and accurately measure the area. The loop area calibration has an es-
timated uncertainty for the dB/dt measurement of ∼ 5% that we conservatively
take to be ∼ 10% to account for some probe orientation shift in the experimen-
tal setup. An actual ∼ 10% change in the effective loop area corresponds to an
orientation shift larger than a 25◦ angle, which is far larger than any realistic
misalignment. Furthermore, the off-axis components of the loop area can be
accounted for by calibrating the area in multiple orientations (i.e. along with
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Figure 5.7: Experimental setup for measurement of magnetic field compression.
Left: top view showing double-loop probe, radial foil, and Helmholtz coil in the
COBRA chamber. Right: side view showing probe tip position (orange Kapton)
relative to radial foil (dashed red line).
calibrating a z-probe loop parallel to the coaxial cable z-axis, also calibrate in
orthogonal directions).
In order to measure the compression of the axial magnetic field, we use
dB/dt probes placed in the central hollow region of the jet. This central place-
ment minimizes any perturbation of the jet, limits any shock formed around the
probe, and reduces any current in the plasma around the probe. See the results
in Section 7.3 for more detail and discussion about the probe measurements.
When loading dB/dt probes for an experiment, one determines by eye (and
ruler, as needed) the final probe position (height, angle, loop orientation, etc.)
relative the foil hardware. The outer plastic of the probe can be bent as needed
and hardened with a heat gun after bending. Despite this hardening, the
probe may still shift under vacuum or by gravity if enough time passes (e.g.
overnight). Making larger probes with more epoxy on the outside for electri-
cal insulation and structural support can make the probe more stable to shift-
ing; however, a larger probe can also physically perturb a plasma more than a
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smaller probe. See Fig. 5.7 for (preshot) setup pictures of a magnetic field com-
pression experiment.
5.5 Extreme Ultraviolet Self Emission Pinhole Imaging
We image the plasma self emission in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV or XUV)
energy range (∼10-100 eV). In LPS, we colloquially refer to the EUV imaging
diagnostic using the jargon “quad-cams” (or “QCs,” referencing quadrant cam-
eras) because four pinholes image onto four regions of a microchannel plate
(MCP) and a corresponding four frames of a charge coupled device (CCD) cam-
era. The images have a <5 ns exposure time and the independently triggered
four regions of the MCP provide a time history of 30 ns with 10 ns in between
each successive frame. Furthermore, we have two EUV imaging setups that
can either provide eight frames looking side-on (along a radius) or four frames
side-on and four frames with a top-view (looking down along the central axis).
The microchannel plate imaging has the following specifications. The MCP
has a gold coating on the side closest to the chamber and a phosphor fluores-
cent screen on the side away from the chamber that is facing the CCD camera.
The gold coating thickness specifies the energy range of photons that interact
with the gold (photoelectric effect); lower energy photons reflect off the gold
and higher energy photons are absorbed. In between the gold coating and flu-
orescent screen, the MCP contains photomultiplier tubes (PMT) in four regions
independently triggered with an externally applied voltage (5 kV). The lengths
of the cables between the MCP quadrants and externally applied voltage de-
termine the 10 ns frame spacing. The camera shutters are open for 4 seconds
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during (and before and after) the experiment, so the time resolution (<5 ns)
is based upon when the external voltage is applied to the MCP quadrant, al-
lowing electrons to travel through the PMT and hit (brighten) the fluorescent
screen. The PMT channels are 12 µm with 15 µm spacing, giving an effective
spatial resolution of 27 µm (∆x in the paragraph below).
The EUV image resolution depends upon the setup geometry; see Fig. 5.8.
As available in LPS, the diameter of the pinholes, D, can be configured to be
50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm, or 200 µm. The image magnification, M, is given by
Eq. 5.10, where LO is the object feature length, LI is the image feature length
on the detector, dO is the distance from the object to the pinhole, and dI is the
distance from the pinhole to the detector. The diffraction limit for no overlap of
an image’s Airy disk (first minimum) is given by Eq. 5.11, where λ is the photon
wavelength and D is the pinhole diameter. To resolve the object feature, the
detector spatial resolution, ∆x, must be smaller than the image feature length,
as shown in Eq. 5.12. Furthermore, due to the finite pinhole (aperture) size,
a single point from the object will be projected to a region on the detector of
length ∆y, as shown in Eq. 5.13 (derived using geometric similar triangles of
rays originating from the single object point); to prevent blurring, ∆x > ∆y is
desired.
M =
LI
LO
=
dI
dO
(5.10)
LI
dI
≥ 1.22 λ
D
(5.11)
∆x < LI = LO
dI
dO
(5.12)
∆y
D
=
dO + dI
dO
= 1 +M (5.13)
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of a pinhole imaging setup.
For our experiments looking side-on in the COBRA chamber, we have
dO ∼ 53 cm, dI ∼ 38 cm, and ∆x ∼ 27 µm. The magnification is therefore
M ∼ 0.72, using Eq. 5.10. Based on the detector resolution using Eq. 5.12, the
minimum object feature size we could hope to image (ignoring Eq. 5.11 and
Eq. 5.13) is LO = 38 µm. However, using Eq. 5.13, we see that ∆y = 86 µm for a
D = 50 µm pinhole and ∆y = 344 µm for a D = 200 µm pinhole. Since ∆x < ∆y,
there is some blurring of the image. To further characterize the resolution, we
take LI to be the calculated ∆y from Eq. 5.13 and use Eq. 5.11 to find the re-
sult that 50 µm pinholes correspond with photon wavelengths λ < 9.3 nm or
energies E > 130 eV, and 200 µm pinholes correspond with photon wavelengths
λ < 150 nm or energies E > 8.3 eV. In the present plasma jet research, we use
200 µm pinholes. The 50 µm pinholes did not provide qualitatively significant
signal during the 5 ns imaging exposure time.
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5.6 Optical Self Emission Fast-Framing Camera Imaging
We image the plasma self emission in the optical energy range (∼1-3 eV) using a
high speed camera (Invisible Vision Ultra UHSi 12/24). “High speed” means we
can set the exposure time as low as 5 ns and time in between sequential frames
also as low as 5 ns. Additionally, we can get up to 12 frames per experimental
shot using this diagnostic. The image is focused based upon the (thin) lens
equation given by Eq. 5.14, where dO is the distance from the object to the lens,
dI is the distance from the lens to the camera, and f is the lens focal length.
Given a relatively large lens diameter, image resolution is geometrically limited
by Eq. 5.12.
1
dO
+
1
dI
=
1
f
(5.14)
Plasma self emission in any energy range is determined by the output radi-
ated power. Generally, the power is some function of density and temperature;
typically the electrons are a large source of the radiation, so P = P(ne,Te). The
precise densities and temperatures determine what physical processes domi-
nate the radiation: blackbody, line emission, or bremsstrahlung (along with re-
combination and cyclotron). In the present research, for our relatively “low”
plasma temperatures Te ≤ 100 eV, bremsstrahlung radiation is less important
than blackbody radiation. Plasmas can also lose energy by thermal diffusion,
conduction (e.g. to the electrode hardware), and convection.
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5.7 Time-Integrated Pinhole Imaging
Emission captured over the entire time of the experiment can provide infor-
mation regarding what temperatures the plasma achieves. By covering the
pinhole with different filter materials and thicknesses, one can observe over
specified energy ranges. The photons radiated from the plasma will be diffrac-
tion limited through the pinhole (Eq. 5.11) and be passed through the filter
based upon the material transmission (see: X-ray transmission of a solid from
http://henke.lbl.gov/optical constants/).
5.8 Laser Interferometry
To diagnose plasma density and density gradients, we use laser interferometry
and laser backlighting shadowgraphy. The diagnostic laser is a 532 nm, 148 ps,
140 mJ pulse. The EKSPLA SL312 laser uses a Nd:YAG medium (1064 nm emit-
ting) that is frequency doubled. The beam is split into three paths delayed with
10 ns time separation.
The laser beam is a monochromatic electromagnetic (EM) wave described
by Eq. 5.15 with a phase velocity in free space of vph = ω/k, where E is the
electric field, r is the spatial coordinate, t is time, k is the wave vector, k is
the magnitude of the wave vector, ω is the frequency, and φ is the phase. EM
waves in a (cold, temperature T —> 0) plasma satisfy the dispersion relation
ω2 = ω2p + k
2c2 or k =
ω
c
√
1− ω
2
p
ω2
, with speed of light, c, and plasma frequency,
ωp. The plasma refractive index is np = c/vph =
√
1− ω
2
p
ω2
. The (electron) plasma
frequency ωp = ωpe =
√
neq2e/0me is the frequency at which the plasma elec-
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trons respond to a displacement from an electric field (like that of a propagating
laser beam, for example), such that the plasma is opaque to waves at frequen-
cies lower than the plasma frequency (ω < ωp; meaning the refractive index np
and wave vector k become imaginary).
E(r, t) = E0(r, t)e
i(k·r−ωt+φ) (5.15)
The plasma critical density, nC , is the (electron) density above which the
plasma is opaque to the laser beam (at frequency ω), given by Eq. 5.16 with
permittivity of free space 0, electron mass me, and elementary electric charge
qe. For our 532 nm beam, this critical density is∼ 4∗1021 cm−3. Although, below
the critical density, while the laser can still propagate through the plasma, the
laser can still be refracted by density (and index of refraction) gradients. The
actual maximum density for which light will propagate through the plasma and
still be detected depends upon the geometric “acceptance angle,” α– the solid
angle of the setup’s collecting optics– using Eq. 5.17. [60] For our system setup’s
acceptance angle of α ≈ 0.006 steradians, the maximum density for which we
can image the probing light is a factor of ∼12 less than the critical density. For
larger densities, the light is refracted outside of the collection optics (at a larger
angle than the acceptance angle).
nC =
0me
q2e
ω2 (5.16)
ω ≥ ωpα−1/2 (5.17)
When an EM wave propagates through a plasma, the plasma index of refrac-
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tion causes a change in the effective path length of the light (with wavelength
λ) relative to its path length through free space. This path length change, ∆L,
corresponds to a change in the phase, ∆φ as shown in Eq. 5.18. The phase shift,
∆φ, is related to the line integrated electron density,
∫ L
0
nedx, by Eq. 5.19. For
our interferometry measurements, two beams of light strike the detector. One
beam passes through the plasma region of interest, and the other beam passes
through a background region. The overlapping beams are the superposition of
the two beams (Etot = E1+E2; see Eq. 5.15). Imaging records the light intensity
(I proportional to |Etot|2) that produces a fringe pattern; see Fig. 5.9. As writ-
ten in Eq. 5.20, each sequential fringe is a change in phase of 2pi, so a density
perturbation (see Eq. 5.19) equivalent to a phase shift of 2pi causes a “bump” in
the fringe pattern of one fringe shift. The fringe shift (magnitude), F, is thereby
related to the line integrated density by Eq. 5.21, for which an areal (line inte-
grated) density of ∼ 4.2 ∗ 1017 cm−2 corresponds to one fringe shift.
∆φ =
2pi
λ
∆L (5.18)
∆φ = − q
2
e
2ωcme0
∫ L
0
nedx = −q
2
eµ0λ
4pime
∫ L
0
nedx = − pi
nCλ
∫ L
0
nedx (5.19)
∆φ = 2piF (5.20)
F =
1
2nCλ
∫ L
0
nedx (5.21)
We measure densities using Mach Zender interferometry and “large shift”
shearing interferometry. For our experimental setup, Mach Zender interferom-
etry involves sending one laser beam through the chamber load region and one
beam outside of the chamber. Then, the beams are combined to produce the
interference fringe pattern. The beam paths will be close to the same length, but
there will be a slight offset of angles and therefore a phase shift between beams
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Figure 5.9: Top row: illustration of fringe patterns for a preshot (left) and shot
(right), for which the bottom fringe (1) has a maximum fringe shift, F, of 2.5.
Bottom row: experiment interferograms (Mach Zender) of plasma jet for preshot
and shot 3702.
and a corresponding (reference) fringe pattern when the beams are combined
even when there is no plasma in the chamber load region. Before the experi-
ment, we take a preshot picture of this reference fringe pattern. Then, during
a shot, we take another picture of the fringe pattern which shows the plasma
perturbation when compared with the preshot. Contrastingly to Mach Zender
interferometry, large shift shearing interferometry involves sending only one
beam through the chamber load region. [61] Then, the beam is split with an
air-wedge gap between two prisms, and the two beams overlap and combine at
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the imaging detector. “Large-shift” refers to the beam area being large enough
that the two beam images are offset such that a perturbed region on one beam
image will overlap with an unperturbed background region on the other beam
image. Thereby, the fringe shift can be related to the areal density similarly
to the Mach Zender setup. We take a preshot picture and shot picture for the
shearing interferometry, as well.
5.9 Laser Backlighting Shadowgraphy
θ =
dφ
dy
λ
2pi
=
d
dy
∫
npd` (5.22)
Ii
Id
= 1 + L
{
d2
dx2
+
d2
dy2
}(∫
npd`
)
(5.23)
∆Id
I
= L
{
d2
dx2
+
d2
dy2
}(∫
npd`
)
(5.24)
Using the same diagnostic laser as that used for interferometry, we can ob-
serve density gradients with laser backlighting shadowgraphy. As shown in
Sec. 5.8, larger densities correspond with a larger effective path length of a prop-
agating laser beam. Therefore, plasma density gradients will refract the laser
beam wavefront. For the simple case of a planar slab of plasma with a density
gradient perpendicular to the wavefront propagation direction, the refraction
small angle deflection, θ, is given by Eq. 5.22 for which φ is the laser beam
phase, y is the coordinate direction for deflection, λ is the wavelength, np is
the refractive index, and ` is the coordinate direction along the laser beam path.
The image intensity variations are given by Eq. 5.23 and Eq. 5.24 (now allowing
for deflections in both the x and y directions), with incident beam intensity Ii,
image intensity on detector Id ≈ I , fractional intensity variation ∆Id ≈ Ii− Id,
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distance between refracting slab and detector L, refractive index np, and coordi-
nate direction along the laser beam path `. The density gradient deflection angle
creates a bright-dark intensity fringe pair: a bright region where the light is de-
flected to and a dark region where the light is deflected away from. For further
information on interferometry and shadowgraphy, the author directs the reader
to (chapter 4 of) the book Principles of Plasma Diagnostics by I. H. Hutchinson.
[60]
5.10 Thomson Scattering
The author would like to Jacob Banasek for his work on Thomson scattering,
which helped to further experimentally confirm the rotation of the plasma jet
under an appliedBz due to the JrBz component of the J×B force. Our Thomson
scattering laser produced a maximum 10 J, 3 ns, 526.5 nm pulse, focused to a
340 µm spot diameter, giving a laser irradiance of 3.7 ∗ 1016 W/m2.
Thomson scattering is the elastic scattering of an EM wave (e.g. laser) by
oscillating charged particles (e.g. electrons). [62] In the non-collective regime,
the laser wavelength is smaller than the plasma Debye length, and scattering
is due to the motion of electrons. Our laboratory plasmas are in the collective
regime, α = 1/kλDe ≈ 4 ≥ 1, so the collective motion of electrons across multi-
ple Debye spheres is measured. Here, λDe is the Debye length, and k = ks− kL,
where ks is the scattered wave vector and kL is the laser wave vector. In this
work, we look at the scattering from electron motion associated with ion acous-
tic waves. The Thomson scattering spectrum can determine the ion velocities,
electron velocities, ion temperature, and electron temperature; see Fig. 5.10. The
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Figure 5.10: Example Thomson scattering spectrum (intensity vs. wavelength).
Features related to 1) ion flow velocity, 2) electron-ion drift velocity, 3) ion tem-
perature, 4) electron temperature. Thanks to J. T. Banasek.
ion flow velocity, v, is determine from the Doppler shift, ∆ωd, of the spectrum by
∆ωd = v · k. Furthermore, by looking at scattering from multiple directions, the
components of the ion flow velocity can be decoupled to give radial, azimuthal,
and axial velocities (in cylindrical coordinates, for example). The measurement
of this azimuthal velocity component confirmed the plasma jet rotation.
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CHAPTER 6
PERSEUS SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
In the Lab of Plasma Studies, we compare our high energy density
experiments– wire arrays, gas puffs, cylindrical liners, and radial foils– with
numerical simulations. We use the extended magnetohydrodynamics (XMHD)
code, PERSEUS (an acronym standing for: Plasma as an Extended-MHD Re-
laxation System using an Efficient Upwind Scheme). Charlie Seyler and Matt
Martin developed PERSEUS for Martin’s PhD thesis in 2010 and the initial pub-
lication in 2011. [63, 14]
6.1 Fluid Equations and the Generalized Ohm’s Law
The fluid equations derive from taking mathematical moments of the Boltz-
mann equation (from kinetic theory, Eq. 6.1) by integrating over velocity space;
see Eq. 6.2. In Eq. 6.1, the phase space distribution function for all particles
of species “s” is fs = fs(x,v, t), with time t, spatial coordinate x, velocity co-
ordinate v = ∂x/∂t, acceleration a = ∂v/∂t, and a collision integral between
species “s” and “s’ ” of
∑
s′ Css′(fs , fs′). Also, for clarity, ∂fs/∂x = ∇xfs, and,
often, for example, a = (qs/ms)(E + v × B) for the Lorentz force, with charge
qs, mass ms, electric field E, and magnetic field B. The zeroeth moment gives
the continuity equation (conservation of mass and particle number); the first
moment gives conservation of momentum; the second moment gives conser-
vation of energy; the third moment gives the heat transfer equation. Further-
more, the conservation equations can be written in “conservation form,” shown
in Eq. 6.3, where Q is some quantity (scalar or vector), F(Q) is the flux of Q,
and S(Q) is the source of Q. The solution of each moment equation introduces
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a higher order moment equation. Therefore, to close (solve for) the system of
equations, we make an assumption about the highest-order moment equation
that we consider. In the version of the PERSEUS code most commonly used by
the author, we make an approximation to ignore the heat flow from the third
moment equation, assuming (local) thermal equilibrium within a region, and
we assume an ideal equation of state for an isotropic pressure Ps = nskBTs, with
number density ns, Boltzmann constant kB, and temperature Ts. These assump-
tions give 5 moment equations (for each species): 1 for particle conservation, 3
for momentum conservation, and 1 for (isotropic) energy conservation. Then,
the fluid conservation equations for species “s” are given by Eq. 6.4– Eq. 6.7,
with fluid velocity us, first moment of the collision integral
∑
s′ Rss′ (represents
friction), energy s, second moment of the collision integral
∑
s′ Kss′ (represents
collisional heating rate and thermal equilibration), and adiabatic index γs (= 5/3
for ideal polytropic gas but can be less for partially-ionized ions, say ∼1.15 for
Z=3 aluminum).
∂fs
∂t
+ v · ∂fs
∂x
+ a · ∂fs
∂v
=
∑
s′
Css′(fs , fs′) (6.1)
nth moment (with n v′s in the parentheses) :
∫ ∞
−∞
dv (vv...v) fs (6.2)
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∂Q
∂t
+∇ · F(Q) = S(Q) (6.3)
∂ns
∂t
+∇ · (nsus) = 0 (6.4)
∂(msnsus)
∂t
+∇ · (msnsusus + IPs) = qsns(E+ us ×B) +
∑
s′
Rss′ (6.5)
∂s
∂t
+∇ · [us(s + Ps)] = qsnsus · E+
∑
s′
Kss′ (6.6)
where : s =
1
2
msnsus
2 +
Ps
γs − 1 (6.7)
Among other assumptions, the plasma fluid approximation assumes 1) large
enough collisionality for Maxwellian particle distributions (locally given by
Eq. 6.8), 2) large enough length scales compared with the mean free path
(L0 >> λmfp; in Appendix A, see Table A.2 and Table A.3), and, typically,
3) electrical quasineutrality of the ions and electrons (ne = Zni with ioniza-
tion state Z; this condition typically requires characteristic length scales larger
than the Debye length, L0 >> λDe , and characteristic frequencies (inverse time
scales) smaller than the electron plasma frequency ω0 << ωpe). In the fluid ap-
proximation, plasma dynamics are determined by Maxwell’s equations (Eq. 6.9–
Eq. 6.12) and the fluid conservation equations. Additionally, in the magnetohy-
drodynamics approximation, the plasma is treated as a single fluid in the center
of mass reference frame of the ions and electrons, with conservation equations
given by Eq. 6.13– Eq. 6.21, where η is the electrical resistivity (in Appendix A,
see Table A.3; here, taken as a scalar, although more generally a tensor quan-
tity). As an approximation, because of the mass differences in this “single fluid”
(me << mi), the ions carry most of the momentum (u ≈ ui). In the single-fluid
approximation, the electrons and ions have the same single-fluid temperature
(T = Ti = Te). In the extended magnetohydrodynamics formulation imple-
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mented in the PERSEUS code that simulates the radial foil in 2D (finite volume
(FV)), the two-fluid equations contain the physics of both the ions and electrons.
In PERSEUS, the ions and electrons can have different temperatures because
each species has its own energy conservation equation that includes thermal
equilibration between species.
fs(x,v, t) = ns(x, t)
(
ms
2pikBTs(x, t)
)3/2
exp
[ −msv2
2kBTs(x, t)
]
(6.8)
∇ · E = ρc
0
(6.9)
∇ ·B = 0 (6.10)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(6.11)
∇×B = µ0J+ 1
c2
∂E
∂t
(6.12)
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ρ =
∑
s
msns (6.13)
u =
1
ρ
∑
s
msnsus (6.14)
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (6.15)
∂ρu
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇P + J×B (6.16)
∂
∂t
+∇ · [u(+ P )] = u · (J×B) + ηJ2 (6.17)
equivalently :
∂P
∂t
+ u · ∇P + γP∇ · u = (γ − 1)ηJ2 (6.18)
where :  =
∑
s
s (6.19)
where : P =
∑
s
Ps (6.20)
where : J =
∑
s
nsqsus (6.21)
In order to mathematically solve for all variables in the system of equations
of Maxwell’s equations and the fluid equations, the Generalized Ohm’s Law re-
lates the single fluid velocity u, electric field E, magnetic field B, and current
density J, as shown in Eq. 6.22 with simplifications in Eq. 6.23– Eq. 6.27, with
elementary electric charge e = qe. The Generalized Ohm’s Law equation can be
generated by combining the ion and electron momentum equations scaled by
their respective charge to mass ratios (qs/ms). The Generalized Ohm’s Law can
be viewed 1) as an equation equating the electric field with contributing com-
ponents or 2) as a time evolution equation for the current density. To close the
system of equations, when the Generalized Ohm’s Law equation is solved, the
solved-for electric field and/or current density can then be substituted into the
fluid conservation equations and Maxwell’s equations: that is, 1) electric field
put into Faraday’s Law to time-evolve the magnetic field, called the Induction
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equation, or 2) current put into Ampere-Maxwell’s Law to time-evolve the dis-
placement current ((1/c2)∂E/∂t).
me
nee2
(
∂J
∂t
+∇ ·
[
uJ+ Ju− 1
nee
JJ
])
= E+u×B− ηJ− J×B
nee
+
∇Pe
nee
(6.22)
relaxed XMHD : 0 = E+ u×B− ηJ− J×B
nee
+
∇Pe
nee
(6.23)
Hall MHD : 0 = E+ u×B− ηJ− J×B
nee
= E+ ue ×B− ηJ (6.24)
with : ue = u− 1
nee
J (6.25)
resistive MHD (for n =∞) : E+ u×B = ηJ (6.26)
ideal MHD (for n =∞ and η = 0) : E+ u×B = 0 (6.27)
Some useful comparisons can be made by taking the ratio of the terms in the
Generalized Ohm’s Law. First, we define the terms in Eq. 6.22 as: the electron
inertial term on the left hand side, the electric field in the co-moving frame of
the plasma E′ = E + u × B, the dynamo term u × B, the resistive term ηJ, the
Hall term (J×B)/nee, and the electron pressure term (∇Pe)/nee. The ratio of the
Hall term to the dynamo term scales as the ratio of the ion inertial length to the
characteristic system scale (λi/L0), and the ratio of the Hall term to the resistive
term scales as the ratio of the electron cyclotron frequency to the collision fre-
quency (ωce/νei; also the electron magnetization in Appendix A, see Table A.3).
These ratios are further discussed in Sec. 7.1.2. Generally, the Hall term becomes
important in low density regions– for example, at the interface between a dense
plasma expanding into a vacuum.
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6.2 PERSEUS Algorithm
The author would like to thank, in particular, Nat Hamlin and Charlie Seyler
for helping me to understand (a bit about) how the PERSEUS code works.
The PERSEUS code solves Maxwell’s equations, the fluid conservation equa-
tions, and the Generalized Ohm’s Law. PERSEUS utilizes the Generalized
Ohm’s Law as a time evolution equation for the current density. In the most
basic version of the code, there are 14 dependent variables: density, 3 velocity
components, energy density, 3 magnetic field components, 3 electric field com-
ponents, and 3 current density components. For a numerical simulation to effi-
ciently calculate equations, putting the equation variables into a dimensionless
form is important, so the computer does not have to keep track of unnecessarily
large or small numbers; see Appendix G.
Some main advantages of PERSEUS compared to other codes include han-
dling up to 9 orders of magnitude in density variation, the physical treatment
of the plasma-vacuum interface, and computing Hall physics and electron in-
ertial physics over large spatial and time scales (in a manner that is not “pro-
hibitively computationally expensive”). For treatment of the plasma-vacuum
interface, PERSEUS keeps the electron momentum equation and includes both
Hall physics and electron inertial physics, thereby removing the need of a non-
physical resistivity in MHD vacuum to prevent large currents. Furthermore,
PERSEUS also has the capability to do (resistive) MHD modeling, permitting
direct comparison to XMHD.
A “relaxation method” permits computationally efficient simulations of Hall
physics and electron inertial physics without needing to explicitly resolve the
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electron plasma frequency and electron inertial length. Here, computational
efficiency refers to the ability to use large enough timesteps given the com-
putational domain. The typical laboratory experiment occurs over more than
100 ns, but the typical electron cyclotron frequency timescale (T = 2pi/ω) is
1.8 ∗ 10−2 ns, and the typical electron plasma frequency timescale is 6.4 ∗ 10−5 ns
(in Appendix A, see Table A.3). Additionally, the typical laboratory experi-
ment system is larger than 10 mm, and the typical electron inertial length is
3.1 ∗ 10−3 mm, and the typical (electron) Debye length is 2.4 ∗ 10−5 mm (in Ap-
pendix A, see Table A.3). Explicitly resolving these timescales and length scales
would require a “prohibitive amount” of computational time; additionally, re-
solving length scales much smaller than the collisional mean free path conflicts
with the continuum fluid approximation (a non-kinetic treatment).
The relaxation method is formulated from the Ampere-Maxwell law (from
Eq. 6.12) and the Generalized Ohm’s Law (from Eq. 6.22) in conservation form
(Eq. 6.3): shown in Eq. 6.28 and Eq. 6.29 using dimensionless code units, where
“k” (superscript) is the time step and “k+1” is the subsequent time step. Here,
the terms c2/v20 (square of the scaled speed of light) and L20/λ2e act as relaxation
parameters that determine steady-state equilibrium (for large time steps; as
the relaxation parameters approach∞). This is a “local semi-implicit” scheme
where the electric field and current density are implicitly time advanced, as they
appear in the source terms only– not the flux terms (which have spatial deriva-
tives). This avoids the need for a global implicit solver (a large matrix or linear
system of equations solver).
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Ek+1 − Ek
∆t
=
c2
v20
(∇×Bk − Jk+1)(6.28)
Jk+1 − Jk
∆t
= −∇ · Fk + n
k
eL
2
0
λ2e
(Ek+1 + uk ×Bk − λi
nkeL0
Jk+1 ×Bk − ηJk+1)(6.29)
The flux term in Eq. 6.29 (∇ · Fk, including both the electron inertial flux
and the electron pressure gradient) is computed separately with an explicit time
advance. Explicitly time advancing the electron pressure term (which scales
similarly to the Hall term) can introduce some numerical stability issues. For
the other fluxes (particle density, momentum, and energy), the second order fi-
nite volume (FV) method uses neighboring cell data to compute the fluxes into
and out of the cell boundaries (based on integrating the conservation equation
Eq. 6.3 over the grid cell). Another option is the discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
method, which assumes the conserved quantity takes some functional form
throughout the grid cell, with separate evolution equations for each of the coef-
ficients of the basis functions. [64] Compared to the FV code, the DG code is less
numerically diffusive and allows for the modeling of shock structures and in-
stabilities with a fewer number of grid cells. We briefly note here that PERSEUS
is an Eulerian code, meaning the computational grid mesh is fixed.
As of this writing, the PERSEUS code is a work-in-progress. Possible fu-
ture developments include 1) extending the fluid moment formulation to model
heat flow (and effects like heat conduction and the Nernst effect), 2) incorpo-
rating multiple ion species, 3) using an anisotropic pressure tensor rather than
scalar pressure, 4) incorporating radiation transfer and a self-consistent ioniza-
tion model, 5) utilizing equation of state data (like from the SESAME tables or
other better resources), and 6) incorporating relativistic modeling.
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6.3 2D Radial Foil Simulations
In this thesis, most of the simulation results are from radial foil simulations.
These finite volume (FV) simulations are 2D in the r-z plane (cylindrical coor-
dinates) with a corresponding forced azimuthal symmetry. The grid is 20 mm
(300 cells, r-direction) by 15 mm (225 cells, z-direction) with 67 µm spatial reso-
lution. The initial conditions are as follows: an optional axial magnetic field (Bz,
initially uniform), room temperature (0.026 eV), a background vacuum density
of 6 ∗ 1013 cm−3, a center pin with a density of 6 ∗ 1022 cm−3 that is masked
such that no particles have momentum within the pin grid cells, and a foil (alu-
minum) that is 1 grid cell thick (67 µm) with a density of 9 ∗ 1021 cm−3. The
initial foil density is smaller than solid density because a 67 µm solid density
foil ablates slower than the experimental conditions of a 15-20 µm foil; there-
fore, decreasing the initial density in the simulation acts to increase the rate at
which the current pulse will cause foil ablation. Furthermore, in this version of
the code, the initial foil and the ablated plasma have a Spitzer resistivity.
Current through the foil is driven by applying an azimuthal (out-of-the-
plane of the simulation) magnetic field along the lower-z boundary (below the
foil) outside of the center pin radius, based on Bθ = µ0I/2pir. The current polar-
ity (direction) can be changed by changing the mathematical sign of I, thereby
changing the sign ofBθ. Unless otherwise noted, the simulation models the CO-
BRA current pulse as I(t) = Imax ∗ sin2(0.5 ∗ pi ∗ t/100) for the initial 100 ns
rise time with time t in nanoseconds, where Imax= 1 MA. After 100 ns, we let
I(t) = Imax. See Fig. 6.1 for a picture of the 2D radial foil simulation at time
t = 0 ns; blue is the vacuum region, red is the center pin, and orange-yellow-
green is the foil.
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Figure 6.1: Density at initial time t = 0 ns for the computational domain (left)
and a reflection showing a real space cross section for the azimuthally symmet-
ric simulation (right). Here, the pin radius (left) is 2.5 mm, and pin diameter
(right) is 5.0 mm.
6.4 3D Slab Simulations
In order to investigate fundamental material ablation physics related to the ra-
dial foil, we use a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) 3D simulation with Cartesian co-
ordinates. [64] With the DG method, we use a linear basis with bilinear and tri-
linear elements {1,x,y,z,xy,yz,zx,xyz}. This version of the PERSEUS code treats
the plasma as a single fluid with Hall MHD, including the Hall term in the
Generalized Ohm’s Law but not the electron pressure term due to numerical
stability issues. The resistivity and equation of state (EOS) data for aluminum
are interpolated using published experimental data from the solid phase to the
plasma phase. [65, 66, 67, 68] In the plasma phase, we use the Spitzer conduc-
tivity and a plasma EOS (P = nkT).
The DG method allows for sufficient resolution to model a ∼20-25 µm thick
foil. The DG method captures spatial variation locally within a single grid cell,
and this allows for better resolution than the finite volume (FV) method, for
which the function is assumed constant within the grid cell. Here, we are con-
cerned with accurately modeling current diffusion through the solid foil thick-
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ness rather than accurately modeling smaller scale structures within the foil.
Full spatial resolution is important in order to correctly model diffusion of the
current pulse through a foil that has an accurate electrical resistivity. The diffu-
sion time, τ , is approximately related to the material thickness, δ, and resistivity,
ρ, by τ ∼ µδ2/ρ, where µ is the permeability of the material. Examination of this
parameter shows the importance of resolving the foil thickness in the simula-
tion. Suppose the computation grid size (and minimum computation foil thick-
ness, δ) is 4 times larger than the actual (experimental) foil thickness. Then, in
order to achieve the same diffusion penetration time (τ ) of the current pulse,
the resistivity (ρ) of the foil material within the grid cell must be increased by
a factor of 16. Furthermore, in order to have the same total foil material mass,
a computation grid size 4 times larger than the foil thickness necessitates an
initial density within the grid cell that is a factor of 4 times smaller than solid
density. Because the material resistivity and EOS are important for the ablation
physics investigated in this work, we want the foil thickness to be fully resolved
and the foil initialized at solid density. Again for reference, we note that, for the
100 ns zero-to-peak COBRA current pulse, room temperature aluminum has a
calculated skin depth of ∼40 µm for the experiments relevant to the simulation
parameters presented here.
The computational grid is 2 mm (x direction) by 2 mm (y direction) by 2 mm
(z direction) with 25 µm spatial resolution. We initialize the foil as a 2 mm
by 2 mm by 25 µm aluminum block (or slab) in the x, y, and z directions, re-
spectively. Figure 6.2 displays a diagram of the simulation setup. The foil grid
cells have a (maximum) 0.5% random density perturbation. There are peri-
odic boundary conditions in the x and y directions and open boundary con-
ditions in the z directions. Current in the x direction through the foil, Jx(t),
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Figure 6.2: Computational domain (rectangular prism) at 45 ns into current
pulse. Foil density has expanded slightly compared to 0 ns. Dashed red lines
show the position of the foil edges that are not visible. Red arrow: current
through foil in x direction. Yellow arrow: driving magnetic field in y direction
applied along negative-z boundary. Green arrow: applied external magnetic
field in z direction.
is driven by a magnetic field in the y direction, By(t), placed as a boundary
condition along the negative-z boundary of the computational domain. The
JxBy component of the J × B force accelerates the foil in the positive z direc-
tion. For the initial 100 ns rise time, the current, I, is modeled after the COBRA
pulse as I(t) = Imax sin2(0.5pit/100) with the time, t, in nanoseconds, and where
Imax = 1 MA. The current density through the aluminum slab is set to be ap-
proximately equivalent to the current density that travels through the radial foil
at the 2.5 mm pin radius. Additionally, an external magnetic field, Bz, can be
applied along the z direction (the direction of the initial 25 µm foil thickness).
In these Cartesian simulations, we ignore the radial geometry of the radial
foil experiments. If we consider the radial (cylindrical) geometry, taking one
2 mm edge of the foil to be at a radius of 2.5 mm, the foil edge at a radius of
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4.5 mm would correspond to a distance of 3.6 mm; this piece of foil in the ex-
periment is certainly not a Cartesian square. However, neglecting the effects
of radial convergence and curvature, this block of foil material in Cartesian co-
ordinates can approximate a section of the radial foil. The current Jx(t) in the
x-direction in the simulation corresponds with current along the radial direction
for a radial foil, and the applied external magnetic fieldBz in the simulation cor-
responds to an axial magnetic field (in the z-direction for a radial foil).
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CHAPTER 7
RESULTS: EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
7.1 Jet Development and XMHD Effects
In Fig. 7.1, Fig. 7.2, and Fig. 7.3, we present results from 2D radial foil PERSEUS
simulations showing the plasma jet development for different cases. In Fig. 7.1,
we show the jet time evolution in standard polarity with no applied magnetic
field (Bz = 0 T) and a 1 T Bz. In Fig. 7.2, where the z-axis is on the left of the
image, we display the in-plane (r-z) current density streamlines and magnetic
field lines. In Fig. 7.3, we compare the influence of XMHD to (resistive) MHD
when changing current polarities. The following subsections elaborate upon
these plasma jet dynamics.
7.1.1 Dynamics Overview
First, we describe the overall plasma jet dynamics. As the COBRA current pulse
travels through the radial foil, the Ohmic (Joule) heating power per unit length
P/(dr) = I2R/(dr) = I2ρ/2pirh ∝ I2/r causes the foil to ablate: melt, vaporize,
and ionize into a surface plasma above the foil. Here, R is the resistance and ρ
is the resistivity. The current I is dispersed within an annulus of the foil (with
infinitesimal thickness dr) at radius r with cross-section area A = 2pirh, where
h is the foil thickness. Therefore, the (radial) current density through the foil is
Jr = I/2pirh. The current traveling through the center pin creates a magnetic
field Bθ = µ0I/2pir beneath the foil. Therefore, the force on the ablating foil
plasma that causes expansion is J × B ∼ JrBθ = µ0I2/4pi2r2h ∝ 1/r2 in the
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Figure 7.1: PERSEUS simulation time evolution for radial foil plasma jet ion
density in standard polarity with no applied magnetic field and a 1 T Bz. 5 mm
pin diameter.
Figure 7.2: PERSEUS simulation showing in-plane (r-z) streamlines of cur-
rent density and in-plane magnetic field lines, overlayed on ion density (color).
2.5 mm pin radius.
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Figure 7.3: PERSEUS simulations for XMHD and MHD of plasma jets with
Bz = 1 T under standard and reverse current polarities. Notice the MHD results
are identical, while the XMHD results are not identical. 5 mm pin diameter.
positive z direction. The surface plasma expanding upward into the vacuum
region has current traveling through the plasma in both the radial (r) and axial
(z) directions; see Fig. 7.2 (left image). The axial current necessarily completes
the electrical circuit through the plasma from anode to cathode. The axial cur-
rent (Jz) self-generates a magnetic field (Bθ) which produces a well-collimated
plasma jet on-axis due to converging plasma from the Z-pinch force (JzBθ). Ad-
ditionally, there is the pressure gradient force (−∇P ) as the plasma expands into
vacuum. The current in the plasma jet is estimated at around 2-5% of the total
COBRA current using the 2D radial foil PERSEUS code at 100 ns (time of peak
current) and estimated at around 5-10% using dB/dt (or B-dot) probes at 70 ns
(using a 5 µm thick foil in previous experimental work). [30] The remainder of
the COBRA current travels (radially) through the high-density solid-liquid foil
and surface plasma directly above the foil.
The ablation process that generates the surface plasma from the initially
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solid foil will be considered in further detail in Sec 7.5. Semi-quantitatively,
one can think of the energy required to generate the plasma as ∆E = mcv∆T +
mLf + mLv + E
1
I with mass m, specific heat cv, temperature T, latent heat of
fusion (melting) Lf , latent heat of vaporization (boiling) Lv, and first ionization
energy E1I . In general, the heat capacity is a function of temperature and phase
(equation of state); furthermore, the heating power P = dE/dt = I2R depends
upon the resistance R, which is also a function of temperature.
The higher-density jet is formed from the converging lower-density “back-
ground plasma.” The boundary between the jet and background plasma is de-
fined by the approximate radial force balance, taking the radial component of
Eq. 6.16 and demanding ∂(ρu)/∂t ≈ 0, as shown in Eq. 7.1 with plasma den-
sity ρ, fluid velocity u, current density J, magnetic field B, thermal pressure P,
and radius r of the jet. From left to right the terms in Eq. 7.1 are the dynamical
converging flow of background plasma toward the central z-axis (ram pressure;
full term in brackets), the thermal pressure gradient, pinching force (Z-pinch),
axial magnetic pressure related to field compression, and centrifugal rotation.
The thermal pressure force, axial magnetic pressure, and centrifugal rotation
force are directed radially outward. The dynamical pressure force and Z-pinch
force are directed radially inward. With no applied axial magnetic field (Bz), the
rightmost two terms are zero. By performing some math magic (algebra), one
can solve for the jet radius at which there is an approximate radial force balance,
r0(z), as written in Eq. 7.2 and illustrated in Fig. 7.4. Furthermore, an “outer”
jet angle θ (between the jet and background plasma) can be defined by Eq. 7.3.
0 ≈ {−1
r
∂(rρu2r)
∂r
+
∂(ρuzur)
∂z
} − dP
dr
− JzBθ + JθBz + ρu
2
θ
r
(7.1)
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Figure 7.4: PERSEUS simulation of ion density and the ratio of the radius at
which there is a calculated approximated radial force balance, r0(z), to the ra-
dius in the simulation, r(i, j). A ratio of 1 means r(i, j) = r0(z). A ratio < 1
or > 1 does not provide information about the direction of the net radial force.
The white arrows point to the inner and outer boundaries of the higher-density
plasma jet at which there is an approximate radial force balance. 2.5 mm pin
radius.
r0(z) ≈ ρ(u
2
r − u2θ)
−∂(ρu
2
r)
∂r
+
∂(ρuzur)
∂z
− dP
dr
− JzBθ + JθBz
(7.2)
tan θ =
r0(z)− r0(0)
z
(7.3)
Experimentally, we test the importance of the Hall term in XMHD compared
to MHD by changing the direction of current flow (radially inward or outward
through the foil), referred to as changing current polarity. A basic understand-
ing of how the current polarity can change the plasma dynamics is as follows.
First, let us look at the electron velocity given in Eq. 6.25 as ue = u− J/nee and
take the radial component, uer = ur−Jr/nee. For the converging plasma, ur is al-
ways negative, and Jr is negative for standard current polarity and positive for
reverse polarity. Therefore, in reverse polarity compared to standard polarity,
uer is more negative, and, thereby, the radial convergence is enhanced and the
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radial electric field is enhanced. Additionally, one can look at the Generalized
Ohm’s Law with Hall MHD in Eq. 6.24, rewritten asE = −u×B+ηJ+J×B/nee.
First considering the case with no applied axial magnetic field (Bz), changing
the current polarity corresponds to changing the mathematical sign of E, J, and
B. Under this change of signs, the Hall term in the equation does not change
sign while all other terms do. Therefore, without the Hall term (like for resistive
MHD in Eq. 6.26), changing the current polarity does not influence the plasma
dynamics, as seen in Fig. 7.3. The Hall term breaks the symmetry of the equa-
tion, and, experimentally, introduces anode-cathode asymmetries.
The primary effects of the applied axial magnetic field Bz on plasma jet dy-
namics are as follows: on-axis hollowing of plasma density (see Fig. 7.1); az-
imuthal rotation; and on-axis compression of the initially uniform applied field.
As the lower-density background plasma converges toward the axis, the dy-
namical pressure forces advect and compress the Bz on-axis; see Fig. 7.2 (right
image). The on-axis Bz compression causes the on-axis density hollowing due
to the radial force balance (analogous to Eq. 7.1) at the “inner” boundary of
the jet between the plasma jet and low-density (vacuum) region that contains
the compressed Bz. The discontinuity between a larger compressed Bz on-axis
within the vacuum and a smaller Bz within the plasma jet corresponds with an
azimuthal current Jθ at the jet boundary needed to support the discontinuity in
Bz. Furthermore, the Bz introduces a JrBz component of the J × B force that
causes azimuthal rotation of the plasma jet and background plasma.
The structural differences between standard and reverse current polarity jets
are more apparent with an applied Bz than with Bz = 0 T. In reverse current po-
larity, the jet is wider and has a larger on-axis hollowing compared to standard
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polarity. Furthermore, the jet formation can be altered by changing the center
pin size (diameter), foil thickness, and foil material. A larger pin size tends to
increase the time for the plasma to converge on axis and reduce the jet den-
sity on-axis because of the smaller JzBθ pinching force. A thicker foil tends
to increase the time to form the jet because it takes longer for Joule heating of
the foil to create a surface plasma. In addition to simply having different ion
masses, different materials have different properties including radiative effects,
conductivity, and equation of state– all of which can influence the plasma abla-
tion process and jet structure.
7.1.2 Parameter Plots
While the estimates given in Appendix A provide approximations for certain
parameter regimes within these radial foil experiments, the PERSEUS code can
also be used to plot these parameters as a function of space and time. Of par-
ticular interest in this work are the following parameters: the ratio of the Hall
term to the dynamo term in the Generalized Ohm’s Law (from Eq. 6.22), given
by Eq. 7.4; the ratio of the Hall term to the electric field in the co-moving frame
with the plasma, given by Eq. 7.5; the ratio of the Hall term to the resistive term,
given by Eq. 7.6; and the plasma beta, β (the ratio of thermal pressure to mag-
netic pressure), given by Eq. 7.7. Here, as in Appendix G, we use the notation
where Q˜ is the dimensionless value (code units) of quantityQ. After nondimen-
sionalizing the variables, the dimensionless scaling factor in the Hall-dynamo
ratio (Eq. 7.4), λi/L0, is the ratio of the ion inertial length to the characteristic
length scale. Similarly, the dimensionless scaling factor in the Hall-resistive ratio
(Eq. 7.6), ωce/νei, is the ratio of the electron cyclotron frequency to the electron-
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Figure 7.5: Ratio of the Hall term to the dynamo term in the Generalized Ohm’s
Law for opposite polarities in XMHD and for MHD.
ion collision frequency; this term is equivalent to the electron magnetization.
1
nee
|J×B|
|u×B| =
λi
L0
|J˜× B˜|
n˜e|u˜× B˜|
(7.4)
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nikBTi + nekBTe
B2/2µ0
=
n˜iT˜i + n˜eT˜e
B˜2/2
(7.7)
The Hall-dynamo ratio (Eq. 7.4) is plotted in Fig. 7.5. Here and for the sub-
sequent parameter plots at 100 ns (peak current), we display the computational
domain for which the central z-axis is on the left boundary of the image, and
the pin radius is 2.5 mm. First, we note that the dimensionless scaling fac-
tor λi/L0 ∝ m1/2i /Zn1/2i L0 depends upon the scale length L0. This dependence
means the Hall term is more important relative to the dynamo term for smaller
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scales; therefore, the Hall term is more important for smaller laboratory experi-
ments than for larger-scale astrophysical phenomena. In fact, we see that, based
upon the characteristic length scale as defined in the simulation, the Hall term
dominates the dynamo term within the entire plasma (above the foil), being
larger by over 6 orders of magnitude in the low density background plasma.
Now, we consider that the dynamo term is generally important due to how it
relates to the electric field; thus, one can define the electric field in the co-moving
frame of the plasma as E′ = E + u×B. This E′ quantity may be more relevant
when compared to the Hall term as in Eq. 7.5 and plotted in Fig. 7.6. Here,
we again observe that the Hall term is relatively more important in the low
density background plasma– including the low-density regions near the central
axis when the Bz is applied. For reasons unknown to the author (likely a paral-
lel processing issue), the computational output for this ratio (and only this ratio)
did not process correctly for certain regions within the computational domain
at certain times. These areas are marked off with white boxes. Notably, we see
the importance of the Hall term in the MHD simulations that do not include the
Hall term, again demonstrating the validity of using the XMHD code.
Next, the Hall-resistive ratio (Eq. 7.6) is plotted in Fig. 7.7. We note that
the dimensionless scaling factor ωce/νei ∝ BT 3/2e /Zneln(Λ) does not involve
an intrinsic scale length, unlike the dimensionless scaling factor for the Hall-
dynamo ratio. Once again, we observe that the Hall term is important in the
lower-density plasma regions that create the higher-density jet (when those re-
gions merge as they converge toward the central z-axis). The dimensionless
parameter ωce/νei is equivalent to the electron magnetization. This magneti-
zation parameter includes all magnetic field components (notably Bθ and Bz);
only including the Bz component still produces the same trends in the images.
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Figure 7.6: Ratio of the Hall term to the electric field in the co-moving frame of
the plasma in the Generalized Ohm’s Law for opposite polarities in XMHD and
for MHD.
Figure 7.7: Ratio of the Hall term to the resistive term in the Generalized Ohm’s
Law for opposite polarities in XMHD and for MHD.
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Figure 7.8: Ratio of the electron cyclotron frequency to the electron-ion collision
frequency for opposite polarities in XMHD and for MHD.
As plotted in Fig. 7.8, we see that the background plasma electrons are highly
magnetized (ωce/νei > 10), and the higher density jet is less magnetized. Jets
with Bz = 0 T are less magnetized than jets with Bz = 1 T, again quantifying
the influence of the applied magnetic field. Furthermore, we consider the ion
magnetization, ωci/νii, as plotted in Fig. 7.9, which is less than the electron mag-
netization because ωci << ωce since 1/mi << 1/me. Here, we find the ions are
unmagnetized in most of the background plasma other than some areas near the
plasma-vacuum boundary. Additionally, in reverse current polarity, the ions are
nearly-magnetized (ωci/νii ∼ 1) or weakly-magnetized (1 < ωci/νii < 10) near
the central plasma jet.
Along with looking at how the electrons and ions are magnetized, we can vi-
sualize the influence of the applied magnetic field by plotting the plasma beta,
β (Eq. 7.7), in Fig. 7.10. A plasma is thermally dominated for β > 1 and magnet-
ically dominated for β < 1. For Bz = 0 T, we find that the central region near
the jet is thermally dominated, and the outer background plasma region is mag-
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Figure 7.9: Ratio of the ion cyclotron frequency to the ion-ion collision fre-
quency for opposite polarities in XMHD and for MHD.
netically dominated. For Bz = 1 T, the background plasma and central region
near the jet z-axis is largely magnetically dominated, while the higher-density
and higher-temperature jet is thermally dominated.
As a brief summary, from plotting the above parameters, we conclude that
XMHD effects like the Hall term can be important in high energy density (HED)
laboratory experiments– particularly when the high density plasma is created
by the merging of initially lower density plasmas. For our case of the radial
foil experiment, the central plasma jet is created by merging of the background
plasma. Additionally, we state the plasma is magnetized in the sense that 1)
when a magnetic field Bz is applied, there is an initial magnetic field that pene-
trates through the foil and generated plasma, 2) the background plasma region
is magnetically dominated, 3) the electrons are highly magnetized (ωce/νei > 10)
in the background plasma, and 4) for an initial Bz = 1 T, the electrons are mag-
netized (ωce/νei > 1) in the plasma jet, while for Bz = 0 T the electrons are either
unmagnetized (ωce/νei < 1) or weakly magnetized (1 < ωce/νei < 10) within
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Figure 7.10: Ratio of the thermal pressure to magnetic pressure for opposite
polarities in XMHD and for MHD.
the jet. On the other hand, the ions are largely unmagnetized (ωci/νii < 1). The
parameters described in this subsection are an incomplete list of quantities that
allow for further understanding of the physics involved with radial foil plasma
jets.
7.1.3 Jet Angles and Widths
In Fig. 7.11, we display experimental images from multiple diagnostics for stan-
dard and reverse polarity aluminum jets with an applied Bz ≈ 1 T: interferom-
etry, shadowgraphy, EUV (or XUV) self-emission, and optical self-emission. We
now compare the experimental images in Fig. 7.11 with the XMHD simulation
results in Fig. 7.3.
Generally, the plasma jet boundary may have some curvature. Still, we can
estimate an average jet angle. Comparing the interferometry and shadowgra-
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Figure 7.11: Multiple diagnostics showing a standard polarity jet (shot 3602)
and a reverse polarity jet (shot 3541) with a 5 mm pin diameter and a 15 µm
Al foil. Top two rows: interferometry (shot 3602 at 90 ns; shot 3541 at 130 ns).
Bottom two rows: shadowgraphy (90 ns; 130 ns), EUV or XUV self-emission
(100 ns; 135 ns), and optical self-emission (150 ns; 155 ns). Adapted from Byvank
et al., 2016. [26]
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phy experimental results to the simulation density predictions, we measure that
reverse polarity jets have a jet angle (defined as twice the angle between the z-
axis and the boundary between the jet and background plasma) of ∼ 30± 2◦ in
experiments and ∼ 36 ± 2◦ in simulations, and standard polarity jets have a jet
angle of ∼ 7± 2◦ in experiments and ∼ 15± 2◦ in simulations. Additionally, we
measure that reverse polarity jets have a base width of ∼ 1.8 ± 0.2 mm in ex-
periments and ∼ 1.1± 0.2 mm in simulations, and standard polarity jets have a
base width of∼ 0.9±0.2 mm in experiments and∼ 0.5±0.2 mm in simulations.
These quantities are in good agreement considering differences in diagnostic
timings, current pulse shapes, foil nonuniformities, and differences between
line-integrated experimental data compared with higher resolution simulation
cross sections.
For EUV and optical self-emission images of reverse polarity jets, we mea-
sure a jet angle ∼ 20± 2◦, approximately 2/3 that of the angle from interferom-
etry and shadowgraphy. For standard polarity jets, we measure approximately
the same jet angles∼ 7±2◦ for all diagnostics. We measure EUV and optical self-
emission jet widths of∼ 1.5±0.2 mm for reverse polarity and∼ 0.8±0.2 mm for
standard polarity. Reverse current polarity jet angles are approximately 3 times
larger than standard polarity angles, and reverse polarity jet base widths are
approximately 2 times larger than standard polarity base widths with a Bz ∼1 T
for both experiments and PERSEUS XMHD simulations; resistive MHD sim-
ulations depict identical jets for standard and reverse current polarities (see
Fig. 7.3). The experimental differences between standard and reverse polarity
jets therefore support the XMHD simulations rather than the MHD simulations.
We note that the experimental results are not precisely reproducible because
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Figure 7.12: Top) jet angle and bottom) jet base width for Bz ≈ 1 T for ex-
periments (interferometry and shadowgraphy over multiple shots) and simu-
lations (ion density) relative to the time after the start of the COBRA current
pulse. Overall, reverse current polarity jets have larger angles and are wider
than standard polarity jets.
of differences between experimental shots including diagnostic timings, cur-
rent pulse shapes, and foil nonuniformities. Now, differently from above, we
plot the jet angle defined as twice the angle between the central z-axis and the
approximate density maximum within the jet. In Fig. 7.12 for both experiments
(interferometry and shadowgraphy over multiple shots) and simulations (ion
density), we show that reverse polarity jets have larger angles and are wider
than standard polarity jets over the time of the experiment. In Fig. 7.13, we
show jet angles relative to the applied Bz for different experiments using vari-
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Figure 7.13: Experimental jet angles for various diagnostics relative to the ap-
plied Bz strength for standard and reverse current polarities. Overall, jet angles
tend to increase with increasing Bz. Not shown: uncertainties taken to be ±4◦.
ous diagnostics. This plot does not contain an inclusive data set for all experi-
ments but rather shows results from a few COBRA runs. This limited data set
is the reason why some points are different from those shown in other graphs
(for example, Fig. 7.12). One can see a spread among data even with the same
diagnostics and applied Bz. Overall, one can still see that the reverse polarity
jets have larger angles than standard polarity jet angles.
Next, we look at plasma jets made from a different foil material: titanium (Z
= 22) rather than aluminum (Z = 13). The different material properties of these
radial foils before (and during) plasma generation will be further considered
in Sec 7.5. In regard to the jets already in the plasma phase, a larger ioniza-
tion number correlates with more effects of radiation. Due to radiative cool-
ing (meaning transfer of energy away from the hot titanium jet), we observe
that titanium jets are skinnier than aluminum jets with no applied Bz, consis-
tent with previous work showing higher atomic number jets having a higher
degree of collimation. [37] This higher degree of collimation is likely due to
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Figure 7.14: Experimental self-emission images for aluminum jets and tita-
nium jets with no applied Bz, showing more emission (and a corresponding
higher temperature) for titanium. For the time-integrated images, there was no
filter material placed in front of the pinhole. Contrast not enhanced for any of
these images. Darker areas mean more emission, but the darkness of the time-
integrated (right-most) images should not be directly compared to the darkness
of the other images. Time relative to the start of the COBRA current pulse.
there being relatively less thermal energy (or pressure gradient) in the jet (be-
cause the energy is radiated away) to resist the dynamic ram pressure, as shown
by Eq. 7.1. Qualitatively in Fig. 7.14, we observe that titanium jets are hotter
than aluminum jets by looking at self-emission pinhole imaging (as described
in Sec. 5.5 and Sec. 5.7). Also, we observe the titanium jets to be more dense
than the aluminum jets, qualitatively seen based on the height at which the in-
terferometry fringes are hard to trace. Furthermore, using titanium as shown in
Fig. 7.15, we again see current polarity differences between jets. As quantified
in Fig. 7.16, larger applied Bz values correlate with larger jet angles and base
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Figure 7.15: Experimental interferograms for titanium jets relative to the ap-
plied Bz strength for standard and reverse current polarities. Times relative to
the start of the current pulse.
widths, more evident in reverse polarity than standard polarity.
We quickly review the main messages of this subsection. For a given Bz,
reverse current polarity jets have larger jet base widths and larger jet angles
than standard current polarity jets, keeping other parameters like pin size and
foil thickness constant. We observe these current polarity effects using both ex-
periments and simulations, using different experimental diagnostics, and using
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Figure 7.16: Experimental jet angles and base widths for titanium jets relative to
the appliedBz strength for standard and reverse current polarities. Quantifying
Fig. 7.15.
different radial foil materials. These polarity effects demonstrate the importance
of XMHD compared to only MHD.
7.2 Current Filament Development and XMHD Effects
The surface plasma produced by the radial foil develops discrete paths of cur-
rent flow. The structure is characteristic of an electrothermal filamentation
plasma instability. [19, 40, 69, 70, 71, 72] The process of current filament forma-
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Figure 7.17: EUV images looking down onto the radial foil showing current
filament time evolution for standard polarity (cathode pin, electrons flowing
radially outward) and reverse polarity (anode pin, electrons flowing radially
inward). All images are individually contrast enhanced (darker means more
emission), so the intensities should not be compared between images. Images
identified by their [shot number, time relative to the start of the COBRA current
pulse].
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tion is as follows. First we note that, by definition of resistivity, current tends to
flow through less resistive (more conductive) paths; furthermore, current trav-
eling through a path will Ohmically heat the area and increase the temperature.
Next, we note that initial foil density nonuniformities can cause different plasma
regions to have different resistivities (and/or different temperatures). Assum-
ing that the plasma is in a (Spitzer-like) regime where the derivative of resistiv-
ity, η, with respect to temperature, T , is ∂η/∂T < 0, then lower resistivity leads
to higher temperatures and more current flowing through the paths of lower re-
sistivity. This positive feedback generates discrete current filaments, which are
present < 2 mm above the foil. The filaments pinch under a J×Bl force∝ I2/r,
with Bl being the local B self-generated by the discrete current filament. The
filaments radially expand over time as the foil heats (see Fig. 7.17), from the pin
radius to eventually the foil outer radius. Under an applied axial magnetic field
(Bz), J ×B forces (JrBz θˆ) lead to azimuthal bending of the filaments (see Ti in
Fig. 7.18). In EUV images of a top view of the foil, the azimuthal bending causes
more washed out uniform emission.
Additionally, filamentation is different depending upon whether the central
pin beneath the foil is held at the cathode or anode potential (see Fig. 7.17). In
standard polarity with a cathode pin, electrons move from a location of higher
current density (near the center pin) to a region of lower current density (near
the outer annulus of the foil), and the initially high current density electron flow
pinches into discrete filaments. In reverse polarity with an anode pin, electrons
move from a region of lower current density (near the outer annulus of the foil)
to a location of higher current density (near the center pin), and the initially
lower current density electron flow only forms discrete filaments near the cen-
ter pin (best seen early-on in time), where the current density is higher. This
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Figure 7.18: EUV images looking down onto different radial foil materials with
different applied Bz strengths showing structure of current filaments. All im-
ages are individually contrast enhanced (lighter means more emission), so the
intensities should not be quantitatively compared between images. Times rela-
tive to the start of the COBRA current pulse.
anode-cathode asymmetry represents an extended magnetohydrodynamics ef-
fect of Hall physics, whereby the electron flow and pinching force contribute to
a more azimuthally uniform looking emission for the anode pin case (electrons
flowing radially inward) relative to the cathode pin case (electrons flowing ra-
dially outward).
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In Fig. 7.17, the images are ordered in a sequence that qualitatively shows
the time evolution. Differences between effects like the precise current pulse
shape can cause the absolute time dynamics to change between experimental
shots (marked by different label borders). In standard polarity, we observe the
filaments developing radially outward; in reverse polarity, we observe the fila-
ments developing radially inward. The center point (darker, more emission) in
some of the later-time images is the plasma jet.
In Fig. 7.18, we observe that insulators on the top of the foil surface lead to
localized temperature hotspots (regions of more emission), and the current fil-
aments travel along these hotspots (see bottom 4 images). We explicitly state
here that there were no holes in the foil material before the experimental shot.
As mentioned above, we note that, under an applied axial magnetic field (Bz),
J×B forces lead to azimuthal bending of the filaments, and the azimuthal bend-
ing causes more washed out uniform emission. Also, we note that the images in
Fig. 7.18 are aesthetically pleasing to emotional senses (i.e. they are beautiful).
We will revisit these current filaments produced by the electrothermal fil-
amentation plasma instability when discussing the plasma jet disruption in
Sec. 7.5.
7.3 Magnetic Field Compression
During formation of the plasma jet, as the lower-density background plasma
converges toward the axis, the dynamical pressure forces advect and compress
the Bz on-axis. We measure this Bz compression using dB/dt (or B-dot) probes
(as described in Sec. 5.4). We place the dB/dt probe in the central hollow region
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of a reverse polarity jet with an appliedBz, so we can minimize the perturbation
to the jet density, azimuthal symmetry, and plasma current flow. Furthermore,
we now use 10 mm diameter pins rather than 5 mm pins. The larger pin di-
ameter changes the plasma dynamics and leads to a wider jet (and therefore
more space to place a non-perturbing probe). There is a weaker JzBθ pinching
force because the maximum Bθ ∝ 1/r is smaller at the larger jet radius, and this
weaker converging force also leads to less jet density and the jet forming at a
later time for the 10 mm pin case than for the 5 mm pin case. As a side note,
the 10 mm pin case also shows structural differences in standard polarity vs.
reverse polarity for both the experiments and XMHD simulations (but not in
MHD simulations), yet again validating the XMHD PERSEUS code.
In Fig. 7.19 on the left image, we see an interferogram of a titanium plasma
jet with no probe, showing the conical jet shape. In the middle image, for a
different experimental shot, we see an interferogram for the same conditions
but with a dB/dt probe in the central hollow region of the jet. We see that the
probe placed in the center of the jet does not significantly perturb the jet conical
shape. Notably, we do observe fringe shifts and a corresponding plasma density
near the surface of the probe. On the right image at about the same time as the
middle image, using EUV self emission we observe little-to-no emission near the
probe surface (compare with Fig. 7.23). Therefore, we conclude that the probe
surface plasma is likely resistive (since T< 10 eV) and therefore does not prevent
magnetic field diffusion into the probe. The diffusion time, τ , is approximately
related to the plasma distance (for the magnetic field to diffuse through), δ, and
resistivity, ρ, by τ ∼ µδ2/ρ, where µ ∼ µ0 is the permeability of the plasma.
Furthermore, in Fig. 7.19 we do not see evidence of a shock structure around
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Figure 7.19: Placement of dB/dt probe in central hollow region of plasma jet,
showing minimal perturbation. Left: interferogram of jet with no probe. Mid-
dle: interferogram of jet with probe. Right: EUV self emission of jet with probe.
Times relative to the start of the current pulse.
the probe (compare with Fig. 7.23). If a shock is strong enough, the shock can
be seen using laser backlighting shadowgraphy. However, even if a shock is
weak and not visible to shadowgraphy, the shock can pose a problem for probe
measurements by changing the direction of the magnetic field across the shock
front. The probe will then measure a different component of the magnetic field
compared to the ambient field on the other side of the shock. We note that, for
a perfectly centered magnetic probe, the curved shock front surface normal will
be parallel to the applied Bz at the center but not along the entire shock front.
For reference to the reader, the formulas for these Rankine-Hugoniot jump con-
ditions for ideal MHD shocks can be found on page 26 of the NRL Formulary.
[73]
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7.3.1 Characteristic dB/dt Signals
In Fig. 7.20, we show the raw dB/dt data vs. time for two differential measure-
ments using double loop probes: left) a probe with loop orientations parallel
and anti-parallel to the z-axis, and right) a probe with loop orientations parallel
to the z-axis and parallel to the r-axis. On the left plot, we see that the two oppo-
sitely oriented probes lead to two opposite voltage signals (dark blue and light
blue). The sum of these two signals should be proportional to the electric pickup
of the probe and the difference proportional to the magnetic pickup (orange sig-
nal trace). We see that for the first ∼60 ns there is only a dominant electric field
signal, negative because of the polarity of COBRA (cathode at a negative voltage
with respect to the anode at ground). After 60 ns the two traces diverge indi-
cating the start of the Bz compression. We see that the peak voltages relating to
field compression occur at approximately the same time (125 ns after the start
of current rise) for both probes. We see that the voltages return to their baseline
values near 200 ns, implying no further Bz compression (after the red vertical
line). However, at these times after 200 ns, the measurement of no voltage on
the loops may have been the result of mechanisms causing an inaccurate dB/dt
measurement.
The reason we question these late-time signals that do not show a decrease
in Bz is because, when the current pulse is over, the current no longer drives
the jet convergence (see blue traces in Fig. 7.26 on page 100 for example cur-
rent pulses); therefore, we expect the compressed magnetic field pressure to
push against the plasma jet pressure and eventually return the Bz to the ini-
tially uniform value produced by the Helmholtz coil while the plasma expands
into vacuum. Still, we believe the probe voltage measurement is not failing at
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Figure 7.20: Measurements of dB/dt at different heights above the foil, showing
more Bz compression closer to the foil surface. Times relative to the start of the
current pulse. Adapted from Byvank et al., 2017. [27]
these times. The plasma environment in the present experimental work is more
benign than in other situations in which these dB/dt probes have continued to
reliably work. [59] Additionally, after the shot, we can (and do) check the probe
continuity (connection) and calibrate to show the probes still function properly.
If the flat dB/dt signal after approximately 200 ns is not a failure of the probe
measurement, then the Bz in the probe loop region is not changing very fast. In
this case, the plasma configuration must also be changing very slowly. At this
time in the current pulse, the foil driving voltage is going to zero and reversing.
This feature of the current pulse could result in resistive decay of currents above
the foil. If the resistive decay time is relatively long, the plasma dynamics and
magnetic fields will change very slowly. This situation is an open issue, and
understanding this slow change in the magnetic field is the subject of further
study.
In the right plot in Fig. 7.20, we see that the probe parallel to the z-axis gives
a signal, while the probe parallel to the r-axis gives essentially no signal, and
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Figure 7.21: Measurements of dB/dt for different COBRA current pulse shapes,
showing moreBz compression for a short pulse compared to a long pulse. Times
relative to the start of the current pulse.
these combined signals confirm that we are measuring compression of the ap-
plied axial magnetic field rather than some non-axial (radial or azimuthal) com-
ponent. We again mention that a misalignment of the probe loop parallel to the
r-axis can produce a small component that may have measured Bz. Therefore,
the difference between the r-axis and z-axis signals may not be exactly equiva-
lent to the magnetic compression signal. The loops for the left graph in Fig. 7.20
are placed at a lower height of 6.5±0.5 mm above the foil compared to the loops
for the right graph at 11.5±0.5 mm above the foil. Comparing the two plots, we
see that there is larger Bz compression closer to the foil surface where there is
larger plasma thermal pressure and dynamical ram pressure. Furthermore, we
see thatBz compression starts earlier in time closer to the aluminum foil surface.
The details of the COBRA current pulse (such as rise time and peak current)
influence the plasma jet development and corresponding Bz compression. CO-
BRA can produce short pulses (nominally 100 ns and 1.0 MA) and long pulses
(nominally 200 ns and 0.9 MA) by adjusting main switch pressures (see blue
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Figure 7.22: Measurements of dB/dt for opposite probe loop orientations for
two separate shots, showing similar qualitative behavior with opposite signs.
Times relative to the start of the current pulse.
traces in Fig. 7.26 on page 100 for example current pulses). In Fig. 7.21, we see
lessBz compression for a long pulse (left plot) than for a short pulse (right plot),
and we see the same general shape for the dB/dt traces. For each of these ex-
periments, we use only one z-probe loop, hoping for less perturbation from a
smaller final probe diameter compared with a double-loop probe. For the long
pulse around 220 ns (red vertical line), we see no further Bz compression. For
the short pulse around 190 ns (red vertical line), we see the start of a negative
voltage signal that becomes a constant baseline, and we question the validity
of the dB/dt measurement at this time. Perhaps this negative constant baseline
signal is electrical pickup; however, the images for this shot in Fig. 7.19 show
little-to-no probe perturbation, and these images are taken near 230 ns (green
vertical line on plot). The precise time is not obvious at which we should start
to not trust the probe voltage measurement to accurately record the dB/dt. Still,
we do trust the measurement before 190 ns.
As expected for consistency, opposite probe loop orientations give opposite
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voltage signals for different shots (as well as for the same shot, as shown in
Fig. 7.20). In Fig. 7.22, we display dB/dt signals from oppositely oriented probe
loops for similar shot conditions. We qualitatively see opposite signals: on the
left plot, starting out positive and becoming negative; and on the right plot,
starting out negative and becoming positive. This changing sign of the traces
corresponds with a decrease in Bz after its initial compression. For the left plot,
we again observe zero signal after 190 ns (red vertical line). For the right plot,
we find a negative voltage signal after around 170 ns (or possibly earlier; red
vertical line), qualitatively similar to that found in the right plot in Fig. 7.21.
The small negative voltage signals seen at late times in some of the above
dB/dt plots is not disqualifying to the validity of the measurements. Firstly, the
probes can be (and were) checked for continuity (connection) after the shot and
calibrated again to show that the probes still function properly. Additionally,
if the negative voltage actually is electrical pickup from the COBRA machine,
the pickup (of around 10 V) is extremely small relative to the COBRA voltage of
100s kV (say ∼ 300 kV peak). The plot in Fig. 7.23 displays an example of when
the COBRA current truly arcs to a probe; in this case (around 70 ns, red verti-
cal line), the probe voltage immediately plummets to a negative value off-scale
of the oscilloscope. A similar voltage spike and failure can occur if energetic
electrons from the power feed or load region strike the probe tip; however, the
reason is not clear why energetic electrons that were not stopped by the power
feed or load region would be stopped by a dB/dt probe. We mention an addi-
tional related problem for which inaccurate dB/dt signals may occur is if a large
current is carried on the outer conductor or in plasma on the outer insulation
of the probe. This current can create unwanted components of the magnetic
field that will be picked up by the loop, particularly dependent upon the loop
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Figure 7.23: Example of a characteristic dB/dt probe measurement failure,
showing a negative voltage spike when the COBRA plasma arcs to the probe.
Images show probe surface plasma formation, shocks around probe tips, and
EUV hot spots showing locations of insulation failure and arcing. Times rela-
tive to the start of the current pulse.
alignment.
Additionally, the EUV image (to the left of the graph) in Fig. 7.23 shows
shock structures around the probes as well as bright hot spots at which the probe
insulation has failed and the COBRA voltage can directly arc to the probe. The
EUV emission near the probe surface suggests the plasma may be hot and con-
ductive enough to limit magnetic field diffusion into the probe loop area. Look-
ing at interferometry (top right), we observe regions of large density around the
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probe surface– either from photoionization of the probe surface or from plasma
buildup as the plasma converges on-axis for theBz = 0 T jet. Lastly, we compare
the preshot and shot laser backlighting shadowgraphy (top left two) images, for
which we can again see shock structures and large amounts of plasma around
the probe. This demonstration of probe measurements failing in Fig. 7.23 pro-
vides information to which we can compare the dB/dt signals that we believe
are accurate.
To summarize, in this section we discussed how to interpret dB/dt signals
that measure Bz compression. Placing the probe in the central hollow region of
the jet permits accurate compression measurements. Differential measurements
with probe loops oriented in different directions allow for confidence that we
are measuring compression of the axial component of the magnetic field. Cer-
tain features in the dB/dt traces make us question the validity of the measure-
ments at late enough times. In the next section, we look at the integrated dB/dt
signals and compare experimental results with simulation predictions.
7.3.2 Compression Measurements
By adding the initial Bz produced by the Helmholtz coil to the integrated dB/dt
signal– after taking into account the loop orientation and corresponding voltage
sign– we can look at the Bz compression measured by the probes. In Fig. 7.24,
we plot the Bz compression results from the dB/dt signals in Fig. 7.20 and com-
pare with PERSEUS simulation predictions for the same locations as the probe
loops. The experiment results are solid lines, and the simulation predictions
are dashed lines. Compared to the simulation results, the experimental results
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Figure 7.24: Integrated dB/dt signals show compression of the initially applied
∼1 T Bz for simulations and experiments with left) experiment shot 3550; two
loops oriented parallel and antiparallel to the z-axis, and right) experiment shot
3689; one loop oriented parallel to the z-axis and one loop oriented parallel to
the r-axis. Note: the simulation result is for a loop height of ∼11.0 mm rather
than 11.5 mm due to the computational spatial domain. Time is relative to the
COBRA current pulse with peak current at approximately 100 ns. Adapted from
Byvank et al., 2017. [27]
show a smaller maximum Bz with compression starting later in time. Addition-
ally, the simulation shows a decrease in the compressed Bz at around 200 ns,
while in the experiments we do not observe a decrease in the compressed field
at least until after 300 ns. The larger compression seen in the simulation results
implies that there is more inward pressure (e.g. dynamical ram pressure and
thermal pressure) in the simulation than was present in the experiment. No-
tably, the simulation did not include a radiation package, which could reduce
this inward pressure.
The overall discrepancy between the simulation and experimental results is
greater at a height of 11.5 mm than at 6.5 mm. We now look more closely and
quantitatively at the Bz compression traces in Fig. 7.24. At 6.5 mm, the peak
compression is 2.4±0.3 T at 200 ns in the experiment and 3.4 T at 180 ns in the
simulation. Additionally, the simulation takes about 140 ns to increase the Bz
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Figure 7.25: Integrated dB/dt signals show compression of different initial ap-
plied magnetic field strengths (Bz = 0.7 T, 1.1 T, 1.8 T) for titanium simulations
and titanium experiments (shot 4512: Bz = 0.7 T; shot 4503: Bz = 1.1 T; shot 4510:
Bz = 1.8 T). Time is relative to the COBRA current pulse (peak current around
100 ns). Adapted from Byvank et al., 2017. [27]
by 2.4 T, corresponding to an average dB/dt of 0.017 T/ns, which is close to the
peak dB/dt in the experiment (see left plot in Fig. 7.20). At 11.5 mm, the peak
compression is 1.5±0.2 T at 300 ns in the experiment and 2.6 T at 190 ns in the
simulation. Furthermore, we see that the simulation predicts compression start-
ing around 40 ns for both heights above the foil, while the experiments shows
compression starting around 70 ns for the 6.5 mm height and 190 ns for the
11.5 mm height. Assuming the experimental results to be accurate, this discrep-
ancy between the measurements at different heights suggests the simulations
may be missing some physics in these low plasma density regions near the top
of the jet– perhaps related to an experimental delay in jet formation and how
much the magnetic field is truly tied to the electron flow.
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Now using titanium jets, we look at the effects on field compression of vary-
ing the initial applied magnetic field strength at a height of about 8.0±0.5 mm
above the initial (preshot) foil surface. Experimentally, we use titanium rather
than aluminum because aluminum jets “disrupt” and do not form in a colli-
mated manner above a Bz ∼1.1 T, as will be further discussed in Sec. 7.5. Radia-
tion becomes more important for higher Z materials like titanium compared to
aluminum. Without implementing radiation in the PERSEUS code, we model ti-
tanium instead of aluminum only by changing the ion mass, mi, and ionization
as a function of electron temperature, Z(Te).
In Fig. 7.25 we plot the total Bz as a function of time for these titanium ex-
periments and compare them to the titanium simulations without radiation. As
in Fig. 7.24, the titanium simulations show the Bz compression starting around
40 ns for all the initial applied field strengths 0.7-1.8 T. The experiments showBz
compression starting later in time than the simulations. For both experiments
and simulations, we see the same trend of a larger change of Bz (peak value
minus initial value) with a smaller initial applied magnetic field strength. This
effect is most pronounced in the experimental results for the 0.7 T initial field
strength. Experimentally at the probe location 8.0±0.5 mm above the foil, ap-
plying an initial Bz of 0.7±0.1 T leads to compression to a total Bz of 4.5±0.5 T
at 190 ns (a Bz change of 3.8 T); applying an initial Bz of 1.1±0.1 T leads to com-
pression to a total Bz of 2.2±0.2 T at 210 ns (a Bz change of 1.1 T); and applying
an initialBz of 1.8±0.2 T leads to compression to a totalBz of 2.4±0.3 T at 110 ns
(aBz change of 0.6 T). Simulations for titanium show compression of a 0.7±0.1 T
Bz to a total 3.4 T at 150 ns (a Bz change of 2.7 T), compression of a 1.1±0.1 T Bz
to a total 3.3 T at 170 ns (aBz change of 2.2 T), and compression of a 1.8±0.2 TBz
to a total 3.3 T at 180 ns (a Bz change of 1.5 T). The larger peak Bz for the initial
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Figure 7.26: Current pulse shapes and Bz compression of an initial applied
Bz = 0.7 T from an experimental short pulse (shot 4512; nominally 100 ns rise
time, 1.0 MA peak current) and an experimental long pulse (shot 4509; nomi-
nally 200 ns rise time, 0.9 MA peak current). Adapted from Byvank et al., 2017.
[27]
0.7 T field case corresponds with a larger peak magnetic pressure that must be
supported by a larger dynamical ram pressure or pinching force (pressure from
the Bθ field from the jet current). Furthermore, a larger initial Bz means more
magnetic pressure to resist inward radial motion.
Experimentally, the rise time and peak current of the COBRA pulse influ-
ences the plasma jet development and the corresponding Bz compression. CO-
BRA can produce short pulses (nominally 100 ns and 1.0 MA) and long pulses
(nominally 200 ns and 0.9 MA) by adjusting main switch pressures. In Fig. 7.26,
long and short COBRA pulses for this load are shown along with the magnetic
compression traces for the jets they produce with an initialBz of 0.7±0.1 T (inte-
grated from dB/dt signals shown in Fig. 7.21). The shorter pulse with the larger
peak current produces a higher peak value of the compression, 4.5±0.5 T, com-
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pared to the longer pulse with the lower peak current, 3.4±0.4 T. This trend is
due to the larger current for a short pulse providing a larger J × B force that
collimates the plasma jet on-axis and increases the Bz compression.
In this section, we presented the experimental measurements for Bz com-
pression, and we found quantitative differences with simulations but also simi-
lar qualitative trends. In both experiments and simulations, there is larger com-
pression closer to the foil surface where there are larger inward dynamical and
thermal pressures. In both experiments and simulations, there is a larger change
in Bz for a smaller initially applied field. Experimentally, we find a difference
in Bz compression based upon the current pulse shape. In the next section,
we use the PERSEUS simulation to attempt to further understand aspects of
the experiments– including the current pulse shape, among other experimental
variables.
7.3.3 Simulation Insights
Exploring predictions made by the PERSEUS code can allow for better under-
standing of the importance of the physical processes involved with the Bz com-
pression. As previously stated, experimentally for the compression measure-
ments we use 10 mm pin diameters in reverse polarity to try to minimize how
much the dB/dt probe perturbs the jet. Among many other regrets in life, the
author regrets being unable to conduct compression measurements with 5 mm
pins or in standard polarity that were “successful” in the sense of being confi-
dent that the probe signals were accurately measuring the dB/dt and not per-
turbing the plasma jet structure. We hope to utilize the PERSEUS simulations to
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Figure 7.27: Magnetic field streamlines (in r-z plane) overlayed on plasma den-
sity at 60 ns in PERSEUS simulations for XMHD standard current polarity (left),
MHD (middle), and XMHD reverse polarity (right). Lower images are zoomed-
in sections of the above images. Below images, directions of vector radial com-
ponents of fluid velocity ur, current Jr, and electron velocity uer are shown for
the various cases. Note: for standard polarity, uer may not be radially outward
for all times if ur inward is large enough. The images and vector directions
demonstrate how the magnetic field is tied to the electrons in XMHD (or Hall
MHD) and tied to the ions in MHD. Image central z-axis is on the left of all
images with a 10 mm diameter pin (5 mm radius).
understand some of the physics that we did not experimentally measure.
PERSEUS shows different jet structures depending on current polarities and
pin sizes, and these different jets correlate with different amounts of Bz com-
pression. In Fig. 7.27 at 60 ns during the jet formation process, we see how the
magnetic field is tied to the electrons in XMHD (or Hall MHD) and tied to the
ions in MHD. This “tying” is based on the frozen-in-flux theorem and neglects
resistive diffusion; see Eqs. 7.8-7.12 with magnetic flux Φ. Still, we see that the
radially inward electron motion, uer , enhances on-axis Bz compression for re-
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Figure 7.28: PERSEUS simulation Bz vs. time for different current polarities
and pin sizes at a 6.5 mm height above the foil. The larger pin size delays jet de-
velopment and Bz compression. The MHD results are typically in between the
XMHD standard current polarity (SP) and reverse polarity (RP) results. Note:
the experimental results are the RP 10 mm case.
verse polarity (field lines bent radially inward) and reduces Bz compression for
standard polarity (field lines bent radially outward). For MHD, the Bz is com-
pressed “only” by the radially inward ion motion, ur. These XMHD or Hall
MHD differences compared with MHD were highlighted in Sec. 6.1.
Φ =
∫
S
B · dS (7.8)
dΦ
dt
=
∫
S
dB
dt
· dS+
∫
S
B · dS
dt
(7.9)
dΦ
dt
=
∫
S
(−∇× E) · dS+
∮
C
(B× u) · d` (7.10)
dΦ
dt
=
∮
C
(E+ u×B) · d` (7.11)
for ideal MHD :
dΦ
dt
= 0 (7.12)
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Quantitatively, in Fig. 7.28 we plot the Bz vs. time at a 6.5 mm height above
the foil for 5 mm and 10 mm diameter pins and also for XMHD standard polar-
ity (SP), XMHD reverse polarity (RP), and MHD (either polarity). As previously
stated, the larger pin size delays jet development and Bz compression. For both
pin sizes, we observe how the Bz in standard polarity initially decreases be-
cause of the radially outward electron motion advecting the Bz. However, as
the plasma (both ions and electrons) converges toward the central z-axis, the
Bz is compressed to above the initial field. For 5 mm diameter pins, reverse
polarity (RP) gives the largest peak compression. For 10 mm pins, standard
polarity (SP) gives the largest peak compression. The MHD results are typi-
cally in between the XMHD opposite current polarity results. We again note
that the Bz compression is related to the radial force balance of the jet; see
Sec 7.1.1 and Eq. 7.1. Using the frozen-in-flux theorem and assuming ideal
MHD, we can make an oversimplified model for the Bz compression: a per-
fectly conducting plasma cylinder at the pin radius, R0, compresses the initial
applied field, B0, to the final jet radius, Rf . We assume conservation of mag-
netic flux: Φ0 = B0piR20 = Φf = BfpiR2f . With this model, compressing an initial
Bz = B0 = 1 T from the 10 mm pin diameter (R0 = 5 mm) to a jet radius of
Rf = 2 mm would lead to a final compression of Bf = 6.25 T. The same result
occurs by taking a 5 mm pin diameter and 1 mm final jet radius. This calcu-
lated result is the same order of magnitude as the simulation results, but the
simulations include additional physics like finite resistivity and the Hall effect.
As previously discussed in the context of the frozen-in-flux theorem, finite
material resistivity influences magnetic field diffusion. The dB/dt probe is fab-
ricated from a coaxial cable conductor. The dB/dt loop is located to the side of
the coaxial cable (see z-probe in Fig. 5.6), so the magnetic field lines do not have
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Figure 7.29: Simulation results when including a solid conductor at the dB/dt
probe location, showing delayed compression due to magnetic field penetration
into the conductor. Bz taken at a 6.5 mm height above the foil (white circles in
images), with a 10 mm pin in reverse current polarity– the same conditions as
in the experiments.
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Figure 7.30: Simulation Bz compression (right plot) for different current pulses
(left plot). The blue trace, typically used in the simulation for all results pre-
sented thus far, is a sine-squared waveform until peak current with constant
current afterward. The red trace is an oscillating sine-squared waveform. There
are minimal differences in the Bz compression for these two cases at the same
6.5 mm height above the foil with a 10 mm diameter pin in reverse polarity.
to penetrate the coaxial cable to induce a voltage in the loop. Still, we can model
how a solid conductor influences the Bz compression in the center hollow re-
gion of the plasma jet. As shown in Fig. 7.29, we add a central solid conductor
at the probe location in the PERSEUS simulation; the white circle denotes the
approximate measurement location. A resistive plasma forms on the conductor
surface. Relative to the situation for which there is no probe (as shown in all
previous figures, like Fig. 7.4 for a smaller 5 mm diameter pin), the conductor
delays the Bz compression by ∼15 ns, but the peak compression of 3.3-3.4 T is
the same for both cases.
In the previous section, we found that the experimental current pulse shape
(short pulse or long pulse) affected the Bz compression measurement. The
PERSEUS simulation results presented thus far used a sine-squared waveform
until peak current at 100 ns, with constant current afterward. The experimental
current decreases slightly after the first peak and returns to zero after the sec-
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ond peak (ignoring the possibility of crowbarring); see Fig. 7.26 for examples.
To consider the effects of these current changes, we compare the typically-used
current pulse in the simulation with an oscillating sine-squared waveform that
is not held constant after a particular time. As shown in Fig. 7.30, the different
current pulses do not greatly influence the Bz compression. A possible rea-
son for this result is that, after the initial J × B force that drives the plasma
convergence and jet formation, the already-generated dynamical ram pressure
and thermal pressures are enough to compress the Bz. Additionally, the Bz de-
creases at late times even for the typical current pulse with a constant current
after peak. Therefore, this Bz decrease may be due to diffusion into the plasma
or may be due to plasma expansion (and a corresponding reduction in inward
thermal and dynamical ram pressures).
Due to the current oscillations, there is a change in sign in dI/dt and cor-
responding voltage (see, for example, Eq. 5.3). This 2D PERSEUS simulation
with only Spitzer resistivity (and ignoring the not-Spitzer resistivity in the solid-
liquid part of the foil) may not accurately model the current reversal and dif-
fusion (including phenomena like the reverse skin effect). Furthermore, we
note that most of the current goes through the radial foil surface rather than
the plasma jet, so the jet dynamics may not be as influenced by the oscillating
current pulse compared to the surface plasma near the foil surface (on both the
top and bottom sides of the foil). Notably, the process of current reversal late
in the current pulse is one consideration (and possible explanation) for why we
observe no dB/dt at late times, experimentally.
The 2D radial foil simulations with Spitzer resistivity have limitations re-
garding what they can accurately model. In Fig. 7.31, on the left plot we com-
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Figure 7.31: PERSEUS simulationBz compression for various parameters. Left:
comparing the 2D (r-z) code with Spitzer resistivity with the 3D code (DG) that
includes equation of state and resistivity data starting in the solid phase, al-
though the 3D code is not fully spatially resolved (both 2D and 3D cases for
aluminum); 5 mm height with 5 mm diameter pin in reverse polarity. Adapted
from Byvank et al., 2017. [27] Right: comparing aluminum and titanium results
using the 2D code with no implemented radiation; 6.5 mm height with 10 mm
pin in reverse polarity.
pare this 2D simulation (67 µm spatial resolution) with a 3D radial foil simula-
tion using the DG method and including material equation of state and resis-
tivity data (for aluminum) starting from the solid phase. However, due to limi-
tations with computational resources (number of processors and running time),
the 3D code grid resolution of 100 µm spatially under-resolves the foil thickness
(15-20 µm). Due to these computational resource limitations, the 3D code was
stopped at around 90 ns. Still, we do observe a ∼20 ns delay in Bz compression
for 3D with a “solid” (but spatially under-resolved) start compared to 2D with a
plasma start. Unfortunately, based on when the 3D simulation was stopped, we
can not compare the peak compression values. Additionally, on the right plot in
Fig. 7.31, we compare 2D simulations for aluminum and titanium without radia-
tion effects, only changing the mass and ionization state. Likely due to its larger
mass– ram pressure– and higher temperature– thermal pressure– titanium has
a slightly higher peak compression from 1 T to 3.7 T at 150 ns compared to 3.4 T
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at 190 ns for aluminum. Systematically changing parameters like these in the
simulations allows for better physical understanding of the important physical
processes involved with the Bz compression.
The Nernst effect– a current (force on electrons) present when there is a tem-
perature gradient perpendicular to a magnetic field– is another process that we
would like to consider in regard to Bz compression. [74, 75, 76] Qualitatively,
the Nernst effect influences the electron motion that can advect the magnetic
field (or create currents which can generate magnetic fields). Furthermore, the
Nernst effect is more important with larger densities and larger temperature
gradients– for example, more important near the ablating foil surface than in
the ablated background plasma. Implementing heat transport into PERSEUS,
including heat conduction and the Nernst effect, is presently being worked on
(thanks to Jason Hamilton).
Semi-quantitatively, we can determine the importance of the Nernst effect by
looking at the ratio of it with other terms present in the Generalized Ohm’s Law.
In the limit of strong (electron) magnetization, the Nernst effect adds a term con-
tributing to the electron momentum equation of: −(3/2)(neνei/ωce)bˆ×∇(kBTe),
which has units of N/m3 (force density). In the Generalized Ohm’s Law, this
term becomes a component to the electric field of: −(3/2)(1/nee)(neνei/ωce)bˆ ×
∇(kBTe), which can also be written as (3/2)(νei/meω2ce)∇(kBTe)×B (to act anal-
ogously to the u × B dynamo term), both of which have units of N/C = V/m
(electric field). The ratio of the Nernst term to the Hall term is therefore:
[−(3/2)(neνei/ωce)bˆ × ∇(kBTe)]/[J × B]. By scaling the terms (and making the
oversimplified and, in general, incorrect approximation that the gradient scale
lengths are the same for both the temperature and the magnetic field), the
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Nernst-to-Hall ratio is given by ∼ (5 ∗ 10−36)n2e ln(Λ)/B3T 1/2e where the elec-
tron density ne is in cm−3, the Coulomb logarithm is ln(Λ) ∼ 5, the magnetic
field B is in Tesla, and the electron temperature Te is in eV. For the radial foil
experiments, taking B = 2 T and Te = 20 eV, we find the Nernst effect is more
important than the Hall effect for ne > 1∗1018 cm−3. Therefore, the Nernst effect
may influence the Bz compression by influencing field lines near the ablating
foil surface.
7.4 Azimuthal Rotation (Overview)
Applying the Bz creates a JrBz component of the J × B force that causes az-
imuthal rotation of the plasma (of both the background plasma and of the
plasma jet that is formed by the converging background plasma). For com-
pleteness, so the reader gets a quantitative sense of the effects of the applied
Bz, Fig. 7.32 shows research conducted by others studying this plasma rotation
using optical spectroscopy and Thomson scattering. We note the different axis
scales on each graph, but the main result is that the rotation direction is switched
by changing the direction of the Bz or the current polarity.
Using the PERSEUS code, we can compare the rotation velocities predicted
by the simulation to the experimental results. In Fig. 7.33, we find the same
qualitative behavior for the rotation of the background plasma outside of the
jet in the simulation as in the experiment (left plot in Fig. 7.32), for which the
rotation velocity increases with radius. We also compare the ion fluid rotation
velocity (caused by the J×B force) with the azimuthal component of the E×B
drift velocity, vE×B = E × B/B2. From this comparison, we observe how the
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Figure 7.32: Experimental measurements of the plasma azimuthal rotation vs.
radial position. Lineouts at a height 5 mm above the initial foil position. Note:
the left and right images have different axis scales and different definitions of
“positive” and “negative” rotation velocities. All quantities of the ion flow ve-
locities are consistent with the JrBz component of the J×B force. Left) optical
spectroscopy measurements conducted by P. Schrafel and K. Bell showing rota-
tion of the background plasma outside of the central jet, near ∼ 120 ns into the
current pulse. Adapted from Schrafel et al., 2015. [40] Right) Thomson scatter-
ing measurements conducted by J. Banasek showing rotation of the central jet
itself, at ∼ 160 ns into the current pulse. Adapted from Byvank et al., 2017. [27]
electric fields, magnetic fields, and current densities are set up to create the qual-
itative trends in rotation that we see in both the experiments and simulations.
However, we also caution that the plasma rotation is not simply an E×B drift
because the ion cyclotron radius is much larger that the collision mean free path
(rci >> λmfpi ; see, for example, Table A.3 in Appendix A); therefore, collisions
dominate the fluid motion (rather than the particle gyroradius motion or par-
ticle guiding center drift dominating the fluid motion). Regarding the rotation
of the plasma jet itself, simulations predict a peak azimuthal ion velocity that
occurs at a very low-density region of plasma inside of the dense plasma jet
(∼ 1016 cm−3, approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the peak jet
density). The simulation peak ion velocity is much larger than what is seen with
the experimental measurements. Qualitatively, this discrepancy is shown in the
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Figure 7.33: PERSEUS simulation for standard and reverse current polarities
showing azimuthal rotation for plasma (ions) and comparison to the azimuthal
component of the E × B drift velocity. The direction of the ion flow velocities
are consistent with the JrBz component of the J×B force. Lineouts at a height
2 mm above the initial foil position at 100 ns into the current pulse.
right image in Fig. 7.33 compared to the right image in Fig. 7.32, although here
the lineouts are taken at different heights. Still, within the dense plasma jet itself
(near the density peak), the simulation and experimental rotation velocities are
similar (around 15-20 km/s).
On-axis compression of the applied axial magnetic field requires an az-
imuthal current to support the change inBz across the plasma jet boundary. This
current is a result of the relative electron-ion drift velocity. From the Thomson
scattering measurements conducted, we were not able to obtain reliable values
for the relative electron-ion drift velocities in our jets. However, experimen-
tal observations of the magnetic field compression and the jet rotation strongly
indicate the presence of this azimuthal electrical current layer. For more infor-
mation on these rotation measurements, we direct the reader to Schrafel et al.,
2015 and Byvank et al., 2017. [40, 27]
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Figure 7.34: Interaction of the Thomson scattering laser with the plasma jet.
Left: interferograms for plasma jets with different applied axial magnetic fields
using a 10 J laser energy. Red brackets identify low-density bubble region.
Right: EUV self emission with different laser energies using plasma jets with
no Bz. Individual EUV images are contrast enhanced with dark red meaning
more emission and blue meaning less emission. Black arrow points to slight
heating even with a 1 J laser energy.
7.4.1 Spin-off from Thomson Scattering: Laser-Jet Interaction
While obtaining the Thomson scattering measurements using the 10 J laser, we
observed an interaction between the laser and the plasma jet. This observation is
important because Thomson scattering is intended to be a non-perturbing diag-
nostic to measure plasma parameters. The laser heats the plasma jet and creates
a low-density bubble within the plasma jet that expands over time. Qualita-
tively, we observe the heating through the intensity of the plasma self-emission,
and we observe the low-density bubble using interferometry (e.g. looking at
the curvature of the fringes that depict a low-density bubble region between
higher-density plasma regions in the plasma jet above and below the bubble);
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Figure 7.35: EUV self emission time development of laser-jet interaction with
no Bz, showing: unperturbed plasma jet, heated and perturbed plasma jet, low
density bubble formation, and bubble expansion. Individual images are con-
trast enhanced with dark red meaning more emission and blue meaning less
emission.
see Fig. 7.34. Quantitatively, Jacob Banasek has observed heating of the plasma
electron temperature over the timescale of the 3 ns laser pulse using streaked
Thomson scattering. [77] The physical interpretation of this heating is that the
laser electric field oscillates plasma electrons and deposits energy; this process
is inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. The energy deposition that heats the
plasma electrons (which heat the ions by collisions) then causes the plasma to
expand (i.e. create a low-density bubble).
This time evolution is depicted in Fig. 7.35 using EUV self emision and in
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Figure 7.36: Optical self emission time development of laser-jet interaction with
Bz = 1 T. Individual images are contrast enhanced with darker meaning more
emission. Shot 3566.
Fig. 7.36 using optical self emission for different experiments. One feature that is
sometimes, but not always, observed in the optical self emission is a “cloud” of
emission intensity after the laser-jet interaction that occurs outside of the plasma
jet on the “downstream” side of the laser (shown at 195 ns in Fig. 7.36; note: the
laser is propagating from right to left in the images). This emission feature may
be due to an interaction with the background plasma after some of the laser
refracts away from the dense central plasma jet.
We can estimate the extent of the laser-jet interaction by comparing the de-
posited laser energy density to the plasma jet energy density. The jet ther-
mal pressure (energy density), as given in Table A.3 in Appendix A, is Pth ∼
2∗107 J/m3. For our laser specifications (wavelength, energy, irradiance), the ab-
sorption coefficient for the inverse bremsstrahlung process is κ ∼ 0.1 cm−1 (see,
for example, page 58 of the NRL formulary). [73] The energy density deposited
into the plasma jet is estimated by ED = EI(1 − exp (−κx)) ∼ 1 ∗ 109 J/m3,
where x ∼ 0.1 cm is the characteristic jet width and EI is the incident laser en-
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ergy density (within the same volume as the deposited volume). We therefore
semi-quantitatively find that ED > Pth, so the energy deposited by the Thom-
son scattering laser is a significant perturbation to the plasma jet. We note that,
using slightly different estimates, Banasek et al. gives a deposited laser energy
estimate of 1.4 ∗ 108 J/m3. [77]
7.5 Plasma Disruption
When we vary the magnitude of the applied Bz, we expect differences in the
amounts of effects like the jet density hollowing, magnetic field compression,
and azimuthal rotation. Unexpectedly, at a Bz larger than a material-dependent
criticalBz, we observe a different effect that we call a “disruption” of the plasma
jet formation. We use the word “disruption” to refer to the breaking up of
the well-aligned structure of the plasma jet. Below the critical Bz, the well-
collimated jet structure and dynamics are determined as is discussed in previ-
ous sections. Above the critical Bz, the plasma erupts from the foil at various
angles in discrete bursts in an uncollimated manner.
7.5.1 Experimental Jet Formation Disruption
First, we focus on experiments with a 15 µm aluminum foil and 5 mm diameter
center pin. Up to Bz = 1 T, increasing Bz creates a larger on-axis hollowing of
the well-collimated plasma jet. The aluminum jet disrupts for Bz > 1.1±0.1 T
and is no longer well-collimated at any time within the experiment. Above the
critical Bz, the jet may erupt as multiple bursts at various angles, not necessar-
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Figure 7.37: EUV self emission with increasing Bz from left to right, showing
the plasma disruption above the critical Bz for standard polarity (top row) and
reverse polarity (bottom row). Darker regions correspond to more emission.
Contrast is enhanced for individual images. Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018.
[78]
ily originating at the center of the foil. We show results using EUV self emis-
sion in Fig. 7.37 for both standard and reverse current polarities, displaying the
same critical Bz independent of polarity. We show results using laser backlight-
ing shadowgraphy in Fig. 7.38 for standard polarity. Additionally, as shown in
Fig. 7.39, the disruption critical Bz appears independent of whether the Bz is
oriented parallel or antiparallel to the z-axis (and the upward jet axial velocity
direction). In order to limit the experimental parameter space while exploring
the disruption phenomena with a finite number of COBRA shots, we choose to
use standard polarity and a positive Bz (directed upwards) as a baseline case,
for which we will vary parameters like pin size, foil thickness, and foil material.
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Figure 7.38: Laser backlighting shadowgraphy with increasing Bz from left to
right, showing the plasma disruption above the critical Bz (in standard polar-
ity). Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
Figure 7.39: Interferogram showing disruption for a negative Bz (directed
downward) in reverse polarity. Initial foil and pin location denoted by dashed
red lines. Note the asymmetric ablation of the dense foil and discrete plasma
bursts above the foil.
The disruption originates from the foil surface early-on in time– before or
during the formation of the plasma jet. Therefore, the plasma disruption is not
some effect like a kink instability or rotational instability of the already-formed
jet. In Fig. 7.40 before the plasma jet forms, we compare the uniform and sym-
metric foil emission below the critical Bz to the discrete plasma bursts erupting
from the foil above the critical Bz. Another notable aspect of the disruption
critical Bz is not the precise magnitude but rather the sudden onset of the jet
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Figure 7.40: EUV self emission of plasma jet with no disruption (left) and dis-
ruption (right). For the disruption, plasma nonuniformities start during the foil
ablation, before (or while) the jet would be forming. Brighter regions corre-
spond to more emission. Contrast is enhanced for individual images.
disruption by changing the applied field strength by ∼10-20%. The mechanism
causing the disruption is likely still present at lower Bz but does not dominate
the plasma dynamics and jet formation.
Initial density perturbations and nonuniformities in the radial foil exacerbate
the disruption. Bumps < 50 µm on the contact area between the foil and pin can
lead to a more-pronounced disruption when there is an applied field. However,
the critical Bz value does not change. The jet plasma typically erupts from the
foil near the location of the density perturbation. When there is no applied
field, the < 50 µm perturbations do not significantly alter the plasma dynamics,
as observed by the plasma jet forming in a similar manner as seen using all
diagnostics. The jet disruption still occurs even when perturbations are reduced
to bumps < 0.5 µm. These bump sizes are estimated by eye comparing samples
of known surface roughness.
We conduct experiments varying the center pin diameter to observe any ef-
fects on the critical Bz, while keeping the foil thickness constant at 15 µm. Vary-
ing the pin diameter changes the maximum Bθ and, therefore, maximum J × B
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Figure 7.41: EUV self emission images with different center pin diameters,
showing the plasma jet disruption above the critical Bz. Three images on the
left are for 2 mm pins. Two images on the right are for 10 mm pins. Darker re-
gions correspond to more emission. Contrast is enhanced for individual images.
Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
force that collimates the plasm jet on-axis. A smaller pin with a larger J× B force
will create a collimated jet more quickly. As shown in Fig. 7.41, for 2 mm and
10 mm pins, we observe well-collimated plasma jets at a Bz below 1.1±0.1 T.
For Bz > 1.1±0.1 T, we observe large amounts of background plasma bursts
that do not form a single well-collimated central jet. Based on these results, the
pin diameter does not appear to influence the disruption critical Bz. In par-
ticular, if there was a strong correlation between pin size and the disruption,
we would expect a disruption at a Bz < 1.0 T (lower than the threshold for
the 5 mm pin case) for one of the cases with pin diameters of either 2 mm or
10 mm. Still, we note that the plasma dynamics significantly change with these
different pin sizes, so there may be other differences that influence the plasma
jet structure. For instance, using 2 mm pins creates a magnetic bubble (after the
well-collimated jet) that develops into a Z-pinch and x-ray burst that have been
previously studied; see Fig. 1.1.
We conduct experiments varying the radial foil thickness to observe any ef-
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Figure 7.42: EUV self emission images with different foil thicknesses, showing
the plasma jet disruption above the critical Bz. Two images on the left are for
4 µm foils. Two images on the right are for 38 µm foils. Darker regions corre-
spond to more emission. Contrast is enhanced for individual images. Adapted
from Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
fects on the critical Bz, while keeping the center pin diameter constant at 5 mm.
Varying the foil thickness changes the amount of solid material available to be-
come plasma and the heating time for plasma generation. However, we note
that all foil thicknesses used in the present work are less than the skin depth
of ∼40 µm for solid room temperature aluminum. As shown in Fig. 7.42, for
4 µm and 38 µm foil thicknesses, we observe well-collimated plasma jets at a
Bz below 1.1±0.1 T. For Bz > 1.1±0.1 T, we again observe large amounts of
background plasma bursts that do not form a single well-collimated central jet.
However, in particular for the 4 µm case, for example, we do see a central jet in
the middle of plasma bursts. This result is somewhat ambiguous: has the 4 µm
thick foil disrupted for Bz > 1.1±0.1 T? Again, we observe that the disruption
initiates early on as azimuthal nonuniformities in the foil and surface plasma,
occurring before or during the time that the jet would be forming. We note that
changing the foil thickness significantly alters the plasma dynamics; using 4 µm
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foils creates a magnetic bubble (after the well-collimated jet) that develops into
a Z-pinch and x-ray burst that have been previously studied. Thicker foils like
15 µm and 38 µm do not form a magnetic bubble that creates an x-ray burst.
Additionally, using thicker foils like 38 µm delays time of plasma formation on
the foil surface compared with thinner foils.
We change the foil materials from aluminum (Z=13) to titanium (Z=22),
nickel (Z=28), copper (Z=29), zinc (Z=30), molybdenum (Z=42), and tungsten
(Z=74). As shown in Fig. 7.43, we observe a disruption for the copper jets at a
Bz = 0.95±0.1 T, which is measurably lower than that for aluminum. We observe
a disruption for the zinc jets at a Bz = 1.6±0.2 T, which is measurably higher
than that for aluminum. As shown in Fig. 7.44, we observe no disruption for ti-
tanium, nickel, molybdenum, and tungsten jets for applied field strengths up to
Bz = 2.0±0.2 T, which is the maximum Bz experimentally applied in this work.
The critical Bz of 0.95 T for copper foils, 1.1 T for aluminum foils, and 1.6 T for
zinc foils, are lower than the dynamical fields of >5-10 T applied in previous
pulsed power work and uniform fields of ∼20 T in laser-target irradiation that
do not disrupt the laboratory plasma jets. [35, 42, 79, 80]
Because we observe that the disruption originates from the foil surface early
on in time, solid material properties may be important if the disruption is
seeded in the solid phase. We find a correlation between the plasma jet disrup-
tion and the foil material’s electrical resistivity and equation of state. Material
properties for the foils used in the present work are shown in Table 7.1 and Ta-
ble 7.2 along with the critical Bz for the disruption. [81] Table 7.1 is ordered by
increasing resistivity at the melting point temperature in the liquid phase (right
column). This quantity serves to show the dependence of the disruption critical
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Figure 7.43: EUV self emission images with different foil materials, showing
the plasma jet disruption above the critical Bz. Two images on the left are for
Cu foils. Two images on the right are for Zn foils. Darker regions correspond
to more emission. Contrast is enhanced for individual images. Adapted from
Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
Figure 7.44: Laser backlighting shadowgraphy (and one interferogram) for ra-
dial foil experiments with different foil materials at the maximum experimen-
tally applied Bz = 2 T, showing well-collimated jets (no disruption) for Ti, Ni,
Mo, or W foils. For the interferogram, the red dashes are meant to guide the
reader’s eyes along the fringe shifts to see the conical jet angle for the well-
collimated W jet. Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
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Table 7.1: Foil Material Properties [81] and Disruption Critical Bz
Material Disruption Z Melting Solid Phase Liquid Phase
Critical Point Melting Melting
Bz (T) (◦C) Point Point
Resistivity (nΩm) Resistivity (nΩm)
Cu 0.95 ± 0.1 29 1085 110 220
Al 1.1 ± 0.1 13 660 110 250
Zn 1.6 ± 0.2 30 420 160 380
Ni >2 28 1455 630 850
Mo >2 42 2623 830 970
W >2 74 3422 1200 1350
Ti >2 22 1668 1620 1670
Bz on both electrical resistivity and equation of state. Table 7.2 is ordered by
material identically to Table 7.1. We find a better correlation between the dis-
ruption critical Bz with the resistivity at the melting point (Table 7.1) than with
the resistivity at either room temperature or the boiling point (Table 7.2). This
dependence motivates numerical simulation modeling that includes the mate-
rial conductivity and equation of state from the solid through plasma phases,
including the phase transitions; see Sec. 7.5.3. Additionally, as we discuss in
the simulations presented in Sec. 7.5.3, current nonuniformities originating in
the solid-liquid phases appear to generate current and density nonuniformities
within the plasma phase; the discrete plasma bursts in these simulations could
lead to the discrete plasma bursts observed in the experimental disruption. Fur-
thermore, we do not find a correlation of the disruption criticalBz with material
atomic number, Z, which suggests that radiation effects (like radiative cooling
and ionization) are not the primary factors influencing the disruption.
The plasma magnetization and anisotropy created by the applied Bz could
prevent plasma and current transport radially inward toward the central jet
axis. However, because the disruption appears to originate from the foil surface,
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Table 7.2: More Foil Material Properties [81] and Disruption Critical Bz
Material Disruption Z Solid Phase Boiling Liquid Phase
Critical Room Point Boiling
Bz (T) Temperature (◦C) Point
Resistivity (nΩm) Resistivity (nΩm)
Cu 0.95 ± 0.1 29 17 2562 1100 [extrapolate]
Al 1.1 ± 0.1 13 28 2470 490 [extrapolate]
Zn 1.6 ± 0.2 30 59 907 370
Ni >2 28 69 2730 920
Mo >2 42 53 4639 1160
W >2 74 53 5930 1550
Ti >2 22 420 3287 1900
the magnetization in the solid, liquid, and/or vapor phases may be more rele-
vant than the plasma magnetization (ωck/νki, as shown in Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9).
Moreover, estimates for the electron and ion plasma magnetization suggest that
the plasma disruption is not caused solely by the plasma being tied to and fol-
lowing the applied Bz field lines. The applied Bz causing anisotropic conduc-
tivity could influence current generation and plasma formation (i.e. Pederson
σP , Hall σH , and parallel σ|| conductivity components in the conductivity ten-
sor σ; see Eqs. 7.13-7.16 with the parallel component referring to the magnetic
field direction). Additionally, the current diffusion and foil heating time may
influence how well initial density perturbations can equilibrate.
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The well-collimated plasma jet carries axial current, Iz, which self-generates
an azimuthal magnetic field,Bθ. Estimating that the jet carries 5% of the COBRA
current, at a characteristic radius of r=1 mm at peak current (1 MA at 100 ns),
the jet would produce a Bθ = µ0Iz/2pir = 10 T. The ratio Bz/Bθ is therefore a
factor of 0.1-0.2 for a Bz of 1-2 T. Additionally, at a 2.5 mm pin radius, the peak
COBRA current through the center pin produces a maximumBθ = 80 T beneath
the foil, substantially larger than theBz. Yet, we find that a slight (∼10%) change
in Bz can dramatically influence the plasma dynamics. When the jet disruption
occurs, a well-collimated plasma jet does not form and therefore does not gen-
erate an azimuthally symmetric Bθ. Furthermore, if we consider the disruption
to initiate early in time while the surface plasma is ablating from the foil– say,
around∼50 ns– the relative ratio of Bz/Bθ at the ablating plasma surface would
be even larger.
In this section, we have experimentally observed a breaking up of the az-
imuthally symmetric plasma jet into discrete bursts with a material-dependent
critical Bz for the disruption. The disruption originates from the foil surface
early in time and occurs based on a ∼ 10 − 20% change in the applied Bz. In
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the following sections, we look at a top view of the disrupting foil, conduct
3D simulations to study ablation of a section of the foil, and try to amalgamate
evidence to better elucidate the disruption phenomena.
7.5.2 Experimental Current Filament Disruption
The process of current filament formation of the radial foil surface plasma is
described in Sec. 7.2. For 15 µm thick aluminum foils with 5 mm pin diame-
ters, the disruption of the discrete current filaments appears for Bz > 1.1±0.1 T,
the same threshold as for the jet disruption; see Fig. 7.45. Nonuniformities in
the foil and pin-foil contact exacerbate the current filament disruption, but the
disruption still occurs for small perturbations (bumps < 0.5 µm on pin and foil
surfaces). While there is approximately azimuthally symmetric EUV emission
at Bz < 1.1 ± 0.1 T, for Bz > 1.1 ± 0.1 T there are discrete bursts of plasma
filaments in addition to the approximately symmetric emission. The disruption
is therefore consistent with breaking the azimuthal symmetry of the current and
plasma formation.
7.5.3 Foil Ablation Simulations
We define the term “ablation” of a solid foil to be the heating process by which
the initially solid material melts, vaporizes, ionizes, and produces a plasma. The
author would like to thank Dr. Charlie Seyler for running these 3D simulations
and for giving me the code output files to inspect, dissect, and analyze. The
specifications for these slab simulations are given in Sec. 6.4. The intention is
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Figure 7.45: EUV self emission images looking down onto the radial foil sur-
face with increasing Bz from left to right, showing the plasma (current fila-
ments) disruption above the criticalBz in standard polarity. For reverse polarity
(not shown), we also see discrete plasma bursts for the disruption. Darker re-
gions correspond to more emission. Contrast is enhanced for individual images.
Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
that studying the Cartesian slab ablation can serve as an analog to understand-
ing the local disruption process that occurs during ablation of the radial foil.
2D azimuthally symmetric PERSEUS simulations reproduce the aluminum
jet structure for Bz < 1.1±0.1 T, but the simulations do not reproduce the jet dis-
ruption for Bz > 1.1±0.1 T. Furthermore, these 2D simulations initialize the foil
as a plasma with Spitzer resistivity. The disruption is inherently a 3D process
that breaks azimuthal symmetry of the current and plasma distributions. Addi-
tionally, the experimentally observed material effects on the disruption critical
Bz suggest that material properties like electrical conductivity and equation of
state (EOS) are important influencing factors in the foil ablation process. We
would like to conduct a 3D radial foil simulation with detailed aluminum con-
ductivity and EOS data from the solid through plasma phases with full spa-
tial resolution. However, due to limited computational resources, we instead
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present 3D results of the ablation process of a small aluminum slab that repre-
sents a section of the radial foil (as specified in Sec. 6.4).
We begin by discussing simulation results that most pertain to the disrup-
tion in the plasma phase. Then, we explore the ablation process in more detail,
including dynamics that occur in the denser solid and liquid phases. We con-
sider cases for which there is 1) no applied Bz, 2) a 1 T Bz, 3) a 4 T Bz, and 4)
a 1 T Bz for which we artificially increase the material resistivity by a factor of
5 from the solid phase until the plasma phase, at which point we use Spitzer
resistivity. For this “fake material” in the last case, we still use the aluminum
EOS, and the idea is to observe the isolated influence of resistivity to stand in
for titanium or another one of the higher-resistivity materials that we did not
experimentally observe to disrupt. We did not have conductivity or EOS data
for any of the materials used in the experiments other than aluminum; we did
have beryllium conductivity and EOS data for the simulation, but there was a
lack of desire to experimentally explode beryllium foils due to plebeian health
concerns like beryllium poisoning.
Within this thesis subsection, we display two main types of images from
the simulation results. First, as displayed in Fig. 7.46, we show images of a
(number) density contour of the foil. This contour is a 3D surface (that has x,
y, and z dimensions) of the ablating foil at a particular (number) density. Then,
we color the contour to show the current density magnitude at the position on
the (number) density contour. Here, this contour structure is always (number)
density, and the color is always current density magnitude. The height of the
contour above the initial foil position is labeled as ∆z (for the contour on the
upper side of the foil). Second, as displayed in Fig. 7.47, we show images of
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Figure 7.46: 3D slab simulations of density contours at 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3, showing
differences in the ablated plasma (top row) and current density (color overlay
in bottom row) structure for a 0 T Bz, a 1 T Bz, and a 1 T Bz with an artificially
enhanced resistivity by a factor of 5 from the solid phase until the plasma phase,
for which we use Spitzer resistivity. Time relative to the start of the current
pulse. Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [78]
the computational spatial domain: the cube faces that show cross sections of the
bulk system. Here, this bulk system can show different parameters– as labeled–
including (number) density, current density magnitude, and temperature. The
axial position of the initial (time zero) foil is marked as z0.
First, we look at the surface of the ablating slab that corresponds to the top
surface of the radial foil. In Fig. 7.46 in the top row, we plot contours of con-
stant density at 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3, which is in the plasma phase. We observe discrete
and nonuniform humps (∼150 µm height) of plasma for the 1 T Bz case (cen-
ter), while there is smoother and more-uniform (∼10 µm height humps) plasma
ablation for both the 0 T Bz case (left) and 1 T Bz case with artificially increased
resistivity (right). Additionally, in the bottom row of Fig. 7.46, we overlay a
colorscale for the current density magnitude onto the density contour. When
comparing the 0 T and 1 T cases, we see that the plasma nonuniformities also
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correlate with current nonuniformities. These discrete plasma bursts in these
Cartesian slab simulations could lead to the plasma and current nonuniformi-
ties in the radial foil experiments that cause the discrete plasma bursts observed
in the disruption. For the case with a 1 T Bz and artificially enhanced resistivity,
the ablating plasma is uniform, but there are also noticeable current nonunifor-
mities. This difference compared to the 0 T case is due to significant changes
in the ablation dynamics for the case with artificially enhanced resistivity. For
example, at the same 67.5 ns time, the 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3 contour is at a height above
the initial (time zero) solid foil location of ∆z =200 µm for both the 0 T case and
1 T case (at the “lower” position of the nonuniform humps), but the contour for
the case with a 1 T Bz and artificially enhanced resistivity is at a lower height of
∆z =140 µm. Overall, the simulations show the same trend as the experiments:
a disruption (nonuniform discrete bursts) with an applied Bz and a lower re-
sistive material but not for the two cases with either no Bz or with a Bz but a
higher resistive material.
Now that we have shown the simulation results in the plasma phase that
are most analogous to the experimental disruption, we will analyze the ablation
process in more detail. In Fig. 7.47 for a 0 T and 1 T Bz, we look at the time
evolution of the density and current. Around 45-50 ns into the current pulse,
the foil has significantly expanded from its original 25 µm thickness to ∼80 µm.
Then, plasma starts forming above the denser foil surface. More plasma forms
above the foil than below because the J × B force is directed upward.
At 55 ns, we observe more ablating plasma for the 0 T case than the 1 T case (a
thicker region of ∼ 1017 cm−3 (cyan) above the > 1022 cm−3 foil (red) in Fig. 7.47
A than B). The current is distributed mostly in the solid foil (> 1022 cm−3 (red)
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Figure 7.47: 3D slab simulations showing density and current time evolution
with external Bz= 0 T and 1 T. The density color scales are the same for all parts
(A-D), but the current density color scales are different between the 55 ns cases
(E, F) than the 65 ns cases (G, H). Time relative to the start of the current pulse.
Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [82]
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in Fig. 7.47 A and B), but there is also a layer of current in the ablating sur-
face plasma (∼ 1018 cm−3 (green) and ∼ 1017 cm−3 (cyan) in A and B). Addi-
tionally, there is a gap of little-to-no current between these two current layers
(< 1010 A/m2 (blue) region between the two ∼ 1011 A/m2 (orange to red) re-
gions in Fig. 7.47 E and F). This current gap occurs in an intermediate density
range in the material (∼ 1020 − 1021 cm−3 (orange to dark red) in Fig. 7.47 A and
B). Furthermore, the lowermost > 1010 A/m2 region in Fig. 7.47 E and F consists
of two ∼ 1011 A/m2 (red) regions separated by > 4 ∗ 1010 A/m2 regions (green
to dark red); this situation corresponds with a medium current layer in between
two high current layers. While we plot the current density magnitude, we note
that the vast majority of the current is moving in the x direction (not shown).
Looking an additional 10 ns later, at 65 ns we now see more plasma for the
1 T case than the 0 T case (a thicker region of ∼ 1018 cm−3 (green) above the
> 1022 cm−3 (red) in Fig. 7.47 D than C). Therefore, between 55 ns and 65 ns
in this simulation, the external 1 T Bz is facilitating more plasma ablation from
the upper foil surface. We believe the physical reason for this changing plasma
ablation relates to the Bz generating nonuniform currents in the higher-density
phases, which nonuniformly heats the foil and produces ablated plasma from
the heated locations. Furthermore, electrothermal instabilities are likely candi-
dates for why 1) there are initial nonuniformities in the higher-density (solid-
liquid) foil that do not equilibrate and smooth out, and 2) the nonuniform
plasma propagates from these initial solid-liquid nonuniformities. As previ-
ously stated, most of the current is traveling in the high density near-solid foil
(> 1021 cm−3) rather than the surface plasma (< 1019 cm−3). At 65 ns, we observe
that more current is flowing more uniformly in the near-solid foil for the 0 T case
than the 1 T case (more current > 3 ∗ 1011 A/m2 (cyan) distributed in Fig. 7.47
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Figure 7.48: 3D slab simulations showing current density of specified (number)
density contours within the slab for Bz= 0 T and 1 T. There are two contours
(one above the other) at each density because the foil expands and generates
plasma on both its upper and lower surface. Time relative to the start of the
current pulse. Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [82]
G than H). Although both images G and H saturate the displayed color scheme
(with currents > 1012 A/m2), the maximum current densities for both simula-
tions at this time are close: ∼ 8 ∗ 1012 A/m2 for the 0 T case and ∼ 9 ∗ 1012 A/m2
for the 1 T case. At this 65 ns time, the little-to-no current region shown in the
images at 55 ns is still present but not displayed due to the color scale change.
The current density distribution is fundamentally related to the temperature,
number density, and amount of ablated plasma.
We plot the current within individual density contours at 65 ns in Fig. 7.48
and from 50-72.5 ns in a lower density plasma phase in Fig. 7.49. Each surface
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contour in each image has a specific density as labeled, and we overlay the cur-
rent magnitude as the color scale. There are two contours (one above the other)
at each density because the foil expands and generates plasma on both its upper
and lower surface. Here, we are focusing on the upper surface corresponding
to the top side of the radial foil. At a given number density, the upper surface
typically has less current density compared to the lower surface because the up-
ward plasma ablation reduces the magnetic field magnitude and shear within
the plasma that drives the current (in other words, reducing the ∂By/∂z that
drives the Jx). For the slice with the highest density, 1 ∗ 1022 cm−3, we observe
that applying the 1 T Bz causes current nonuniformities (dispersed lower cur-
rent ∼ 6 ∗ 1010 A/m2 represented by yellow regions) compared to the 0 T case.
The 1∗1021 cm−3 contours are similar for both cases, showing little-to-no current
in the upper foil surface. The 1 ∗ 1020 cm−3 contours are also similar, with there
being somewhat more current (more ∼ 2 ∗ 1010 A/m2 (dark blue) regions rather
than < 2 ∗ 1010 A/m2 (blue) regions) for the 0 T case than the 1 T case. Then,
considering the lower density plasma contours, at 1 ∗ 1019 cm−3 we again see
larger differences, where the applied 1 T Bz has lower current than the 0 T case
(again, we note that the current scale minimum is 1010 A/m2 (blue), and the 1 T
case has 1 − 3 ∗ 1010 A/m2 (blue and dark blue) regions, while the 0 T case has
mostly 2− 4 ∗ 1010 A/m2 (dark blue and cyan) regions). The main result is that
the applied 1 T Bz leads to current nonuniformities in the solid through plasma
phases.
Now, in Fig. 7.49 we look more closely at the time evolution of the plasma
density contour at 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3, which is similar to the density of the ablated
surface plasma and background plasma that forms the plasma jet or plasma
disruption in the radial foil experiments. Again, we overlay the current density
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Figure 7.49: 3D slab simulations showing current density of the 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3
(number) density contour on the top surface of the slab forBz= 0 T and 1 T. Time
relative to the start of the current pulse.
magnitude as the color scale. Throughout the ablation process, the applied 1 T
Bz facilitates current nonuniformities, which cause temperature nonuniformi-
ties (from Joule heating) and nonuniformities in plasma generation. From 50 ns
to 59 ns, current increases at this density layer. Then, current decreases from
59 ns to 65 ns, and the plasma density contour becomes noticeably less uniform
for the 1 T case than the 0 T case. For reference, current increasing physically
corresponds to current moving into this density layer, and current decreasing
corresponds to current moving into a different density layer. From 65 ns (note:
the same time as shown in Fig. 7.47 C and D) to 70 ns, the current increases and
the plasma nonuniformities for the different cases become most clear (as shown
in Fig. 7.46 at 67.5 ns). After around 70 ns, the plasma expansion from the foil
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Figure 7.50: 3D slab simulations showing current density of the 1 ∗ 1022 cm−3
(number) density contour within the slab for Bz= 0 T and 1 T. Time relative to
the start of the current pulse.
surface makes structural comparisons difficult to analyze.
Next, in Fig. 7.50 we look again at contours of the higher density at 1 ∗
1022 cm−3 at times of 45 ns and 50 ns. As seen in Fig. 7.49, current is just barely
starting to flow in the 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3 plasma at the 50 ns time. At this 50 ns time
when plasma is just starting to be generated on the foil’s top surface, the higher
density 1∗1022 cm−3 contour is already starting to show differences between the
current distributions for the 0 T Bz and 1 T Bz cases. The applied Bz is leading
to larger variations (meaning more nonuniformities) in the current. Even earlier
in time at 45 ns, the current distributions at this high density are similar for the
0 T Bz and 1 T Bz cases; considering the color scale bar, we find the current dis-
tribution at this time to be very uniform for both cases (a variation of less than
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Figure 7.51: 3D slab simulations showing density and current time evolution
of slab with external Bz= 4 T. Time relative to the start of the current pulse.
Adapted from Byvank et al., 2018. [82]
2%). We also note that current which is not present within this density contour
may be distributed within a different density.
So far, the simulation results look promising in regards to matching with the
trends shown by the experimental disruption. We would expect an even larger
applied Bz to exacerbate the disruption and plasma density nonuniformities.
However, in these slab simulations, when an even larger Bz= 4 T is applied, we
find a delayed and more uniform ablation compared to the 1 T case.
With a Bz= 4 T in Fig. 7.51 at 65 ns, the higher densities > 1020 cm−3 of
the foil (orange to red) have expanded with only minimal surface plasma of
1017 − 1018 cm−3 (cyan and green) compared to the 0 T and 1 T cases (Fig. 7.51
I compared to Fig. 7.47 C and D). The ablation is delayed in time, and when
the surface plasma does form, it is more uniform for Bz= 4 T than Bz= 1 T
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Figure 7.52: 3D slab simulations showing current density of the 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3
(number) density contour on the top surface of the slab forBz= 4 T. Time relative
to the start of the current pulse.
(uniform 1017 cm−3 (cyan) at 75 ns in Fig. 7.51 II compared to less uniform
1017 − 1018 cm−3 (cyan and green) at 65 ns in Fig. 7.47 D). The physical reason
for this delay in plasma expansion above the foil is presently an open question.
One possible cause is that anisotropic conductivity due to the applied Bz in-
fluences the plasma dynamics. Another explanation is that the larger magnetic
pressure (B2/2µ0) into which the plasma must expand causes this delay for the
Bz= 4 T case compared to the 0 T and 1 T cases. As the ablating plasma expands
above the foil, the simulations show advection of the external Bz for which the
field lines bend and distort, creating non-axial (x and y) components of the mag-
netic field above the foil. We note that, if the field lines did not bend, expansion
upward in the z direction would not be prevented by the Bz field lines (ori-
ented along the expansion direction). The more uniform density distribution
correlates with a more uniform current distribution (Fig. 7.51 III has more dis-
tributed current ∼ 3 ∗ 1011 A/m2 (cyan) like Fig. 7.47 G rather than Fig. 7.47 H).
At these 65 ns and 75 ns times for Bz= 4 T, the little-to-no current region shown
in the Bz= 0 T and 1 T images at 55 ns (Fig. 7.47 E and F) is still present but not
displayed due to the color scale change.
Furthermore, the ablation nonuniformities are not only delayed in time
but also suppressed, as the surface plasma is still largely uniform at 90 ns.
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In Fig. 7.52, we show the time evolution of the plasma density contour at
5∗1017 cm−3 with an overlay of the current density color scale. Here with the 4 T
Bz, current nonuniformities do not produce significant density nonuniformities.
Comparing Fig. 7.52 to Fig. 7.49, 65 ns with a 4 T Bz looks similar to 50 ns with a
0 T or 1 T Bz, 67.5 ns at 4 T looks similar to around 54 ns (or earlier) at 0 T or 1 T,
and 80 ns at 4 T looks similar to 60 ns at 0 T or 1 T. These differences between
a 4 T and 1 T Bz raise questions about the critical Bz for the plasma disruption.
Experimentally, would a larger Bz (say, 4 T) stabilize the nonuniform plasma
ablation for aluminum? In the slab simulations, would the density nonunifor-
mities still exist for 1.5 T or 2 T, and would a lower field of 0.5 T or 0.1 T produce
uniform ablation? At present, these simulations have not been run.
Next, we look in more detail at the ablation with a 1 T Bz with an artifi-
cially increased resistivity by a factor of 5, as previously shown on the right in
Fig. 7.46. The larger material resistivity decreases the current diffusion time and
leads to quicker ablation dynamics as shown in Fig. 7.53 with significant expan-
sion of the foil from its original thickness starting around 40 ns (compared to
around 50 ns for the lower resistivity material; see Fig. 7.47). Current prefers
not to travel in the more resistive material (by definition), and this effect sig-
nificantly changes the ablation dynamics– ultimately leading to more uniform
plasma on the top surface (as shown in Fig. 7.46 on the right).
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 7.54 at 67.5 ns, we can compare the density,
current, and temperature for the ablating slabs with aBz of 0 T, 1 T, and 1 T with
the increased resistivity. For this last case, we see that the current density does
not want to flow in the higher resistive dense material and, therefore, tends to
flow in the plasma on the bottom side of the foil. This effect (of minimal current
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Figure 7.53: 3D slab simulations showing density time evolution of a slab with
an external Bz= 1 T and artificially high resistivity. Time relative to the start of
the current pulse. Note: computation domain shown has a 1 mm length (instead
of 2 mm).
in the top side of the foil) correlates with minimal current nonuniformities that
lead to minimal density nonuniformities in the ablating surface plasma. Addi-
tionally, we observe that the change in current flow changes the plasma temper-
ature for the different cases. For the higher resistivity case, because the initial
generation of ablating surface plasma is quicker due to faster current diffusion,
the plasma temperature on the top surface is higher– around 50 eV compared
to around 20-30 eV for the lower resistivity cases. Finally, we would like to
caution one more time that this higher resistivity material is a “fake” material
with aluminum EOS from the solid through plasma phases but with artificially
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Figure 7.54: 3D slab simulations showing density, current, and temperatures of
slabs with external Bz= 0 T, 1 T, and 1 T with an artificially high resistivity. Time
relative to the start of the current pulse. Note: computation domain shown has
a 1 mm length (instead of 2 mm).
enhanced resistivity.
The main results for this section are as follows. The Bz= 1 T case generates
a more nonuniform plasma ablation than the 0 T, 4 T, and 1 T with artificially
high resistivity cases. The current and density nonuniformities occur both in
the higher density solid-liquid phases and lower density plasma phases. The
artificially high resistivity material causes faster initial plasma ablation and a
higher temperature plasma on the top side of the slab.
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7.5.4 Physical Mechanism for Disruption
We first summarize the evidence regarding the jet disruption. The aluminum
jet disruption at Bz > 1.1±0.1 T remains independent of changing the experi-
mental parameters of current polarity, Bz direction, foil thicknesses, and center
pin diameter. Changing the foil material from aluminum to titanium, nickel,
molybdenum, or tungsten prevents the disruption up to the maximum applied
field strengths of Bz = 2.0±0.2 T. Copper jets disrupt at Bz > 0.95±0.1 T. Zinc
jets disrupt at Bz > 1.6±0.2 T. Increasing perturbations on the pin-foil contact
area exacerbate the disruption, but the disruption occurs even for smooth pins
(surface roughness < 0.5 µm); the initial density perturbations likely help seed
the disruption. During experiments with aluminum foil and Bz > 1.1±0.1 T,
copper foil and Bz > 0.95±0.1 T, or zinc foil and Bz > 1.6±0.2 T, the jet is not
well-collimated at any time within the experiment (i.e. does not form), meaning
the jet does not start out collimated and then later becomes uncollimated. Fur-
thermore, we believe the disruption-causing mechanism is likely still present for
lower applied fields than the critical Bz, just not to a large-enough extent that
the mechanism prevents formation of the well-collimated azimuthally symmet-
ric plasma jet.
The disruption involves bursts of current-carrying plasma that are not az-
imuthally symmetric, initialize from the foil surface, and grow in time. The
plasma and current that would otherwise form the azimuthally symmetric
plasma jet instead develop into discrete (spatially localized) bursts. Once a dis-
crete plasma burst forms, the current may follow this established current path
and continue to propagate in time– similarly to the electrothermal filamenta-
tion plasma instability as discussed in Sec. 7.2. We now consider how the cur-
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rent and density nonuniformities are created and how the foil material prop-
erties along with the applied magnetic field can generate these discrete plasma
bursts. Density nonuniformities in the radial foil exist due to creases from hard-
ware contacts, impurities within the material, and adsorbed impurities on the
surface. Current nonuniformities develop due to different resistivities between
these density nonuniformities compared to the rest of the foil. Above the criti-
cal Bz, the Bz causes these nonuniformities to become discrete bursts of plasma.
The precise physical mechanism for this phenomena is still not well under-
stood. One possibility is that the Bz leads to anisotropic conductivity that helps
propagate the current nonuniformities (in the solid through plasma phases) and
plasma nonuniformities, thereby breaking the azimuthal symmetry required for
the plasma jet formation.
We find a correlation between the plasma jet disruption and the foil mate-
rial’s electrical resistivity and equation of state. Foil materials with higher resis-
tivity (like Ti) tend to increase the critical Bz for the plasma disruption. A larger
resistivity decreases the magnetic diffusion timescale into the foil. We note that
the Ohmic heating rate from the COBRA current driver to the foil is P = I2R,
and the corresponding voltage drop along the foil is V = IR. Therefore, a higher
resistive material correlates with a larger voltage, and this larger voltage may
cause quicker breakdown and formation of plasma on the foil surface. With
plasma forming earlier in time, relatively more energy goes into the plasma
rather than the denser foil. Therefore, with a higher resistivity material, there is
possibly less time for initial solid nonuniformities to seed plasma nonuniformi-
ties later in time during the ablation process. However, we note that changing
the heating time by changing the foil thickness for Al did not appear to change
the disruption threshold. Although, the foil thicknesses for all materials used in
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this work are smaller than the COBRA current pulse skin depth. A much larger
foil thickness would change the heating time more significantly and influence
the ablation dynamics.
Larger applied field strengths may lead to more magnetized plasma prevent-
ing radial transport and collimation, or a separate mechanism may cause large
enough fields to stabilize the jet disruption. Increasing the magnetic field for
the titanium, nickel, molybdenum, and tungsten jets to some Bz > 2.0 T should
also lead to a disruption unless there is a mechanism that stabilizes the jet for
all applied field strengths (like radiative cooling to minimize temperature and
current nonuniformities). There may also be a separate physical effect that leads
to jet collimation at even larger applied magnetic fields (some Bz > 2.0 T) for all
materials, including the copper, aluminum, and zinc that disrupt.
In summary, we hypothesize that the disruption of the central jet is caused
by theBz acting along with the material electrical conductivity to create discrete
bursts of plasma from the ablating foil surface. Current then flows in these dis-
crete plasma bursts that break the azimuthal symmetry which would otherwise
form the collimated central plasma jet. The Bz influences the current distribu-
tion in the dense solid foil and in the ablating surface plasma. Anisotropic con-
ductivity caused by the Bz may prevent radial transport that would equilibrate
the uniformities. Initial density perturbations may help propagate this breaking
of azimuthal symmetry under the conditions of a Bz larger than the material-
dependent critical field. The ∼10% change in the applied Bz that breaks plasma
and current azimuthal symmetry motivates further understanding of ablation
physics in the warm dense matter regime between the initial room temperature
solid state and final plasma state above the foil.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
We conclude by copying verbatim the contents of Sec. 4.2. Then, we rant
about possible next steps for the research.
Both experiments and the PERSEUS extended magnetohydrodynamics
(XMHD) code show differences in jet structures under a change in current po-
larities, while an MHD code shows identical jets. These polarity differences
are particularly noticeable with an applied Bz. Reverse current polarity jets are
wider, have a larger conical angle, and have more on-axis density hollowing
than standard current polarity jets. The jet structure is determined by an ap-
proximate radial force balance between competing dynamical (ram) pressures,
thermal pressures, and magnetic pressures. Additionally, we observe polar-
ity effects (i.e. anode-cathode asymmetries) of the current filamentation that
forms on the radial foil surface. The addition of the Hall term in the General-
ized Ohm’s Law permits the XMHD code to be more accurate than an MHD
code.
As the plasma converges toward the central axis to form the jet, the plasma
compresses the appliedBz. In both experiments and simulations, we find larger
Bz compression at a height closer to the foil surface compared to higher up.
Simulations predict a larger peak Bz compression than what is measured in the
experiments (other than one case, for a Ti foil and a 0.7 T Bz). Simulations show
compression starting earlier in time than in the experiments. Furthermore, sim-
ulations show a decrease in Bz strength at late enough times, but the experi-
ments do not show this decrease and the compression measurements become
questionably-reliable at late enough times. Both simulations and experiments
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show the same trend of a larger change in Bz (peak value minus initial value)
for a smaller initial Bz. We also consider the effects on Bz compression of the
current pulse shape, current polarities, the probe conductor, 2D vs 3D effects,
and foil materials. Differences between simulations and experiments are larger
than the estimated experimental measurement uncertainty of ∼10%. Consid-
ering discrepancies between experiments and simulations can allow for better
understanding of the physical effects involved in the plasma dynamics.
Applying the Bz creates a JrBz component of the J × B force that causes
azimuthal rotation of the plasma (of both the background plasma and of the
plasma jet that is formed by the converging background plasma). Measure-
ments of this rotation were conducted by other graduate students using optical
spectroscopy and Thomson scattering (with my support, for the latter). When
using the 10 J laser for Thomson scattering, the laser can interact with the plasma
jet by heating from inverse bremsstrahlung absorption, which causes the plasma
to expand and produce a low-density bubble. For an accurate measurement (e.g.
of electron temperature), the goal is to minimize the plasma perturbation by the
diagnostic.
Under application of a large enough Bz, rather than simply forming a wider
jet as expected by the 2D PERSEUS simulations, we experimentally observe a
disruption of the plasma jet collimation for which plasma erupts from the foil
surface as discrete bursts early on in time. The critical Bz for the onset of the
disruption correlates with material properties like electrical resistivity and equa-
tion of state. Lower resistivity materials like aluminum disrupt at aBz for which
higher resistivity materials like titanium produce well-collimated jets. 3D sim-
ulations of the ablation process of a slab (that represents a small section of the
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radial foil) that starts from the solid phase reproduce some of the experimen-
tal trends such as the material resistivity and Bz dependence on generation of
current nonuniformities and plasma nonuniformities. Understanding the dy-
namics of a plasma that is generated from a source (like a solid foil) can require
detailed understanding of material phase transitions in the solid, liquid, and
vapor states.
8.1 Next Steps
Realistically, most– if not all– of the following research avenues will not be ex-
plored. Gas puffs are just too cool. Still, the author would like to share an
incomplete list of thoughts. Firstly, some of the experimental results presented
in this thesis could be repeated to get more shot statistics for verification, includ-
ing looking at the disruption critical Bz for different pin sizes, foil thicknesses,
andBz directions (upward or downward). With that said, we now consider new
experiments.
Future work could apply an independent pre-pulser to the radial foil early-
on into or slightly before the COBRA current. The pre-pulse may form an initial
surface plasma over the foil. If the plasma disruption originates from initial
solid nonuniformities, an initial surface plasma may mitigate the growth of the
nonuniformities, thereby leading to formation of a well-collimated plasma jet by
the COBRA current pulse at larger Bz that would otherwise cause the disrup-
tion. As an extension to this surface modification concept, baking the foil with
an external heat source or illuminating the foil with a UV light may improve foil
purity by reducing absorbed particles.
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Taking radiographs of the radial foil may provide useful insights into the foil
structure in order to compare the disruption with formation of a well-collimated
jet. We already have great imaging diagnostics, but combining X-pinches with
the radial foil load hardware is problematic. An independent pre-pulser that
triggers the X-pinch burst could potentially allow for more flexibility with the
setup geometry.
The dB/dt probes may be used above the critical Bz for the disruption to
measure the distortion of the applied Bz as well as the current distribution
within the discrete plasma bursts, possibly permitting characterization of the
instability growth rates. Foreseeable difficulties of these measurements include
the probes perturbing the disrupting plasma bursts. Furthermore, below the
critical Bz, the dB/dt probes may be used to study and characterize the current
filamentation and growth rates for different materials.
Development and use of the already-developed Faraday rotation diagnostic
could allow for measurements of the Bθ and corresponding current within the
plasma jet. A laser path through a radial cord would be parallel to Bθ on one
side of the jet and antiparallel on the other side, creating opposite polarization
rotation angles. Because Faraday rotation requires both a plasma density and a
magnetic field parallel to the path direction, conducting Faraday rotation along
the z-axis of the hollow (zero or very low density) plasma jet would likely not
provide usable measurements of Bz compression.
In regard to the applied magnetic field, increasing the experimental Bz
would allow for exploration of larger critical Bz for materials that did not dis-
rupt below 2 T. Tilting the orientation of the applied field to create a Bx or
Bxxˆ + Bz zˆ would break the azimuthal symmetry. The Bx would also permit
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studying foil ablation for which the current direction is simultaneously parallel,
antiparallel, and perpendicular to the radial current flow in separate regions of
the foil.
As already seen in this thesis work, the material of the radial foil can signif-
icantly change plasma dynamics. The results for insulator materials as shown
in Fig. 7.18 (for standard polarity) could be conducted in reverse polarity to ob-
serve polarity differences in the formation of the hot spots and current filaments.
Additionally, using a material like a dense foam foil may provide an experimen-
tal platform to study the Nernst effect. For the Nernst effect to be significant, a
system needs large (electron) temperature gradients perpendicular to a mag-
netic field. The radial foil Joule heating power per unit length P/(dr) ∝ I2/r
could potentially provide a large radial temperature gradient near the pin (par-
ticularly for diameters < 2 mm), and there is a perpendicular magnetic field Bθ
whose direction could be changed with addition of the applied Bz. Research
could investigate the compression and expansion of the foam foil under J × B
forces and how the Nernst effect influences the dynamics.
Thinking about this prospective fun research almost makes me want to be a
grad student for another 5 years– almost.
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APPENDIX A
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
See the NRL formulary and other introductory plasma textbooks as refer-
ences for these quantities. [73, 83, 84] These approximate and derived parame-
ters should only be considered as “order of magnitude” (or 2) estimates for our
radial foil plasma jet systems. As Bruce would say, “do you even know what an
order of magnitude is?”
Table A.1: Constants
Symbol Description Value
AAl aluminum atomic mass number 27
c speed of light 3 ∗ 108 m/s
kB Boltzmann constant 1.38 ∗ 1023 J/K
me electron mass 9.1 ∗ 10−31 kg
mi = AAlmp aluminum ion mass 27 ∗ 1.67 ∗ 10−27 kg
mp proton mass 1.67 ∗ 10−27 kg
qe = e elementary charge 1.6 ∗ 10−19 C
0 permittivity of free space 8.8542 ∗ 10−12 F/m
µ0 permeability of free space 4pi ∗ 10−7 H/m
Table A.2: Approximate Parameters
Symbol Description Plasma Jet Value
B0 characteristic magnetic field strength 2 T
L0 characteristic length 1 mm
Ljet jet height 1 cm
ln(Λ) Coulomb logarithm 5
γ adiabatic index 5/3
ne electron density 3 ∗ 1018 cm−3
ni ion density 5 ∗ 1017 cm−3
Te electron temperature 30 eV = 3.5 ∗ 105 K
Ti ion temperature 20 eV = 2.3 ∗ 105 K
t0 characteristic timescale 20 ns
u0 characteristic speed 50 km/s
Z ionization state 6
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Table A.3: Derived Parameters
Symbol Description Formula Plasma Jet Value
Cs ion sound speed
√
γZkBTe/mi 3.3 ∗ 104 m/s
cpe e- specific heat capacity kB/me 1.5 ∗ 107 m2s2K
Lu Lundquist number µ0vAL0/η 0.8
M Mach number u0/Cs 1.5
ND Debye number 4pi3 neλ
3
De
1.6 ∗ 102
Pe Peclet number u0L0/αe 4.4
Pth thermal pressure nikBTi + nekBTe 1.6 ∗ 107 kgm s2
PM magnetic pressure B20/2µ0 1.6 ∗ 106 kgm s2
Re Reynolds number nimiu0L0/µi 3.2 ∗ 105
RM magnetic Reynolds number u0L0/ηM 3.5
rce electron cyclotron radius mevthe/qeB0 6.5 ∗ 10−6 m
rci ion cyclotron radius mivthi/ZqeB0 2.0 ∗ 10−4 m
vA Alfven speed B0/
√
µ0nimi 1.2 ∗ 104 m/s
vthe electron thermal speed
√
kBTe/me 2.3 ∗ 106 m/s
vthi ion thermal speed
√
kBTi/mi 8.4 ∗ 103 m/s
αe electron thermal diffusivity κe/nemecpe 11.3 m2/s
αi ion thermal diffusivity κi/nikB 6.3 ∗ 10−4 m2/s
β plasma beta Pth/PM 10
η Spitzer resistivity meνei/neq2e 1.8 ∗ 10−5 Ω m
ηM magnetic diffusivity η/µ0 14.3 m2/s
κe e- thermal conductivity 3.2nek2BTe/νeime 4.7 ∗ 102 kg ms3K
κi ion thermal conductivity 3.9nik2BTi/νiimi 4.3 ∗ 10−3 kg ms3K
λDe electron Debye length
√
0kBTe/neq2e 2.4 ∗ 10−8 m
λe electron inertial length c/wpe 3.1 ∗ 10−6 m
λi ion inertial length c/wpi 2.7 ∗ 10−4 m
λmfpe electron mean free path vthe/νei 1.5 ∗ 10−6 m
λmfpi ion mean free path vthi/νii 1.9 ∗ 10−8 m
µe electron dynamic viscosity 0.73nekBTe/νei 7.0 ∗ 10−6 kgm s
µi ion dynamic viscosity 0.96nikBTi/νii 3.5 ∗ 10−6 kgm s
νee e-e collision freq 116pi
q4e
20
ne ln(Λ)
m
1/2
e (kBTe)3/2
2.5 ∗ 1011 s−1
νei e-i collision freq 116pi
q4e
20
Zne ln(Λ)
m
1/2
e (kBTe)3/2
1.5 ∗ 1012 s−1
νii i-i collision freq 116pi
q4e
20
Z4ni ln(Λ)
m
1/2
i (kBTi)
3/2
4.4 ∗ 1011 s−1
ωce electron cyclotron freq qeB0/me 3.5 ∗ 1011 rad/s
ωci ion cyclotron freq ZqeB0/mi 4.3 ∗ 107 rad/s
ωce/νei electron magnetization λmfpe/rce 0.23
ωci/νii ion magnetization λmfpi/rci 9.4 ∗ 10−5
ωpe electron plasma frequency
√
neq2e/0me 9.8 ∗ 1013 rad/s
ωpi ion plasma frequency
√
niZ2q2e/0mi 1.1 ∗ 1012 rad/s
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APPENDIX B
COBRA FIRING SEQUENCE
Between the time that the COBRA operator presses a button and they hear a
“bang,” many signals are traversing many cables to provide diagnostic timings
with (hopefully) nanosecond accuracy (realistically, one accepts at least 5-10 ns
jitter for diagnostics). See Figs. B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4 for a timing diagram.
Temporarily ignoring diagnostic triggering, the COBRA operator presses the
button on the 22 V pulser, which sends a signal [300 V after the “Glory Box,” see
below] to the PT-55 (55 kV) switch (PT is “pulse trigger”), which sends a [5 kV]
signal to the TG-70 (70 kV) switch (TG is “trigger generator”), which sends a
[40 kV] signal to the Trigger Marx, which sends a [320 kV] signal to the Marx
Generator.
Now, considering diagnostic triggering, before the 22 V pulser signal reaches
the PT-55, it passes through the “Glory Box” (triggering circuit). Along with
the 22 V pulser signal, the Glory Box requires a 5 V DC power supply and a
10 Hz signal generator. The 10 Hz generator also sends a signal to start the
diagnostic laser. The Glory Box outputs a square pulse, which characteristically
has a rising and falling edge. The rising edge “first pass” sends a signal to
1) a delay generator to trigger the Bz Helmholtz coil capacitor bank (as well
as the puff valve and preionizer for gas puff experiments) and 2) a “master”
delay generator that will trigger the streak camera, bolometer, 10 J laser, fake
Bdot (for testing signals without a shot), and PT-55 delay generator. (For gas
puff experiments, a preionizer monitor signal is also input into the PT-55 delay
generator.) The PT-55 delay generator sends a signal to the COBRA charging
panel that triggers the oscilloscopes (in the “screen room”) and the PT-55 power
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supply. (See the previous paragraph for the triggering sequence from PT-55 to
Marx and Sec. 5.1 for the signal from Marx to pulse forming lines (PFL).)
When the PFLs start charging, the South PFL sends a signal to the Glory box
that forces a falling edge to the Glory Box’s square pulse [due to a Bdot on the
side of the pulse line]. The falling edge “second pass” sends a signal to two
delay generators that trigger the rest of the diagnostics: to fire the diagnostic
laser, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) self emission quadrant cameras (“quad cams”
or “QCs”) 1 and 2, optical self emission fast framing camera (“12-frame”), and
to fire the 10 J laser and trigger the spectrometer.
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Figure B.1: Diagram of COBRA triggering, top left quadrant. Made by W.
Potter.
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Figure B.2: Diagram of COBRA triggering, top right quadrant. Made by W.
Potter.
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Figure B.3: Diagram of COBRA triggering, bottom right quadrant. Made by W.
Potter.
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Figure B.4: Diagram of COBRA triggering, bottom left quadrant. Made by W.
Potter.
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APPENDIX C
COBRA OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
To any anxious grad student reading this, please get a current COBRA op-
erator’s training, supervision, and permission to fire COBRA. Additionally, be
aware that there may be changes in the procedure from what is written in this
section. Thanks to Harry “Wizard” Wilhelm.
Before Shot:
Outside of COBRA in firing area:
Be sure the SF6 valve on gas cylinder is open. If you need to change the
SF6 pressures in switches, edit the Run document found on the desktop. Make
sure to save the file after changing the values. At SF6 control computer enter
“power,0”. Vent N and S Marxes to about 3 psi by manually flipping orange
vent switches. Remember to close them when done. At control computer enter
“power,1” and then “script,run” *. Wait for numbers to stabilize (about 2 min-
utes). Check TG70 pressure; it should be 17 psi**. Check water resistivity for N
and S ISC; the resistivity number should be above 2.
*If computer not register command, enter power,0; script,run; power,1;
script,run
**If not:
Panel inlet, switch down –> out, fills
Panel outlet, out goes from panel to TG70
Vent, lowers pressure
On top level of COBRA:
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Check vacuum via ion gauge; want pressure to be at 5E-5 (Torr) or lower.
If OK then turn off ion gauge controller, unplug controller, valve off ion tube,
and remove wires connected to ion tube. Connect cables for top axial QC if
necessary. Turn on high voltage power supplies for quadrant cameras (in box
under optical table). Make sure COBRA power boxes are all on (there are two
boxes, each with 3 switches; 1 box is on North side, 1 on South side).
Using ladder:
Turn off oil recirculation (white switch on front of blue pump). Close valves
on left (marked from cans); want lever perpendicular to lines.
On bottom level of COBRA:
Water circulation. Turn off pump on both sites: A) white switch by South, B)
box by North: auto –> off. Turn off and unplug the pulseline bubble/oil/water
detector box.
During Shot:
Optional before shot: Trigger test (for North and South Trigger Marx fire output
signals). Only TG ON (and TG-70), wait for trigger voltages to charge up, then press
22 V pulser.
Computer SF6 control enter “power,0”.
TG on and Arm (press buttons). Wait until trigger voltages (kV) charge up
(4 readouts; wait for 2nd to left to read ∼15.5).
HV on and TG-70. *Make sure resistivity meter switch (below orange
square light) is down. Make sure TG-70 bottom white switch is on and the
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power supply switch above that is on. Check dials below TG-70 [button]; cur-
rent goes up and voltage, then current drops (about 3 seconds).
Watch that current is stable. Voltage should rise to ∼68 kV on all 4 capacitor
banks, then you should see the current falling. (Watch for voltage hanging up at
around 10 kV indicating a bad diode board.) *If voltage exceeds 70 kV and/or
if current does not fall, then promptly press discharge [big red button].
Wait for all currents to go to less than 1.0 mA.
∼Do a final look around: pressures, dials, resistivity meter switch down, etc.
...
Disconnecting–3 [button]
Wait ∼1/2 second in between
2–open clamps
Wait ∼1/2 second in between
1–flip open gate valve controls (switches)
∼pause ∼1 sec; wait for gate valves to show green
–> FIRE: press 22 volt pulser button
*Discharge
After Shot:
On SF6 pressure control computer, turn off system by entering “power,0”
(unless already did so before shot). Curse slowness of keyboard response; curse
a second time. When it has been accepted, vent N and S Marxes by man-
ually flipping orange buttons *and dont forget to close after they reach ∼3
psi. *Back at control panel, stop venting Marxes. Enter “power,1” and then
“script,clean”*. Watch that the pressure gauges of Marxes go up together, indi-
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cating that you are running the clean script.
*If computer does not register command, enter power,0; script clean; power,
1; script,clean.
Enter COBRA area.
Turn on oil monitoring (pulseline indicator box) system. 4 green lights are
good– anything else indicates a problem. Open 2 flaps by diagnostic laser and
delay generators; turn off diagnostic laser; close laser shutter. Be sure the upper
flap is chained open so the delay generators stay cool.
Debubble 4 pulselines:
(1) Fill air tank (switch up), then switch down.
(2) Fill NE, then once filled put switch down.
Repeat (1) and (2) for the other 3 pulselines.
(3) Put all switches up except for the green fill air tank.
*red indicates oil; yellow/orange indicates air
In COBRA area, using ladder, while draining air from pulselines: Get flashlight.
Climb ladder to blue oil recirculation pump. On a gas puff shot, look at water
level in marble column, a drop may indicate a broke upper barrier. Open top
valve on left; shine flashlight in flow indicator, and turn on switch. Look for
about 10 seconds to see if bubbles appear. Switch off; close valve. Repeat for
valves 2, 3, and 4. Open all valves, turn on pump, and verify that oil is circulat-
ing. *Every time you open a valve, look at oil level [indicator on front] to see
if it is dropping– this dropping indicates a barrier problem.
*If there are bubbles, shut pump off and get help– means arc in can.
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After pictures have been downloaded, go to COBRA platform, turn off cam-
eras and high voltage. Disconnect cables from top axial QC if necessary.
Once pulseline indicator box shows all green, you can turn all switches on
box down (“Chalenski sweep”) and turn on water circulation switches (South
white switch and North box off –> hand (or auto)). *Hand (/manual) is prob-
ably better than auto. *If there’s a yellow light on the North box, auto won’t
work. Need to re-do turning on circulation if cylinder stuck in top/bottom of
flow meter rather than in middle.
Check for bubbles near the 4 barriers using borescope; check for bubbles
on barrier and edges. If there are bubbles, then repeat “Debubble pulseline”
procedure for the problem barriers. *When done, don’t forget to screw on the
caps.
Only if water circulation box set to auto: *IF water circulation has stopped, there
will be a yellow light on the control panel in the corner (NE) of the COBRA room
indicating low water on north or south. Turn off circulation pump. Close valves
from pulse lines; open valve to roughing filters; open H2O valve supplying
building water (N of N Marx, green lever with stop watch/ timer on it). Set
timer to about 2 minutes. Wait until the low water LED goes out, then add
another 2 minutes of water. Close the water supply valve and set the other 2
valves the way they were. Start circulation.
Things to monitor/ check:
Monitor gas (in cylinders): SF6 outside; Nitrogen by pulseline.
If water levels are low.
Adder water circulation.
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Oil flowing in Marx circulation.
Leaks near pulseline-can connections.
End of Day:
Turn off power supplies on top of COBRA.
Close SF6 valve on cylinder (behind firing area).
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APPENDIX D
HELMHOLTZ COIL CHARGING BANK OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Thanks to Peter Schrafel.
0. Make sure the current paths from the power supply bank to the coil are
connected and properly insulated.
1. Turn down powerstat dial.
2. Flip on toggle power switch (red light comes on).
3. Press “charge” button to activate charging relays.
4. When turning up powerstat, try to keep current gauge below ∼30 µA DC.
5. Turn up powerstat to desired firing voltage (top left gauge: kV DC), account-
ing for voltage drop when disconnecting.
6. Press “disconnect” to isolate capacitors and ignitron from voltage supply. (If
firing during a COBRA shot, do this at the same time the COBRA operator says
or presses “disconnect” on COBRA.)
7. Press COBRA trigger 22 V pulser.
8. Press “dump” and flip off toggle power switch after firing. (And turn down
powerstat.)
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APPENDIX E
MAGNETIC (B-DOT) PROBE FABRICATION
The dB/dt probes are fabricated with the following procedure:
Acquire the Following Ingredients:
1. semi-rigid coaxial cable: 0.020” outer diameter (OD) with copper outer con-
ductor [Pasternack; part #PE-20SR]
2. connector: SMA straight female solder jack for 0.047” semi-rigid cable, 50
Ohm, gold plated brass [Field Components Inc.; part #FC10DSF-B15-1-R1; cage
code: 5ZF66]– includes pin, brass adapter, insulator plug
– brass adapter dimensions: 0.0895” OD, ∼0.0435” inner diameter (ID), 0.0230”
wall thickness
3. structural stabilizer adapter: tinned copper semi-rigid cable, 0.047” OD,
0.035” ID
4. base tubing (plastic, possibly FEP): 0.125” OD, ∼0.625” ID, 0.030(5)” wall
thickness
5. long extension tubing: FEP industrial tubing, 0.063” OD, 0.031” ID, 0.015”
wall thickness [Small Parts; part #FEP-IT063-C]
6. Kapton (polyimide) tubing:
a) [used for normal probes and for making the loop area of z-probes] poly-
imide trp. walltube AWG 23, 0.0226” ID, 0.0030 wall thickness [Small Parts;
part #TWPT-022-12-10]
b) [used for normal probes and for making the loop area of z-probes] tubing
polyimide, 0.0290” ID, 0.00300” wall thickness [Advanced Polymers; Vention
Medical; part #141-0046]
c) [used for outside of single z-probe loop] polyimide trp. walltube AWG 16,
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0.0508” ID, 0.00375” wall thickness [Small Parts Inc.; part #TWPT-050-12-10]
d) [used for outside of double-z-probe loop(s); largest] tubing polyimide,
0.0800” ID, 0.00375” wall thickness
e) [other “medium size”] tubing polyimide, 0.043” ID, 0.00300” wall thickness
[Advanced Polymers; Vention Medical; part #141-0074]
7. calibration pulser; oscilloscope
8. solder; soldering iron; 5 minute epoxy, stirrer; vice
9. tools: razor blade, tweezers, needle-nose pliers, flush cutter, file, ruler, spring-
loaded punch
To Assemble the Connector:
– Insert white insulator plug into connector and indent connector (2-3 times, ev-
ery ∼120◦ near center of where white plug is)
– Put brass adapter and structural stabilizer adapter into connector; solder to
connector; *afterward, make sure can still see through hole in connector (solder
not blocking)
– Note: to “score,” 1) twist the wire under a blade or 2) press down with the
blade; remove blade; rotate wire; press with blade; repeat as needed
– Score around coax copper outer conductor (OC) ∼4 mm from end; bend
around and pull OC off
– Score around coax white insulator ∼2 mm from end; pull off
– Attach pin and coax: solder inner conductor wire to inside of pin (on the op-
posite side of the pin to what will connect to a SMA male connector)
– Slide coax into connector; at some time, pin won’t want to go into plug further;
then, start inserting the pin with pliers, then press on it with a blunt tool (like
blunt end of a file), then press against a table, and then with a blunt tool again;
so, pin ends up stuck into plug as far as it can go
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– “Lightly” (not a thick glob) solder outer conductor to shielding
– Note: make sure structural stabilizer adapter does not go into the connector,
or else it may short circuit (connecting inner conductor with outer conductor),
plus it will be hard to put the pin into the plug
To Make a Normal Loop:
0. Assemble the connector
– Note: to “score,” 1) twist the wire under a blade or 2) press down with the
blade; remove blade; rotate wire; press with blade; repeat as needed
– Score around coax copper outer conductor (OC) ∼3 mm from end; bend
around and pull OC off
– Score around coax white insulator, leaving ∼1 mm from OC; pull off
– Flick tip (of inner conductor (IC)) while holding bottom of cable to make sure
the tip doesn’t break
– Make loop by bending inner conductor down to touch the outer conductor
(the loop area is determined by the length of the white insulator); *make sure
the loop is “in-plane”
– Solder loop connection point between IC and OC
– Note: to solder a small amount: after soldering iron is hot, make sure tool tip
is clean (can use wet sponge and/or gold pipe cleaner), put bead of solder on
tool tip, then flick the tip to throw most of the bead on the floor (this gets the tip
hot); then, 1) put a tiny bit more solder onto the tip, press onto loop connection
to make joint (∼1 sec), and push/ pull the tool tip away to minimize bulge in
solder joint, or 2) make loop connection, solder material and tool tip meet to-
gether (∼1 sec), and push/pull tool tip away
– Note: if there’s too much of a solder joint bulge, may use file to remove neces-
sary amount
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– Slide Kapton over loop (and over solder joint– without breaking it) and move
down to cover ∼2-3 cm of coax from the top of the loop; and cut Kapton ∼0.5-
1 mm above the top of the loop
– Attach base tubing (enough length to extend past and cover the structural sta-
bilizer adapter) to long extension tubing (long enough that it covers ∼1 cm of
Kapton once it slides onto the probe)
– Slide long extension tubing over Kapton and coax
– Epoxy the probe tip (with 5 min epoxy), making sure the epoxy gets far down
to insulate the loop, and let dry
– Note: can slightly bend coax to denote loop orientation
– Calibrate probe loop area using calibration pulser
– Note: test probe continuity (as needed)
To Make a z-probe Loop:
0. Assemble the connector
– Slide a piece of Kapton tubing with a slit (to act as the loop area) down the
coax
– Note: to “score,” 1) twist the wire under a blade or 2) press down with the
blade; remove blade; rotate wire; press with blade; repeat as needed
– Score around coax copper outer conductor (OC) ∼3-4 mm from end; bend
around and pull OC off
– Slice ∼3 mm of the outer conductor, along the axis of the coax
– Bend out both of the sides of the sliced OC
– Tilt the insulator (and inner conductor) wire 90◦ out from the coax
– Carefully cut off the bent insulator while not cutting the inner conductor (cut
or score around the insulator with a razer blade and pull it off with tweezers)
– Crimp together the outer conductor sliced sides to make metal contact above
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what will become the probe loop
– Slide up the Kapton piece with a slit
– To create the probe loop: bend inner conductor wire around the Kapton piece
(pay attention to loop orientation)
– Solder end of IC to OC
– Slide down larger Kapton tubing over the loop
– Epoxy the probe tip (with 5 min epoxy), making sure the epoxy gets far down
to insulate the loop, and let dry
– Calibrate probe loop area using calibration pulser
– Note: test probe continuity (as needed)
To Make a Double-z-probe Loop:
0. Assemble the connector
1. Make two z-probes with the following changes:
– After “slide down larger Kapton tubing over the loop,” put the two probe
ends together and slide down another even larger Kapton tubing over the two
probe ends; if the “even larger” Kapton tubing does not fit, can put the “larger”
Kapton tubing over only one of the probe loops
– Epoxy the probe tip (with 5 min epoxy), making sure the epoxy gets far down
to insulate the loop, and let dry
– Note: may want to calibrate individual probe loops before combining, but it
is still good to calibrate after combining them
– Note: test probe continuity (as needed)
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APPENDIX F
PROBE CALIBRATION PULSER
The dB/dt probe loop areas are calibrated using a well-characterized pulser
described here. The pulser current travels through a copper sheet bent to a
horseshoe-shaped loop (with a gap), creating a magnetic field within the horse-
shoe loop. The probe loops are placed through a small hole in the copper sheet.
The magnetic field (dB/dt) will induce a voltage in the probe loop based upon
the loop orientation relative to the magnetic field. Along with measuring the
voltage when the loop area is aligned with the magnetic field, it may be useful
to also record any voltage pickup when the loop area is (nominally) perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field. If due to the loop area (mis)alignment, this off-axis
component pickup could produce voltage signals from dB/dt components other
than in the direction of interest.
Using the calibration pulser, a dB/dt probe loop of well known area (i.e.
larger than the typical loop areas for experiments) is placed through the small
hole in the copper sheet. An oscilloscope records the voltage of the dB/dt loop
and the pulser current from a Rogowski coil. The loop dB/dt signal is inte-
grated by the oscilloscope. The peak-to-trough (twice the amplitude) oscillo-
scope voltage of the integrated waveform is averaged between both loop orien-
tations (parallel and antiparallel to the dB/dt). To compare relative probe areas,
this voltage value for the known loop area is compared with the value measured
while calibrating an experiment probe loop.
For our calibration pulser when calibrating a probe with unknown area, after
recording the average peak-to-trough voltage (in nV) of the integrated dB/dt
signal for both loop orientations, dividing 600 ∗ 1010 by this recorded value will
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Figure F.1: Simplified circuit diagram of the dB/dt probe calibration pulser. A:
power supply, B: charging resistor, C: charge relay (switch), D: dump resistor
(and relay), E: capacitor, F: air self break switch and load (copper sheet loop).
provide a calibration factor in units of Gauss/(seconds*Volt) that will convert a
voltage to a dB/dt.
The specifications for the calibration pulser in LPS are as follows (see Fig. F.1
for reference). Power supply (A): 30 kV, 5 mA; with 4A fuse (note: voltage
gauge and dial measures across power supply). Charging resistor (B): 75 Ω,
50 W. Charge relay (C): rated for 40 kV, linked to dump resistor relay (D); charge
button closes relay, dump button opens relay. Dump resistor (D) [with a “large”
resistance]: linked to charge relay (C); dump button closes relay, charge button
opens relay. Capacitor (E): 0.2 µF, rated for 50 kV, 0.02 µH, voltage across this
capacitor causes air gap switch (F) to break. Air self break switch and load (F):
switch (∼1 cm gap) always open until voltage across > 25 kV, then breakdown
pulse through air; pulse then travels through load– a∼25 mm diameter Cu loop
(horseshoe with a gap), ∼50 mm wide sheet– with a hole through the Cu sheet
for the dB/dt probe loop to enter. Lastly, we note that to measure current with
the oscilloscope, the Rogowski coil has a calibration factor of 2.17 kA/V.
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APPENDIX G
NONDIMENSIONALIZING THE GENERALIZED OHM’S LAW
From Sec. 6.1, we have the Generalized Ohm’s Law (GOL) shown in Eq. G.1.
As mentioned: for a numerical simulation to efficiently calculate equations,
putting the equation variables into a dimensionless form is important, so the
computer does not have to keep track of unnecessarily large or small numbers.
me
nee2
(
∂J
∂t
+∇ ·
[
uJ+ Ju− 1
nee
JJ
])
= E+ u×B− ηJ− J×B
nee
+
∇Pe
nee
(G.1)
A dimensional quantity Q is put in dimensionless form by writing Q = Q0Q˜
where Q0 is a characteristic value of the quantity with dimensions, and Q˜ is
dimensionless. Thereby, we can work with Q˜ in the equation. See Table G.1
for (possible) characteristic values of the quantities in the GOL. Of note: the
gradient operator and time derivative have units that need to be considered,
the magnetic field and velocity are related by the Alfven speed, and the pressure
(energy density) can be scaled in multiple ways.
Then, dividing all quantities in Eq. G.1 by E0 and simplifying (see Ap-
pendix A as necessary), we get the dimensionless GOL, Eq. G.2, where the tildes
are dropped from the variables (meaning Q refers to Q˜). We see the electron in-
ertial length is important for the electron inertia term, and the ion inertial length
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Table G.1: Characteristic Values for Nondimensionalization
Description Symbol Characteristic Value
length L0 1.0 ∗ 10−3 m
time t0 1.0 ∗ 10−7 s
number density n0 6.0 ∗ 1028 #/m3
(Al ion) mass m0 mi = 27 ∗ 1836 ∗me
gradient operator ∇0 L−10
time derivative (∂/∂t)0 t−10
velocity u0 L0/t0
magnetic field B0 u0
√
m0n0µ0
electric field E0 u0B0
current density J0 B0/µ0L0
resistivity η0 µ0L20/t0
pressure P0 βB20/µ0
or
m0n0u
2
0
is important for the Hall and electron pressure terms.
λ2e
L20
(
∂J
∂t
+∇ ·
[
uJ+ Ju− λi
neL0
JJ
])
= ne(E+ u×B− ηJ
− λi
neL0
J×B+ βλi
neL0
∇Pe) (G.2)
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